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THE DIRECT EFFECTS OF 
TION ON DNA AND ITS 
STRUCTURES 

George D _ D _ Jones 

ABSTRACT 

IONIZING RADIA
HIGHER ORDERED 

This thesis investigates the effects of ionizing radiation on frozen 
aqueous solutions of DNA using e.s.r. spectroscopy and a plasmid 
(pBR322) strand break assay. To elucidate the mechanisms subsequent to 
primary ionic radical formation (G'+ and T'-), additives that influence 
the radiolytic processes were included prior to irradiation. 

The presence of hydrogen peroxide (Chapter Three) switched the mechanism 
from direct damage to a pathway in part mediated through oxygen centred 
radicals ('OH, HO~) and resulted in a modest increase in the number of 
strand breaks (i.e. radiosensitization). E.s.r. observations showed the 
appearance of sugar radicals (strand break precursors) which were lost 
at temperatures well below those of base radicals. 

The inclusion of a variety of thiols (Chapter Four) resulted in no 
change to either G'+ or T'-, However, on warming, the normal pattern of 
radical reactions was draMatically Modified, the DNA radical centres 
being abruptly reduced in concentration. In anoxia this was concomitant 
with the appearance of RSSR-, and strand breaks were noted to decrease 
(i,e. radioprotection), Under oxic conditions the degree of repair was 
a function of the relative concentration of oxygen and thiol. E.s.r. 
indicated repair of DNA centred peroxyl radicals and also RSOi forma
tion. The latter may react with DNA and account for attenuation, by 
oxygen, of protection afforded by thiols at low concentrations. 

The effects of ionizing radiation on higher ordered DNA structures 
(nucleohistone, chromatin and cell nuclei) has been investigated 
(Chapter Five). Relative to DNA, all systems gave equivalent yields of 
G'+, together with protein electron-loss centres (Hist)'+. However, T'
yields were enhanced, the increase being greatest for nuclei. For the 
protein component it was suggested that (Hist)' + are amide cations, 
readily trapped by loss of N-H protons, but that the electrons are 
Mobile and able to transfer to DNA. 

Mechanisms leading to strand breaks, involving intramolecular hydrogen 
atom abstraction by directly induced base radicals froll neighbouring 
sugar residues, are proposed (Appendix B) and compared with those 
obtained for hydroxyl radical damage. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ionizing radiation constitutes a source of naturally occurring physical 

da.age that living organis.s have had to contend with since the 

beginning of biological evolution. Identification of the critical site 

or .acro.olecular target whose daaage is pri.arily responsible for 

radiation induced cell injury has been the goal of extensive investiga

tions. It is now 2enerally agreed that the target is in the cell 

nucleus (Zirkle, 1957) and that the principle target aolecule, in 

.a •• alian cells, is deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) (Kaplan and Moaes, 1964; 

Hutchinson, 1966; Okada, 1969; Alper, 1979; Grosch and Hopwood, 1979: 

8iaglow, 1981). Of the various DNA radiation induced alterations so far 

characterised (Htitteraann et .1., 1978), the .ost lethal lesion has been 

proposed by .any to be the double strand break (d.s.b.) (Hutchinson, 

1978; Radford, 1985 and 1986). 8iolo~ical effects such as gene 

.alfunction. chro.osoae aberation and even ageing have also been related 

to DNA radiation induced daaage (Dewey et .1., 1967: Held, 1986; 

Auerbach, 1976). 

The high energy photons of ordinary X- or 7-radiation act on the 

absorbing aaterial al.ost exclusively through the fast electrons 

(secondary radiation) to which they give rise (photoelectric effect, 

Co.pton effect, electron-positron pair production). These in turn act 

by causing secondary ionizations and excitations which overall results 

in abrupt changes to the electronic structure of the aolecule. of the 

target .aterial, and leads to the dislocation of electrons froa their 

regular state of orbital occupancy in pairs. The resulting .olecular 

species with unpaired electrons are generally referred to as free 

radicals (Spinks and Wood, 1976). An evaluation of their relevance in 

radiation daaage processes, in principle, involves relating both their 

cheaical structure and concentration at various stages in the chain of 

reactions, to the nature of the stable cheaical and biological altera

tions detected at later stages of da.age (see below). For various 

reasons this proble. is difficult to solve. However, two particular 

pOints dictate the i.portance of radicals. Firstly the concentrations 

of radiation induced radicals, as aeasured by various physical 

techniques, are found to lie within the range of concentrations observed 

for stable cheaically altered products. Secondly, the observed stable 

che.ical alterations can, in general, be 8uccessfully explained on the 
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basis of free radicals as precursors. Both observations leave little 

doubt about the role of free radicals being of primary importance as 

detectable intermediates in the pathway of reactions leading to 

chemical, and finally biological radiation induced damage. 

The time scale for the effects of ionizing radiation on living systems 

extends over a considerable period, spanning from the first atomic/sub

atomic physical events (N10- 18s) to the later tissue level genetic and 

carcinogenic effects (years) (Adams and Jameson, 1980; Chapman and 

Gillespie, 1981). It is convenient to divide the events following 

exposure into three broad time scales, namely the physical, chemical and 

biological stages of radiation action. The physical stage (10- 18-10- 12 

seconds) commences with the transit of a fast electron or high energy 

photon and the deposition of energy to atoms in the absorbing medium, 

resulting in the formation of radicals. The chemical stage (10- 12 -100 

seconds) is the transformation of the radicals into stable products, and 

finally the biological stage (hours-years) comprises the effects caused 

by incorporation of the altered products into active living systems. 

In the present study electron spin resonance (e.s.r.) spectroscopy was 

used to identify and quantify the initial ionic damage caused by the 

direct effects of ionizing radiation (see below) on DNA. After a 

succession of fast reactions, involving the formation of secondary 

neutral radicals, these gave rise to stable diamagnetic chemical 

products. It was at this juncture that a chemical method, using single 

strand breaks (s.s.bls) and d.s.bls as indices of chemical damage, was 

employed to complement the physical data. A specific topological form 

of DNA, plasmid supercoiled DNA, selected for this purpose provided a 

simple and accurate method for analysis of the disruption of the DNA 

macromolecule. 

In the third stage, the purely biological processes of the radiation 

effects can be studied using a variety of techniques. An important part 

of the biological phase is the effect that radiation has on the enzymic 

repair processes of the cell. These include direct inactivation of the 

repair enzymes or an inability for the enzyme to function due to 

irreversible damage of the DNA molecules. Such studies on the 

biological consequences of radiation are beyond the scope of this 
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present work and have been reviewed elsewhere (Htittermann et a1., 1978; 

Simic et a1., 1986; Revell, 1974; Hanawalt et a1., 1979). 

The Structure of DNA 

To comprehend fully the behaviour of DNA under the action of ionizing 

radiation it is important not only to understand the structure of DNA 

but also the physico-chemical properties which govern the structure and 

chemical reactivity. The latter points of nucleic acid structure have 

been discussed in great detail elsewhere (Bloomfield et a1., 1974) and 

only a short suaaary follows. 

The ensuing discussion is restricted to double stranded DNA which takes 

the form of an unbranched polymer and may have a molecular weight of 

many millions. The repeating unit is the nucleotide (N320 m.wt.) which 

consists of a 2'-deoxyribose sugar bonded to a phosphate group and a 

purine or pyrimidine base. There are four commonly occurring base 

molecules in DNA, two purines, adenine (A) and guanine (G), and two 

pyrimidines, thymine (T) and cytosine (C). The repeating units are 

joined by phosphodiester bonding between the 3'-hydroxyl group of the 

sugar of one unit to the 5'-hydroxyl group of the next. The architec

ture proposed by Watson and Crick (1953), was for two polynucleotide 

chains, running in opposite directions (anti-parallel), to be wound 

helically about the same axis constrained by hydrogen bonding between 

the bases. A sugar and phosphate attached at one side of a base-pair is 

related by a two-fold rotation axis in the plane of the base, the 

helical symmetry generates a further set of axes bisecting the base-pair 

planes. Base-pairing occurs between a purine and pyrimidine as shown in 

Figure 1.1. The allowed coabinations are A-T and G-C, hence the ratio 

of (G,A) to (C,T) remains constant while the aaount of G-C to A-T aay 

vary, dependent on the origin of the DNA. 

The molecular structure may be described in teras of a set of 

conformational or torsion angles. These are the projected angles 

between two adjacent bonds when viewed along the central bond. The 

convention used here is presented in Figure 1.2. The angle x defines a 

rotation about the glycosidic bond and relates the sugar 0; to the 

purine C8 or pyriaidine C6. It has been observed to take values froa 

slightly less than zero to more than 90· and again around 270·. The low 
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value angles are termed anti, those in the 90· range as hiBh anti while 

those around 270· are Byn. The backbone torsion angles are divided into 

three regions, given below:-

a) gauche+ (g+) o· - 120· 

b) gauche- (g-) -120· - o· 
c) trans (t) 120· - 240· 

The molecular confor.ation is also influenced by the sugar pucker. This 

describes the deviation of the sugar ring ato.s fro. co-planar. The C; 

or C; atom .ay be displaced giving four possible puckers (Fig. 1.3). 

To define the position and orientation of the base-pairs with respect to 

the helix axis the following paraaeters are co •• only defined; twist, 

tilt, roll, displacement and slide (Dickerson and Drew, 1981; Neidle and 

Beraan, 1983; Keeble, 1986). The twist is the rotation of a rigid base

pair around the helix axis; the tilt is the rotation of a rigid base

pair around the pseudo two-fold axis; roll is a rotation about a line 

connecting the purine C8 and pyri.idine C6 (or about the N3-N1 hydrogen 

bond); displaceaent (D) is the distance froa the helix axis to the 

base-pair and slide is defined as the translation of the base-pairs 

relative to one another down their long axis. The base-pairs the.selves 

are also flexible and are rarely perfectly co-planar. They can either 

be propeller-twisted or bent. The toraer is a rotation of the two bases 

with respect to each other about the C8-C6 (or N3-Nl) link. whilst the 

latter is the rotation of the individual bases in a pair around the 

pseudo two-fold axis in the plane of the bases (Pig. 1.4). 

Running the length of the DNA structure are two grooves (Fig. 1.5). 

These are the (i) major and (ii) minor grooves which aay vary in depth 

and width dependent on aolecular confor.ation. They are iaportant as 

potential sites for interactions. 

It should be noted that the stability ot the helix cannot be accounted 

tor by base-pair hydrogen bonding alone, since the bond energy Is too 

saall. However an additional source of stabilization is base stacking. 

The stacking aechanisa arises fro. interactions between the .-electrons 

of the aroaatic bases and accounts for the stability of Single strand 

polynucleotides. Indeed bases free in solution show a preference for 
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stacking. This results in soae hydration water being removed. however 

the hydrogen bonding sites are taken up by water. Base-pair stacking 

within the confines of the DNA superstructure results in the further 

exclusion of water and. under these conditions. hydrogen bonding between 

the base-pairs is a favourable interaction. The repulsive influence 

between the negative phosphate groups of the backbone is counterbalanced 

by interactions with saall. positively charged salt ions. such as Na+ 

and K+. 

So far the aain features of the Watson-Crick model have been exaained 

and the teraioology necessary for an accurate description of aolecular 

structure given. DNA. however. does not exhibit a unique arrangement 

and the aolecule aay be induced into aaking transitions between several 

distinct foras. 

Fro. the first X-ray studies on DNA fibres, conducted by Franklin and 

Gosling (1953) over 30 years ago, it was discovered that the aolecule 

was able to switch between two double-helical foras. A and B. on 

changing the state of hydration. Subsequent studies varying 

concentration and type of counter-ion under a range of hydration 

conditions have yielded further foras. Naturally occurring DNA in the 

fibre state is found to exhibit A (Fuller et .1., 1965). B (Arnott and 

Hukins. 1973) and C (Marvin et .1 .• 1961) foras (Fig. 1.5a,b.c) while 

synthetic polyaers such as polydeoxyadenylic acid-polythyaidylic acid 

[poly(dA).poly(dT)] and polydeoxyguanylic-deoxycytidylic acid [poly(dG

dC)] have been tound in the D and S toras (Mahendrasingaa. 1983). 

Single crystal DNA oligonucleotide segaents have so far been observed in 

A. Band Z toras (Wang et .1 .• 1979). Only the three toras tor natural 

fibre state DNA. A. Band C. shall be discussed. 

The B-tora is observed under conditions of high huaidity and/or high 

salt. It is thought to be the predoainant fora in solution and hence in 

biological systeae. The glycosidic bond takes on hiBh .nti conforaation 

while the backbone angles froa « to t, of Figure 1.2. are t. g(-). g(-), 

t. g(+), t respectively (Arnott and Hukins. 1973). The aolecule bas a 

10 base per turn, right handed, helical structure with alaost horizontal 

base-paire packed in the centre core. It has two equally deep grooves, 

a wide aajor one and a narrower ainor one. 
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FIGURE 1 .6 
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The C-form is similar but with 9.3 bases per turn and the bases are 

displaced slightly further from the helical axis. In this case the 

glycosidic angle is high anti and the torsion angles are t, t, g(-), t, 

g(+) and t (Marvin et a1., 1961). The C-form, however, exists under 

opposing conditions compared to B, that is, low salt concentrations and 

low humidities. The B-form observed from fibres has been found to 

coaprise a faaily of structures exhibiting small variations dependent on 

the counter-ion present and type of DNA used (Mahendrasingaa, 1983). 

Since Band C foras show aany similarities, the C-form aay be con

sidered a member of the B faaily. 

The A-form of DNA is stouter with a very deep, narrow major groove and a 

shallow, wide ainor groove. The base-pairs are more tightly packed with 
o 

a rise of 2.56 A and are displaced well away froa the helix axis leaving 

a hollow core. They are also tilted at an angle of 19·. The glycosidic 

angle is anti and the « to ( torsion angles are t, g(-), g(-), t, g(+) 

and g(+) (Arnott et a1., 1969). Side and end views of the A, Band C 

foras are shown in Pigure 1.5 and their helical paraaeters are listed in 

Table 1.1. 

The descriptions above refer to the averaged structures obtained froa 

fibre diffraction studies. However, the possibility of saall local 

sequence dependent variations (Klug et a1., 1979) aust not be excluded. 

Proa diffraction work involving a B-DNA dodecaaer, the observation of 72 

ordered water aolecules gave valuable information concerning hydration 

(Drew et a1., 1981; Dickerson and Drew, 1981). A general preference for 

association with polar nitrogen and oxygen atoas at the exposed edges of 

the base-pairs was observed. Hydration within the ainor groove was 

ordered, regular and apparently co-operative. A geoaetric spine was 

seen filling the groove, often bridging to phosphate oxygens. The 

presence of purine N2 aaino groups had a disruptive influence on the 

structure. In the case of the aajor groove order was restricted to a 

first hydration shell around the polar Nand 0 atoms, other water 

aolecules in the groove were disordered. Structural disorder was also 

found on the phosphate backbone except in the region of C7 aethyl groups 

on thyaine residues. 

Work involving studies on natural DNA fibres has shown that under 
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TABLE 1.1 

The Par .. eters Definine the Three Conforaations of 
Native DNA in Fibres 

CONFORMATION 

A B C 

Sugar Pucker C;-endo C,-endo C,-endo 

Pitch 
0 

(A) 28.2 33.8 31 

Bases per Turn 11 10 9.3 

Rise per Base-Pair (A) 2.56 3.4 3.3 

Base Tilt Angle 19· -6· -8· 

Turn per Residue 32.7· 36· 38.6· 

Groove Width 
0 

(A) 

Minor 11 5.7 4.8 

Major 2.7 11.7 10.5 

Groove Depth (A) 

Minor 2.8 7.5 7.9 

Major 13.5 8.5 7.5 
0 

Displacellent D (A) 4.72 -0.16 -2.13 



conditions of low salt, the DNA molecules may be induced to follow the 

transition pathway C~A~B with increasing huaidity (33%+98%) 

(Mahendrasingam, 1983). The A conformation exists generally over the 

66% to 75% range. At interaediate hu.idities X-ray patterns exhibiting 

conformation mixtures, (C/A) or (A/B) have been observed. 

Mahendrasingaa has given an explanation of these patterns in ter.s of 

the temporal effect of water .igration and the possibility of ion 

concentration gradients within the fibre, so that at interaediate 

humidities the fibre .ay be divided into zones of differing environ

mental conditions and hence structure. The point of transition has been 

found to be dependent on both base sequence and water activity. Fibre 

studies have shown that polydeoxyadenylic-thyaidylic acid [poly(dA-dT)] 

re.ains in the B-fora regardless of water content whilst poly(dG-dC) 

readily switches from B to A on drying. The polyaer polydeoxyguanylic 

acid-polydeoxycytidylic acid [poly(dG).poly(dC)] was found to favour the 

A-fora even at high hu.idities. 

So far DNA .olecules have only been considered as static. However, 

evidence for dynaaic fluctuations has coae fro. nuclear .agnetic reson

ance (n .•. r.) stUdies (Hogan and Jardetzky. 1980) and .ore recently fro. 

the application of translation, libration. screw rigid (TLS) group model 

to high resolution X-ray data (Holbrook and Ki., 1984). However. due to 

the additional higher ordered structures found for DNA in the nucleus, 

any such motion must be considered less likely in vivo. Chapter Five 

investigates the effects of ioniZing radiation on such higher ordered 

structures of DNA, and an account of their structure is given therein. 

Indirect Bffects of Radiation 

In discussions of radiation effects at the molecular level one 

distinguishes between so-called direct effects and indirect effect •. 

Somewhat different interpretations of these concepts are found in the 

literature. However, one definition is that a direct effect is one 

which is produced in the saae molecule in which the primary process took 

place. In fluid aqueous solutions, indirect effects are caused by 

diffusable radIcal products of the radiolysis of water (Dertinger and 

Jung, 1969). 

Since water constItutes about 70-80% of the .aS8 of a cell, it can be 
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stated that approximately three quarters of cellular ionization events 

occur in water Molecules. The mobile water radicals produced may attack 

cellular constituents including DNA. Such reasoning has led to a great 

deal of research being centred on studies of the indirect action of 

radiation, with ideal conditions for such work being dilute aqueous 

solutions. Hence, quite obviously, a knowledge of the radiation 

chemistry of water is indispensable to the understanding of the indirect 

effects of ionizing radiation. 

The radiation induced decomposition of water is now fairly well 

understood (Schwarz, 1981) and soae details are shown in Table 1.11. 

The absorption of radiation leads to the formation of three short-lived 

reactive species, the hydrated electron (e;q)' the hydrogen atom (H') 

and the hydroxyl radical (·OH). These radical products are formed by 

the processes of ionization and excitation. The microscopic distribu

tion of these primary species is not uniform, despite a homogeneous 

macroscopic appearance of their action, with most ionization events 

being distinct and separated from each other by about 500 nm. A propor

tion of the total ionization events appear in clusters. Two sorts of 

clusters have been identified "spurs" (Mozuader and Magee, 1966) and 

"blobs" (Chatterjee and Magee, 1985), with the foraer being the product 

of lower energy depositions «100 eV) and the latter of higher deposi

tions (100-500 eV). For y-rays and high energy electrons the energy is 

essentially all deposited in spurs (80%) and blobs (20%). Due to the 

non-homogeneity of energy loss, recombination between the reactive 

species can occur resulting in molecular products, i.e. hydrogen and 

hydrogen peroxide, see Table 1.11. For y-radiation the sum of the 

yields of the various molecular products (given in G-values, molecules 

or radical species or events per 100 eV) are lower than that of the 

radical products and the H' atom yields are lower than that of e;q or 

'OH. 

Some of the reactions of 'OH, H' and eaq are given in Table 1.111. 

Abstraction is usually from a C-H bond and addition occurs at olefinic 

or aromatic centres. Both result in organic free radical formation. 

The hydrated electron, a reactive nucleophile, may react with a carbonyl 

moiety or a conjugated system to yield radical anions which can then 

protonate. These organic free radicals are themselves short-lived for 
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TABLE 1. II 

Action ot Ionizine Radiations on Water 

7 
HzO ~ e;;q, H" , "OH, H,O+, Hz, HzOz 

R.sdic.sl products 

7 
HzO ~ HzO"+ + e -

e - + oH,O ... e;q 

HzO"+ + HzO ... "OH + H,O+ 

HzO ... HzO· ... H" + "OH 

e;;q + H,O+ ... H" + HzO 
Molecul.sr products 

U" + U" ... Hz 
2H zO 

e;;q + e;;q ... Hz + 20U-

HzO 
e:;q + H" ... Hz + au-

"OH + "OH ... HzOz 
Yields 

Species: e;q H" "OH H,O+ Hz H2 02 

0 2.7 0.55 2.7 2.7 0.45 0.7 

[0 :: .olecules per 100 eV] 



TABLE 1. XXX 

Foraation and Reactions of Orcanic Free Radical. 

Abstraction 
RH + 'OH(H') ~ R' + H,O(H,) 

Addition 
R + 'OH(H') ~ ROH(RH) 

Nucleophilic attack by e~q 

Oxidation 

~R' ~ R, 
2ROH ~ (ROH), 

2R' ~ RH + product 
2ROH ~ R-OH + product 

H 

R'(ROH) + Ox ~ R+(ROH+) + OX
[Ox = oxidant] 

R'(ROH) + 0, ~ ROi(ROHOi) 
Reduction 

OH 
R'(ROH) + R'SH ~ RH(~ ) + R'S' 

'H 



they contain an unpaired electron and subsequently react to satisfy 

their own valence requireaents (Table 1.111). Interception of the 

organic radicals, for instance, by an oxidant or aolecular Oz can result 

in carbocation and peroxy radical foraation respectively. Such action 

aay prevent restitution processes and is one of the factors involved in 

radiobiological sensitization. Alternatively, reduction of the organic 

radical can result in restitution and will, of course, be relevant to 

radioprotection. 

With three reactive water species being present on radiolysis, it is 

clear that the radiation cheaistry of aqueous systeas can becoae quite 

co.plex, particularly in cases where the solute reacts with all three 

species. However, through the use of selective scavengers the systea 

can be greatly siaplified (Table 1.IV) and it is possible to study each 

coaponent in isolation. 

A aethod co .. only e.ployed in the aonitoring of indirect action towards 

DNA is cheaical analysis of the various products, both released and 

bound, to deteraine their structural nature and yield. With a coapli

cated bioaolecule like DNA this can present foraidable problea.. Hence, 

quite often, siaple aodel coapounds have been used, i.e. 8ugars (Bothe 

et al., 1978: Schuchaann and von Sonntag, 1977: von Sonntag and 

Dizdaroglu, 1977), phosphoric acid esters (Behrens et .1., 1978; 

Steenken et al., 1974), sugar phosphates (Stelter et al., 1975a,b) , 

nucleosides (Dizdarog1u et al., 1976), nuc1eotide8 (Cadet et .1., 1974: 

Ducoloab et al., 1974: for reviews, see von Sonntag, 1980 and von 

Sonntag and Schulte-Frohlinde, 1978) and boaologoul polynucleotides 

(Schulte-Frohlinde et al., 1985a: Akaboshi et al., 1985), in the hope of 

explaining the transforaation undertaken by DNA on irradiation in 

aqueous solution. The analysing tecbniques eaployed include, aaongst 

others, high perforaance liquid chroaatography (HPLe) (Belfi et .1., 

1986: Fuciarelli et al., 1986), thin layer cbroaatography (TLC) (Cadet 

et al., 1983b), gas liquid chroaatography-aass spectroscopy (GLC-MS) 

(Dizdarog1u et al., 1975b), and I'C and IH n.a.r. spectroscopy (Berger 

et al., 1985: Hruska et .1., 1985). The aajority of these techniques 

require the synthesis of the altered aolecu1es for use as standards in 

absolute assignaent. A biocheaical technique that has proved to be aost 

inforaatlve is enzyaatic end group analysis. This deterainea tbe 
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TABLE 1. IV 

Radiolysis of Aqueous Solutions: Use of Selective Scavencers 

Additive 

B. Acid 

b. Oxygen 

c. Nitrous oxide 

d. Nitrous oxide 
+ 
oxygen 

e. 'OH scavenger 

f. 'OH scavenger 
+ 
acid 

Reaction 

e;q + H+ ~ H' 

e;q + 0, ~ 0;-

Jt H+ 

H" + 0, ~ HOi 

+H,O 
e;q + N,O ~ 'OH + O~ + N, 

c + b 

RH + 'OH ~ R' + H,O 

e + • 

Active Species 

H', 'OH 

. OH • HO; • 0; -

'OH(H' ) 

·OH(HO;.O;-) 



biochemical reactivity of the end groups on the 3' and 5' termini of the 

strand breaks (Lennartz et a1 .• 1975: Bopp and Hagen. 1970; Henner et 

a1 .• 1983a.b). Enzyaatic aethods are considered more sensitive than 

chemical analysis. but both approaches have proved useful in deter

mining the mechanisas of indirect daaage towards DNA (von Sonntag et 

a1 .• 1981). 

A physical technique co.monly used to study the indirect action of 

radiation is pulse radiolysis which was pioneered in this country by 

Boag (1963) and Keene (1964). A pulse of high energy electrons 

(nanosecond duration) is delivered to the systea and by suitable 

detection techniques. i.e. optical (Fujita and steenken. 1981). 

conductiaetric (Bothe and Schulte-Frohlinde. 1982). or laser light 

scattering (Washino and Schnabel. 1982). the foraation and/or decay or 

radical transients (or products) can be followed over very short periods 

of tiae. i.e. over pico- or nanosecond tiaescales. 

As aentioned earlier the radiation induced lethal lesion is considered 

byaany to be the DNA d.s.b .• and it has been the aim of a number of 

research groups. using the techniques outlined above. to establish the 

aechanisa of DNA strand breakage under conditions of indirect daaage. 

Several released base and phosphate free sugars have been identified 

upon 7-irradiation of N20 saturated aqueous solutions of DNA (Fig. 1.6a) 

(Dizdaroglu et a1 .• 1975b). Not only were these sugars found in the 

free fora but also bound to DNA strands via phosphate ester linkages. as 

end groups of broken DNA chains (Pig. 1.6b) (Beesk et a1., 1979). All 

the sugars share the property of being oxidized at the C: position. 

Hydrogen atoa abstraction was therefore assuaed to be the priaary 

reaction leading to these sugars. with the DNA C: radical (7) being the 

all iaportant precursor (see Fig. 1.7). Froa studies involving aodel 

reactions for the degradation of DNA C4 radicals (Behrens et a1 .• 1982), 

reaction schemes professing the aechanisas of C: radical decay, 

resulting in the observed structures (1~) (and hence strand breakage), 

have been put forward (Fig. 1.7). The initial step is considered to be 

the hydrolysis of the «-alkoxyalkyl C: radical (7) via either the 4'-3' 

radical cation or 4'-5' radical cation, foraed via the eliaination of 

the 3' or 5' phosphate aoiety respectively. With the ensuing entry of 
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( a) Product G-value ( b) Product G-value 

CHJ CH J VH (1 ) 0.05 VH , (4) 0.025 , 

OH --OJPO 

HO-CH 2 --O)PO-CH 2 

UH , (2) 0.01 UH , (5) 0.07 

HO-CH2 
~O tH 
\---/ ' (3) 

OH 

0.06 

HO- {-CH2 o a * 
--O,PO- VH. (6) 0.05 

FIGURE 1 _ 6 

Products. both (a) released and (b) bound. identified upon y
irradiation of NzO saturated aqueous solutions of DNA and their 
G-values (number of .olecules or end groups formed per 100 eV of 
energy absorbed by the solution). [* Site ot OR and reaaining 
strand. -OPO~- 1s not exactly known.] 
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Degradation of DNA C; radicals (7) in aqueous solution. 
b = a nucleobase of DNA 
- = DNA strand continued. 
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OH- being regiospecific, a second round of hydrolysis may occur 

resulting in the common radical (8), the proposed precursor of the base 

and phosphate free sugars (I), (2) and (3) (Fig. 1.7). Alternatively, 

particular OH shifts may occur resulting in radicals (9) and (10), 

precursors of the end group base free sugars (4) and (5), (6) respec

tively (Fig. 1.7). These latter OH shifts are dependent on there being 

a sufficient proton concentration at the DNA. However, with there being 

protons released upon hydrolysis of the carbocations, and knowing that 

the proton density in the vicinity of a strand of nucleic acid is higher 

than that of the bulk solution (Manning, 1979), these rearrangements are 

considered viable. 

From model studies (Behrens et al., 1978) the P-elimination of the 

phosphate moiety from C~ of (7) should be faster than the corresponding 

elimination from C;. This was at first supported by quantitative data 

from the enzymatic analysis of the end groups, see Figure 1.6 (von 

Sonntag et al., 1981). However, with the possibility of rearrangement 

reactions [OH shifts or even phosphate shifts (Behrens et al., 1978)] 

altering the proportions of products once thought indicative of 3' or 5' 

phosphate elimination (von Sonntag et al., 1981), such conclusions can 

no longer be taken as totally valid. 

Under oxygenated conditions the principle primary species of water 

radiolysis are 'OH, the hydroperoxide radical (HO~') and its anion (0;-) 

(Table I.IV), the latter two being in equilibriu •. The 0;- radical is 

not very reactive and is not reported to produce DNA strand breaks (Blok 

and Loman, 1973). However it may contribute in redox reactions. 'OH 

mediated abstraction reactions fro. sugars are followed by diffusion 

controlled addition of oxygen. The C~ radical may eli.inate at least 

the C~ phosphate prior to oxygen addition, so the C~ peroxyl radical, as 

such, is not expected to form in appreciable yield. In oxygenated 

environments the for.ation of the phosphate and base free sugars (1) and 

(2) were suppressed. However in addition to (3) a further altered 

sugar, 2'-deoxy-tetrodialdose, (11) was observed both free and as a 

5'-end group derivative (12) (Dizdaroglu et al., 1975a). The proposed 

mechanism for their formation is shown in Figure 1.8 and the individual 

single steps are supported by reactions found in model systems (Stelter 

et al., 1975a; Howard, 1973). An interesting aspect of the mechanism 
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shown is that chain breakage is vi. a C-C scission. No aechanisa for 

the for.ation of the other products has as yet been offered. 

The above reactions can also account for base release noted on irradia

tion of DNA in solution (Ullrich and Hagen, 1971; Ward and Kuo, 1976). 

A consequence of base release is the generation of altered sugars which 

do not i .. ediately lead to strand breaks but which do so on alkali 

treat.ent (alkali labile sites). Two such sites are the 2'-deoxy-D

erythropentonolactone subunit (13) and the D-erythrose site (14) (Table 

I.V) (Dizdaroglu et al., 1977a,b). They are believed to be the products 

of H' abstraction fro. C; and C; respectively (see below). 

Despite the iaportance attributed to the C; radical .echanisa, abstrac

tion fro. the sugar .oiety is rando. (cf. Schuch.ann and von Sonntag, 

1977) and other radicals generated at the other carbon ato.s aust be 

considered. Table I.V lists both the bound and free altered sugars so 

far recognized on Y-radiolysis of oxygenated and deoxygenated DNA 

solutions, and denotes the precursor carbon centred sugar radical. Fro. 

this it can be generally stated that at neutral pH strand breaks are 

for.ed fro. C~ radicals under both oxic and anoxic conditions. However 

under oxic conditions an additional route to strand breakage vi. the C; 
peroxyl radical is available. 

An i.portant factor concerning indirectly produced DNA strand breaks 

arises fro. the fact that M80~ of the 'OH radicals react with the bases 

(Scholes et al., 1960; Jung et al., 1969; Hoard et .1., 1974) as 

probably do al.ost all of the R' atoas (Dizdaroglu et .1., 1975b; cf. 

Deeble and von Sonntag, 1984). Fro. work involving .easure.ent of 

radiation induced .ain chain scission of polyuridylic acid [poly(U)] in 

aqueous solution (Le.aire at .1., 1984), it was found that N41~ of the 

'OH radicals and 19~ of the H' atoas reacting with the polyaer resulted 

in strand break foraation. On the basis that only N20% of 'OH and less 

than 5~ of H' attack the ribose .oiety, the large O(s.s.b.)-value of 2.3 

could not be explained as solely resulting fro. radicals produced by the 

reaction of 'OR or H' with the sugar aoiety. It was therefore proposed 

that base radicals, produced by the reaction of 'OR radicals or H' ato.s 

with the uracil .oiety, could also lead to chain breakage vi. radical 

transfer fro. the base to the sugar aoiety. Si.ilar aechanisas 
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TABLE 1.V 

Alterations at the sugar .oiety on y-radiolysis of DNA in 
deoxygenated and oxygenated solutions and site of precursor 

radicals 

Anoxic Oxic 
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o-®-

-(E)-O-CH. 

~OH(O r--::.v (14) 

o-(E)-

-®-O-CH 
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involving base radical adducts have been proposed to explain the high 

yield of base release noted (0 • 2.9) for poly(U) (Deeble and von 

Sonntag, 1984). Further studies concerning sites of 'OH radical attack 

and kinetics of strand breakage and base release have been conducted for 

poly(U) under both deoxygenated and oxygenated conditions (Deeble et 

al., 1986; Deeble and von Sonntag, 1986; Bothe et al., 1986). Under 

anoxic conditions it was proposed that it was, to a greater extent, the 

C~OH (6-yl radical) base adducts that transfer spin to the sugar by 

abstracting a hydrogen atoa frOM C~ or C, of the ribose aoiety, whilst 

under oxic conditions it was a base peroxyl radical that abstracts the 

ribosyl hydrogen. 

MechanisMs discussed so far result, in isolation, in single strand 

breaks. However, as already aentioned, the lethal lesion is considered 

to be the DNA d.s.b. So how do double strand breaks arise via the 

indirect aechanisa? One possibility is that they are the products of 

aultiple radical attack in regions of high local radical density, i.e. 

spurs (Ward, 1981). In such instances hydrogen atoa abstraction, either 

'OH or base aediated, occurs froa two deoxyribose aoieties in close 

proxiaity on opposing strands and both deoxyribose radicals react to 

fora strand breaks. D.s.b. forMation in this instance would rise 

linearly with dose. However in dilute aqueous solutions the possibility 

of a spur overlapping with DNA is considered slight. A second 

possibility is that d.s.bls occur by two 'OH radicals, independently 

produced, aigrating to the DNA and reacting within 12 base-pairs (b.p.) 

of each other. t In such cases, a dose-squared dependence for d.s.b. 

foraation would be found. However it has been calculated (Chaterjee and 

Magee, 1985) that the probability of two 'OH radicals froa two tracks 

(or even the saae track) reaching sugars on different strands within 12 

b.p. is alaost non-existent «10-8 ). Also the d.s.bls foraed (in a 

COMpanion experiaental prograaae) were found to be linearly dependent on 

dose. This evokes a MechanisM where d.s.b. foraation is froa sin~le 'OH 

attack, however, no Mechanisa was given. 

t It is presuaed that two breaks on opposite strands within 10-12 base 
pairs will behave as a double strand break, while two breaks further 
apart than about 10-12 base-pairs will behave as two independent 
single strand breaks. Clearly this also depends on G-C content. 
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Direct Effects of Radiation 

The second mode through which radiation can act is via direct action. 

In contrast with indirect action, the direct mechanism results in the 

formation of electron-gain and electron-loss centres in the DNA itself. 

The probability of having a distinct ionization of DNA in dilute aqueous 

solution is low (ionization fraction •• ass fraction) (Inokuti, 1983). 

Nevertheless atte.pts have been .ade to .easure the direct effects of 

radiation in aqueous solutions using high concentrations of scavenger 

to screen out a significant proportion of the indirect effects 

(Freifelder, 1965). However such conditions, referred to as fully 

protective in ter.s of indirect da.age, were found to be far fro. 

satisfactory (Ward, 1975). More recently, a second method of studying 

direct da.age in aqueous solution has been reported. This involved 

laser photoionization of poly(U) (Schulte-Frohlinde et sl., 1985b) in 

anoxic solutions. A biphotonic process results in the specific 

ionization of the uracil .oiety, which is then followed by single strand 

break for.ation. It was proposed that the ionized uracil .oiety lead 

eventually to the sa.e cheaical pathway for s.s.b. for.ation as that 

induced by 'OH radicals. 

The systems aost co •• only used to study direct daaage to DNA co.prise of 

either "dry" DNAt or frozen aqueous solutions, and a physical .ethod 

pro.inent in aonitoring the direct da.age .echanis. in these systeas 1s 

e.s.r. spectroscopy. In the frozen aqueous system the .ajority of water 

.olecules are present in ice crystallites and the concentration of water 

remaining with the DNA is low, probably only enough to solvate the 

anions and cations and residual non-hydrogen bonded 2roups (Mathur de 

vre and Bertincha.ps, 1977; Mathur de Vre et sl., 1976; Mathur de Vre, 

1979). When additives are included the growing ice crystallites tend to 

exclude the .olecules or ions such that they tend to become part of the 

solvated DNA phase, even when the additive shows little tendency to bind 

to the DNA. Radiation will, of course, damage the ice crystals, but the 

radical species produced are contained therein and do not effect the DNA 

(Gregoli et sl., 1982). At 77 K the only remaining magnetic centres of 

water damage detected by e.s.r. are 'OH radicals. However by 130 K they 

t 15-20~ bound water 
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have become mobile and react amongst themselves to yield H,O, mole

cules. t 

Direct radiation damage to the DNA phase in frozen aqueous solutions 

.ust initially result from an indiscriminate ionization of all the 

components of the DNA phase, the solvating water, phosphate [(RO),PO,-] 

units, the deoxyribose moieties and the bases; and the likely sites to 

trap the ejected electron are the (RO),PO,- units and the stacked 

pyrimidine bases. However the DNA damage formed in frozen aqueous 

solutions at 77 K is re.arkably simple, the products being only the 

guanine radical cation (G'+) and the thymine radical anion (T'-) (Figure 

1.9) (Sevilla, 1977: Gregoli ~t a1., 1982). No radicals indicative of 

sugar or phosphate species were detected despite the fact that sugar 

radicals have been reported as electron-loss species in mononucleotides 

(Box and Budzinski, 1975; Bernhard ~t a1., 1976). Also it is surpris

ing that T'- should be formed exclusively since in studies involving co

stacking mononucleotides it was noted that the end point of electronic 

migration was the cytosine base (Gregoli ~t a1., 1979). It was proposed 

that conjugation of the .-orbitals of complementary bases within the DNA 

superstructure modifies the relative energy of the lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUNO) of T and C, thus modifying their relative 

electron affinities. Loss of electrons from solvating water gives 

",0'+, but under these conditions, instead of deprotonation to yield 'OH 

radicals, such "structured water" behaves by producing positive holes 

and electrons that migrate to the DNA (Gregoli ~t a1., 1982: Bakale and 

Gregg, 1978). Such a transfer is termed "dry charge" transfertt and has 

been shown to enhance DNA primary damage (Gregoli ~t a1., 1982). The 

e.s.r. evidence for G'+ and T'- being present in y-irradiated frozen 

aqueous solutions of DNA. is based on careful computer techniques which 

involved the precise reconstruction of experimental spectra using the 

authentic e.s.r. patterns of these radicals (Gregoli ~t a1 .• 1982). 

Studies yielding similar results have been conducted using spun DNA 

t In forthcoming chapters "130 K spectra" w111 be referred to. These 
are e.s.r. spectra of y-irradiated frozen aqueous saaples. recorded 
at 77 K, after warming to 130 K to remove bulk water 'OH e.s.r. 
features. 

tt Though dry charge transfer may constitute indirect damage (via the 
involvement of surrounding water), since it results in products 
typical of direct energy deposition (i.e. 0'+ and T'-) it is 
considered a direct effect. 
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cation, GO+, and (b) the thyaine radical anion, T O-. 



ribbons which were strongly orientated along the major axis (Gras lund ~t 

al., 1971; HUtterMann et al., 1984). 

The hOMogeneity of the DNA signals as determined by e.s.r. studies 

indicates that, in all cases, the primary sites of electron-loss Must 

undergo electron transfer, possibly by a tunnelling MechanisM, thus 

allowing the 'hole' to Migrate to the guanine base. Similarly the 

ejected electron Migrates to thyaine. Two proposals for the Mode of 

charge migration have been put forward. The first is that the electron 

transfer, which effectively constitutes both Migrations (positive 'hole' 

and electron), occurs vis the stacked bases. As already Mentioned, 

during freezing the growing ice of frozen aqueous solutions tends to 

eject solute molecules which consequently form aggregates of very high 

concentration in the interstices of the crystal. The DNA aggregates 

have a well ordered structure. with the "planar" arOMatic DNA bases, the 

vertical stacking and horizontal hydrogen bonding contributing to their 

formation (Montenay-Garester ~t al., 1976). The configuration of these 

aggregates provides a good overlap of .-orbitals and perMits intraMole

cular energy and charge Migration phenOMena to occur (Gregoli ~t Bl., 

1977a, 1979 and 1982; Sevilla, 1977). 

However no electron Migration frOM adenine to ~-broMouracil was reported 

by Bernhard (1981) or Kar and Bernhard (1983) in X-irradiated co

crystals of the two COMponents, even though the geOMetry of the two 

Moieties in the crystal was siMilar to those of DNA and should have 

favoured charge Migration. PurtherMore, transient electrical 

conductivity after the application of an electron pulse of a few MeV was 

found only in saMples of DNA at low teMperatures when the DNA contained 

at least 20% water (Verberne ~t sl., 1978; WarMan et Bl., 1980; van Lith 

~t Bl., 1983). The authors concluded that it was the dry electrons 

which causes the conductivity. and that these travel through the thin 

layer of ice-like water that surrounds the DNA. The hydrating water aay 

have a role in charge transfer in fully hydrated DNA and it certainly 

does influence radiolytic action in DNA. However it should be pointed 

out that reducing the extent of hydration of DNA to below 20% breaks up 

the double helix. Such action could disrupt the base .-orbital overlap 

so preventing base aediated charge transfer and account for the lack of 

conduction observed at low hydration. Additional support for the base 
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mediated conduction of charges comes from dry studies that investigated 

spin transfer in irradiated nucleotide co-complexes (Gregoli et al., 

1970a,b). In these studies e.s.r. spectroscopy showed that the spins 

(electronic), induced by the y-irradiation of equimolar complexes 

between purine and pyrimidine nucleotides, localize preferentially on 

the pyrimidine moiety. Considering the way the molecules are associated 

in these complexes, it was suggested that spin migration occurs 

vertically via the stacked bases with transfer of the electron towards 

the nucleotide having the empty molecular orbital of lowest energy. 

The radical ions T'- and G'+ are stable at 77 K and constitute the 

primary damage to DNA. Nor.ally in hydrated DNA these ionic species are 

present in almost equal yields. This is also true of dry DNA and DNA 

ribbons, except that for the latter case careful double integration 

studies suggest that the yields are not exactly equal and that the 

ratios of G'+ and T'- vary somewhat with different types of DNA 

(HUttermann et a1., 1984). These inequalities were never explained and 

would require the presence of other cations and anions which were not 

detected. However the differences are not large, so for most purposes 

the yields of G'+ and T'- are considered equal. 

When the temperature of an irradiated frozen aqueous solution of DNA is 

increased, the respective yields of the initial DNA ionic radicals 

decreases, as both radicals enter conversion reactions. In the absence 

of oxygen protonation of T'- at C6 generally proceeds on annealing to 

give the well established eight-line e.s.r. spectrum of 5,6-dihydro-5-

thymyl radicals (1H) (Fig. 1.10) (Lenherr and Ormerod, 1968: Gregoli et 

al., 1982). In an e .•. r. based kinetics study (Grtislund et al., 1975) 

this conversion was described by a model in terms of a fractional first 

(or pseudo-first) order reaction between spatially correlated pairs of 

T'- and XH+ with a distribution of activation energies. 

Whilst T'- enters an e.s.r. observable conversion reaction, G'+ decays, 

in frozen aqueous solution, without accumUlation of any secondary 

neutral radical that can be readily distinguished from the original 

singlet by e.s.r. spectroscopy (Gregoli et al., 1982). However a recent 

study using oriented fibres suggests that G'+ converts at -220 K, via 

loss of a proton from nitrogen, to a neutral radical, symbolised as GN, 
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FIGURE 1 _ 10 

Chemical structure and e.s.r. profile of the 5 -thymyl radical TH. 
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The e.l.r. profile for peroxyl radicals. 



with a high spin-density localized on nitrogen (N3) (Fig. 1.11) 

(HUttermann and Voit, 1986). The fact that no successor radical to G'+ 

has been reported in frozen aqueous systems is probably due to the 

extreae spectral sinlilarity of 0'+ and ON in these "powder"-type 

systems. Under oxic conditions TH radicals rapidly convert to peroxyl 

radicals (ROi) (Fig. 1.12) whilst G'+ (via ON) probably also give ROi 

radicals (Gregoli et al., 1982; Boon et al., 1984, 1985). 

It has been shown under conditions where only 0'+ and T'- are detected 

by e.s.r. spectroscopy, that single and double strand breaks occur to 

significant levels on raising the temperature (Boon et al., 1984). It 

was also concluded that since the radicals in the ice phase were lost at 

130 K, well below the melting point, the strand breaks detected under 

these conditions must have arisen from the decay of the priaary ionic 

DNA radicals. Furtheraore these studies indicated that both 0'+ and T'

were potential precursors of strand breaks and that so.e 35-40% of these 

base radicals acted to give .ain chain scission. Unfortunately e.s.r, 

studies have failed to detect the subsequent radical intermediates that 

.ust be involved in strand break for.ation. As aentioned above T'

converts to TH on war.ing and these decay over 208-250 K with no clear 

e.s.r. eVidence for the generation of other trapped radical species. 

Similarly O'+/ON decays without any further detectable species being 

for.ed. In particular there was no evidence of sugar centred radicals, 

suspected intermediates in reactions leading to strand breaks. An 

explanation for this was that any sugar radicals for.ed on war.ing were 

rapidly lost. This was because they were stable only at low tempera

tures and decayed at te.peratures well below those at which the nor.al 

DNA Signals were lost (Cullis et al., 1985a). 

Under conditions of direct irradiation it has been proposed that strand 

breaks arise fro. base radicals via base radical .ediated intramolecular 

hydrogen atom abstraction from the adjacent deoxyribose units (Cullis et 

al., 1985a; Cullis and Symons, 1986; Schulte-Frohlinde et al., 

1985a,b). For poly(U) one of the sites of abstraction, as for indirect 

da.age, was suggested as being the C; hydrogen atoa (Schulte-Prohlinde 

et al., 1985a,b). Though it has been postulated that this is also the 

site of base mediated abstraction for DNA, the topological constraints 

i.posed by the double helix dictates that this is unlikely and that 



other sites, at least for an initial abstraction, aust be considered. 

Interestingly the chirality of DNA isolated 5,6-dihydrothyaidine (TH2), 

the expected product of TH mediated hydrogen atom abstraction, has been 

found to be ft about the C5 atoa (Fig. 1.13) (Furlong et 81., 1986). 

This is in accordance with the constraints imposed by the DNA super-

structure, where the closest available sugar hydrogen atoas are in 

positions, such that, on abstraction they would yield the R-conformer of 

TH2 (P. M. Cullis, o. D. D. Jones and M. C. R. Symons, unpublished 

results). From the sugar radicals thus formed, strand breaks could 

occur by reactions analogous to those proposed for indirect action. 

As stated above the proposed lethal cellular lesion, the DNA d.s.b., was 

observed on irradiation of frozen aqueous systeas. The extent of 

formation was noted to be several orders of magnitude greater than could 

be accounted for by the coincidence of two independent s.s.bls (Boon et 

81., 1984). To account for this it was proposed that both 0'+ and T'

were precursors for strand breaks and that it was a frequent event for 

two of these centres to be trapped and react, to yield strand breaks on 

opposite strands within twelve base-pairs of each other. It is 

envisaged that this aay occur by spur foraation both in the DNA and 

hydration water resulting in a relatively high local density of DNA base 

radicals, a proportion of which would be situated close enough to each 

other, on opposite strands, to result in d.s.b. foraation. 

In ~-irradiated frozen aqueous solutions of DNA, oxygen (Boon et 81., 

1984), nitroiaidazol drugs (Boon et 81., 1985) and iodoacetaaide (Cullis 

et 81., 1985a) have been shown to capture electrons in coapetition with 

the thymine base resulting in a reduction in the yield of T·-. The 

radical anions of the additives were foraed in place of T'-, leaving the 

yield of G·+ essentially unchanged. For oxygen, 0i- was partially 

foraed and a detectable conversion to HOi noted. These aolecules aay 

react with the DNA on waraing and an efficient conversion of aost 

radicals to ROi species was noted. A small increase in both d.s.b. and 

s.s.b. formation under oxic conditions was accounted for by the aore 

efficient generation of strand breaks froa ROi. However it was not 

enough to account for the large radiobiological sensitizing effect of 

oxygen in v1vo (Alper, 1955). The nitroiaidazoles, metronidazol aod 

mlsonidazol, iaportant as radiosensitizers (Foster and Willson, 1973; 
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Dische and Saunders. 1978) captured electrons with a high efficiency. 

Since their anions were unreactive a decrease in both s.s.bls and 

d.s.bls was observed. Hence at the aolecular level these drugs acted as 

radioprotectors despite being efficient radiosensitizers at the cellular 

level. This. along with the observation that 0"+ was not noted to 

significantly increase [contrary to OrHslund et al. (1977)] indicated 

that charge recoabination [the interruption of which is thought to 

constitute a funda.ental aechanisa concerning radiosensitization of 

direct systeas (Adaas and Cooke. 1969)] was not iaportant in the frozen 

aqueous environment. Iodoacetaaide also reacted efficiently with 

electrons in coapetition with thyaine. but suffered dissociative 

electron capture resulting in the acetaaide (CH,CONH,) radicals 

observed. By 190 K. however, these were lost and replaced by features 

thought to be largely due to sugar centred radicals. The sugar radicals 

were also lost at relatively low teaperatures and strand break analysis 

showed the net effect as a saall enhanceaent in breaks. 

Overall the conclusion of these studies was that when electron affinic 

agents were used which gave relatively inert anions, the toraation ot 

T"- was suppressed and there was a reduction in the yield of strand 

breaks. However if the additive anion for.ed was reactive towards DNA 

then strand breaks aay increase (Cullis et al., 1985b), 

Direct versus Indirect Effects of Radiation 

The question of the contribution of the direct and indirect effects to 

DNA deactivation in vivo has often been exaained in the literature. 

Froa scavenger experiaents no unequivocal answer concerning the con

tribution of the two effects can be obtained. For exaaple alcohols, 

coamonly used as hydroxyl radical scavengers (Roots and Okada, 1972) 

have also been iaplicated in the reduction of the direct daaage 

co.ponent (Schulte-Frohlinde, 1986). Siailarly thiols in oxic systeas 

can influence repair systeas (Hulsewede, 1985) whilst under anoxic 

conditions they can interact with the DNA free radicals (Adaas, 1972). 

Other experiaents in which cells were irradiated under differing N,O and 

CO, gassing conditions, conclude that "OH radicals do not participate in 

cell killing and that it is the direct coaponent which prevails (Pohlit 

and Drenkard, 1985). However it has been shown that irradiation of a 

solution containing N20, NaCI, O2 and phosphate produced coapounds which 
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are toxic to cells (Brustad and Wold, 1976). 

Michaels and Hunt (1978) .ade an atte.pt to calculate a possible 

contribution of the indirect effect using known rate constants of 'OH 

radical reactions with the cell co.pounds assu.ing a ho.ogeneous 

distribution of the organic .aterial in the cell. The result was that 

an indirect effect of N55% due to 'OH radicals was expected. However 

the presence of thiols was not taken into account (which could reduce 

the calculated percentage by N10%) and the distribution of organic 

.aterial is not exactly known. 

Occasionally an overwhelming contribution of the direct effect is 

proposed based on the first order dependence of the logarith. of 

survival on dose if repair is absent. This is based on the assumption 

that a single hit .ust be responsible for da.age on opposite strands and 

that this can only occur v1s direct energy absorption in the DNA. 

However since the energy absorption of 80Co y-rays occurs in spurs, 

which contain 1-4 pairs (2-8 radicals), the first order dependency only 

allows the conclusion that there is no overlapping spurs, i.e. no 

radical of one spur fro. one track can contribute to the DNA da.age 

produced by radicals from the spurs of a second track. The daaage at 

the two strands is therefore produced by excitations and ionizations 

fro. one spur which will include direct and indirect effects. Even 

knowing the size of the spurs versus the size of DNA, it is difficult to 

estimate the contribution of direct to indirect damage (i.e. vis R', 'OH 

and e;q' etc.), for it has been sueeested that the "structural water" 

(that is the 15% of total associated water that is required to maintain 

the double helical structure of DNA) and so.e water attached to DNA in a 

secondary hydration layer may behave in a .anner in which fewer 'OU 

radicals are formed but with positive holes and electrons being produced 

which diffuse to the DNA and cause daaage (Bakale and Gregg, 1978). The 

above discussion indicates that the relative contributions of the direct 

and indirect effects to radiation daaage in vivo is still a complicated 

proble. awaiting resolution. 

Even though the absolute contributions of these two effects are unknown 

the circumstances of DNA in vivo dictate that the direct mechanis. 

should be significant. Factors that contribute to this are as follows. 
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Due to the high concentration and tightly folded configuration of 

nucleohistone fibres in chromatin the local hydration degree of DNA in 

vivo is very low (Bram et al., 1978). Moreover the water molecules 

closely interacting with the DNA possess a highly ordered ice-like 

structure and are strongly immobilized by electrostatic interaction with 

the polar groups of DNA (Bloomfield et al .• 1974). As already mentioned 

the radiation chemistry of such DNA-H 2 0 syte.s. far from being that of 

dilute aqueous systems, is dominated by the direct effects of radiation. 

A model system particularly suitable for the study of radiolytic 

pathways taking place in hydrated systems. under conditions of direct 

damage, is the frozen state (see above). The DNA concentrations in cell 

nuclei (15-50 mg ml- 1
) (Altman and Katz, 1976) are well modelled by the 

samples used in frozen aqueous studies and unlike the dry system the DNA 

radicals formed can readily enter conversion reactions with hydration 

water molecules. 

A possible disadvantage of frozen aqueous systems is that, in the 

reactions noted on irradiation at such low temperatures (and on 

annealing). one may be more likely to be monitoring kinetically con

trolled pathways. whilst for direct damage induced at room temperature 

thermodynamic pathways could make the greater contribution. However it 

has been reported that irradiation at various temperatures between 77 K 

and room temperature. of frozen aqueous solutions and dry films of DNA, 

does not result in any difference in the nature of the end groups of 

strand breaks nor in the overall extent of strand break formation 

(Sweeney. 1986). This tends to negate any disparity existing for the 

extent to which the various direct radiolytic reactions occur, over the 

above temperature range. 

In tbis study the direct damage mechanism operative towards DNA in 

frozen aqueous systems has been investigated using both e.s.r. 

spectroscopy and a plasmid DNA based strand break assay (see Chapter 

Two). The use of e.s.r. has enabled determination. both qualitatively 

and quantitatively. of the initial stages of direct damage and to some 

extent allowed the subsequent reactions of the radicals to be 

monitored. The plasmid assay permitted the measurement of chemical 
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damage in terms of single and double strand break induction. In 

attempts to further elucidate the radiation induced radical pathways. 

additives have been incorporated that were potential radiation 

.odifiers. As a consequence of this both radioprotection and radio

sensitization have been noted and the results from these studies 

contribute to the major long-term objectives of this work which are (i) 

the design of specific compounds that will protect DNA from radiation 

damage and (ii) to find drugs that sensitize DNA to radiation damage 

which. hopefully. prove useful in cancer therapy. 

Finally. studies have been conducted to determine the effects of direct 

damage on the various higher ordered structures of DNA •• ore represen

tative of the nucleic acid in vivo and. in particular. the role of the 

high proportion of associated protein. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this Chapter is to detail the distinct experiaental 

procedures, eaployed in this study, for analysing DNA radiation 

da.age. These include, the aonitoring of the priaary effects of 

7-radiation by e.s.r. spectroscopy and the quantifying of cheaical 

daaage in teras of single and double strand breaks using a plasaid DNA 

based assay. The growth, isolation and purification of the plasaid was 

conducted principally by others, and so will not be described below. 

MATERIALS 

Plas8id DNA (pBR322), for strand break studies, was isolated according 

to a aodified procedure of Birnboia and Doly (1979) as outlined by Wren 

(1985) and Sweeney (1986). Typically, pBR322 DNA preparations 

contained ca. 85% of the superhelical Fora (I) DNA. 

DNA [calf thYllus; Type 1: sodiua salt "highly polyaerized" <3% protein 

(Lowry)], nucleohistone [calf thyaus; N63% protein (Biuret)], histones 

(calf thyaus; Type II-AS) and the nucleotides 2 1 -deoxyguanosine 

5 1 -aonophosphate (dGMP) and thyaidine 5 1 -aonophosphate (TMP) , used for 

the e.s.r. studies, were obtained froa the Siema Cheaical Coapany as 

were the tris(hydroxyaethyl)aainoaethane (Tris) buffers, the (ethylene

dinitrilo)tetraacetic acid (EDTA) and the 2,7-diaaino-10-ethyl-9-

phenylphenanthridiniua broaide (ethidiua broaide) used in the strand 

break studies. Agarose-ME was obtained froa the Miles Laboratory Ltd. 

Of the additives, the hydrogen peroxide was purchased froa British Drug 

Houses (Poole) whilst the thiol and thiol derivatives, 7-L-glutaayl-L

cysteinylglycine (Glutathione, GSH) , 2-aercaptoethylaaine hydro

chloride (cysteaaine, MEA), L-cysteine, DL-2,3-dihydroxy-1,4-dithiol

butane (dithiothreitol, DTT), 2,2 1 -dithio-bis(ethylaaine) dihydro

chloride (cystaaine), DL-cY8tine dihydrochloride and S-aethyl-L

cysteine, were purchased froa the Siema Cheaical Coapany and were of 

the highest quality. The d,-aethyl alcohol (99.5~) and deuteriua oxide 

(99.8%) were obtained fro. the Aldrich Cheaical Coapany, whilst the 

iodoacetaaide and 3,6-diaainoacridine (proflavine) aonohydrochloride 

were purchased froa the Siema Cheaical Coapany. The sodina 

perchlorate, the aagnesiua(II) chloride and both potassiua ferro- and 

ferricyanlde were obtained froa British Drug Houses (Poole). 
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All water used was doubly distilled using a Fisons Fi stream cartridge 

deionizer in series with a Millipore system. 

METHODS 

E.s.r. Spectroscopy 

Saaple Preparation and Irradiation 

Typically. 50 mg samples of calf thymus DNA were incubated in 1 ml of 

water (48 hr. 4·C). containing appropriate concentrations of additive. 

Those samples requiring oxygenation or deoxygenation were gas purged 

for 30 minutes with oxygen or thoroughly deoxygenated nitrogen 

respectively. Removal of residual contaminating oxygen from the 

commercial nitrogen gas was achieved by scrubbing with alkaline 

pyrogallol solutions. t Frozen samples of DNA for e.s.r. investigation 

were prepared by cooling in liquid nitrogen a Pyrex tube containing the 

solution of DNA. Extrusion from the tube yielded identical uniform 

cylindrical pellets. 2.3 cm in length and 3 mm in diameter. Samples 

for gamma-ray irradiationtt were exposed in a Vickers Vickrad BOCo 

y-ray source under liquid nitrogen for 2-10 hr. depending on the dosage 

required (dose rate NO.4 Mrad hr- 1 ). 

An alternative method to the deoxygenation procedure mentioned above. 

waS employed in instances where the additive reacted with the ambient 

'atmospheric' oxygen present on incubation. In such circumstances it 

was necessary that the additive solution be prepared in nitrogen 

flushed apparatus using thoroughly deoxygenated water (60 minutes 

boiling. with Nz(-Oz) bubbling through on cooling) and that the incuba

tion with DNA be conducted under nitrogen. Where required radical 

anions of additives were prepared by their irradiation. as outlined 

above. in glass beads (4:1 v/v CD,OD/DzO). 

t 2 x {KOH (50 g) + benzene-1.2.3-triol (pyrogallol) crystals (15 g) + 
130 .1 HzO}. 

tt All irradiations. unless otherwise stated. were by gamma(y)-ray 
irradiation at 77 K. 
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B.s.r. Measureaents 

The DNA e.s.r. spectrat recorded at X-band frequencies were obtained 

fro. a Varian E-109 spectro.eter of 100 KHz field .odulation working at 

low microwave power levels to avoid saturation. All spectra were 

recorded at 77 K with the sa.ple placed in a quartz vacuu. finger Dewar 

that was inserted directly into the spectro.eter cavity. Care was 

taken to ensure that the filling factor of the e.s.r. cavity was the 

same for all sa-pIes. A relative 8-factor reference was supplied by a 

Varian field frequency lock .arker that was .atched to a 2,2-di(4-tert

octylphenyl)-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) free radical signal prior to each 

experi.ent. The sa-pIes were annealed by two distinct .ethods. The 

first was achieved by decanting the liquid nitrogen froa the finger 

Dewar and then, by rapid scanning, the spectru. was continuously 

aonitored until a significant change was observed. At this point the 

sa.ple was i •• ediately recooled with liquid nitrogen to 77 K and the 

spectru. recorded. The approxi.ate te.perature that the sample had 

war.ed to could be judged fro. the ti.e spent annealing, using a ti.e 

versus te.perature profile deter.ined for oxic and anoxic DNA sa-pIes 

(Fig. 2.1). Alternatively through the use of a second spectro.eter 

(Varian E-3, X-band) equipped with a variable te.perature accessory 

designed and built in this laboratory, saaples were annealed to a 

particular te.perature for a period of 2 ainutes. The saaples were 

then recooled (77 K) prior to their e.s.r. spectra being recorded using 

the E-109 spectroaeter. 

To judge the decay of the e.s.r. spectral features of the DNA-additive 

sa.ples with increasing te.perature, the spectra at 8 - 4.3 of a bead 

containing tris(acetylacetonato)di-iron(III) was recorded in tande. 

with the DNA saaples under identical e.s.r. paraaetera, and the result 

e.ployed as an internal intensity standard. In conjunction with the 

Fe(lll) bead, sa.ples of DNA not containing additive, co-irradiated 

with the DNA-additive saaples, were used to further nor.alize the 

DNA-additive spectra. 

In studies involving DNA sa-pIes containing high proportions of 

t Unless otherwise stated, all spectra referred to in subsequent 
chapters were obtained by e.s.r. spectroscopy at a .icrowave power 
of 0.02 .W and .odulation 4 Gauss. 
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protein, i.e. nucleohistone or chromatin, care was taken to ensure that 

the DNA concentration of the co-irradiated standard matched that of the 

protein-DNA sample. In the first instance this was achieved by altering 

the amount of material used in either standard or protein-DNA sample 

preparation, so that the respective DNA concentrations would be 

approximately equal. Then, by weighing the samples and determining the 

absolute amount of DNA present (w/w) in each pellet, the computer 

accumulated/stored spectra (or spectral data) were adjusted by a small 

factor so as to be representative of samples equal in their DNA concen

tration. t 

Storage, manipulations and double integrations of spectra were performed 

with a Hewlett-Packard 9835B computer, which was interfaced with the 

E-109 spectrometer and a Hewlett-Packard 9845A external flexible disc 

memory. All spectra were digitized at 1024 equidistant points and 

stored on disc. G-values, numbers of radicals (or events) per 100 eV, 

were estimated by comparison with the double integral value taken from a 

spectrum of di-butylaminoxyl of known spin concentration. 

An alternative method of monitoring the spectral decay on warming, 

sometimes employed, was a modified procedure of that outlined by 

GrKslund et al. (1975). In this instance the spectrometer's magnetic 

field was set corresponding to a particular point in the DNA spectrum, 

and with the liquid nitrogen decanted, the decay of the spectral 

features with time (hence temperature, see Fig. 2.1) was recorded. 

However, there were several problems inherent to this procedure which 

deemed that it was seldom employed (see Appendix C). 

E.s.r. data at Q-band frequencies were recorded using a Bruker e.s.r. 

E.R. 200D-SRC spectrometer with a Bruker E.R.05 Q-band microwave 

bridge. Accurate in situ temperature control was achieved by an 

attached Bruker E.R. 4111 VT Variable Temperature unit. 

t This latter procedure of weighing the sample was necessary due to 
the fact that the DNA in these highly concentrated solutions had 
itself a significant and contributing volume, i.e. 50 mg DNA + 1 ml 
HzO • 41.6 mg ml- 1

• 
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Generation of the Pure B.s.r. BIe.entary Sienals of z-Irradiated DNA 
and Histone 

In order to assess DNA radiation damage quantitatively, in terms of the 

extent to which the various radicals were formed, it was necessary to 

generate the pure e.s.r. elementary patterns that together compose the 

DNA e.s.r. spectra, i.e. TH, ROO', T'- and G'+ (Gregoli et a1., 1982). 

These were used, via the computer, in either subtraction fro. 

experimental spectra or in spectral reconstruction. Both procedures 

yielded information concerning the individual radical species relative 

abundance and hence the nature of the radiolytic pathways. The methods 

by which the pure e.s.r signals were generated were as follows. 

The pure octet (Te) associated with 5,6-dihydro-5-thyayl radicals (Ta) 
was obtained by one of two aethods. Firstly, from a wet DNA sample 

(100% relative huaidity) irradiated at 77 K and successively annealed 

up to ca. 286 K (Fig. 2.2a) (Gregoli et a1., 1982), and secondly by 

photosensitization of TMP by proflavine (van de Vorst and Lion, 1971) 

where proflavine (2.5 x 10-4 M) and TMP (1 M) were dissolved in aqueous 

MgCl 2 (3 M) and illuminated with white light (~>320 nm) at 77 K for 

10-12 hr (Fig. 2.2b). 

The asym.etric doublet associated with peroxyl radicals (ROO') was 

obtained in isolation by irradiating at 77 K and annealing to 215 K, a 

saaple containing DNA (10 mg + 1 ml H20) in O2 saturated water (Gregoli 

et a1., 1982) (Fig. 2.3). 

Tentative isolation of the elementary patterns from which the low 

temperature DNA spectra are co.posed, the doublet associated with the 

thymine radical anion (T'-) and the singlet associated with the guanine 

radical cation (G'+), was initially achieved according to a modified 

procedure of Gregoli et al. (1982). Two spectra were recorded at 

different power levels (0.02 mW and 0.1 mW) for the saae irradiated DNA 

saaple (50 mg + 1 ml HzO, -0,) after annealing to 135 K. With the 

spectra normalized with respect to each other, increaSing amounts of 

the higher power spectrua were subtracted from the lower power spectrua 

and vice ver.a. In the former case, the resultant spectra delineates 

to a doublet (ca. 23-25 G pip Width) and in the latter case to a 

singlet (ca. 17-19 G Width) (Fig. 2.4). However, due to the difficulty 

of assessing the purity of these spectra, alternative methods were 
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sought to generate. in isolation. these elementary patterns. 

The pure doublet (T z) associated with T·- was isolated by the 

successive subtraction from a spectrua of TMP (1 M in HzO. -Oz). 

obtained on irradiation and subsequent annealing to 135 K. of 

overlapping TH (see above) and T. signals (Fig. 2.5a) (Gregoli et al .• 

1976). The T. signal. strongly implicated as being the radical cation 

of thymine (Gregoli et al .• 1976). was itself generated by the 

successive subtraction from a spectrua of TMP (1 M in HzO. -O,l plus 

iodoacetamide (0.1 M). obtained on irradiation and annealing to 195 K. 

of overlapping TH signals and the quintet (T 5 ) signals associated with 

TOH (Fig. 2.5b). The T5 profile was itself formed pure in the same 

TMP/iodoacetamide system on warming to 235 K (Fig. 2.5b). 

The singlet pattern associated with G·+ was obtained by photoioniza

tion of DNA in a basic glass at 77 K (Sevilla et al .• 1979b). To DNA 

(30 mg) was added several drops of water. The gel-like mass was then 

added to 2 ml of NaCIO. (8 M)/NaOH (2.3 x 10-z M) (H2 0) and the 

solution stirred for 12-48 hr to disperse the DNA. No precipitation of 

DNA was noted on cooling to 77 K and clear glasses were formed. The 

beads were UV photo lysed (254 nm) for 5~ hr at 77 K. After the photo

ionization the e.s.r. spectruM showed 0- features as well as the cation 

spectrum (Fig. 2.8a). To remove the 0- it was produced separately by 

photoionization (324 na) of K.Fe(CN). (saturated solution) in NaCIO. 

(8 M)/NaOH (2.3 x 10-z M) (HzO) at 77 K (Fig. 2.6b) and subsequently 

subtracted from the spectrua of the DNA (Fig. 2.6c). This final 

spectrUM is assigned to G·+ in DNA. 

The spectra of G·+· T·-. TH and ROO· once normalized with regard to 

their first moment were stored on disc for use in subtraction from. or 

reconstruction of. experimental DNA spectra. 

The e.s.r. spectrUM of the histone protein electron-loss centres 

(Hist)·+t was generated by the irradiation and annealing to 130 K of a 

.saple of histone (85 mg + 1 ml HzO, -O,l and KsFe(CN). (5 aM) (Fig. 

t Though (Hist)·+ denotes cationic species. the histone electron-loss 
centres are believed to constitute both neutral &aide radicals and 
various positive ionic species. i.e:-(Tyr)·+ and (Trp)0+ [see 
Chapter Five]. However, for the sake of clarity both these types of 
centres will be represented by (Hist)0+ in the text. 
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Isolation of the pure doublet (T 2) associated with the thymine 
radical anion (T'-). This was obtained by successive subtrac
tions. ft'oa the exper1aental spectra (1) (arising froa therllal 
annealing to 135 K of an irradiated frozen solution of TMP. 1 M in 
H2 0. -02 ) of the overlapping 'fH (ii. T.) and T. (tv) signals. 
Profile (11i) is the product of (1) ainul! (U. to best fit) [as 
judied by the cancellation of the outer TH(T.> features). whUst 
(v) shows the pure doublet of T'- (T 2 ) resultIng trOll (111) alnus 
(iv, to best fit) [again as judged by the cancellation of the outer 
T. features]. 
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Isolation of a pure e.s.r. profile of T., for use in the previous 
subtraction [see text and leiend to Pii. 2.~a]. This was obtained 
by successive subtractions, fro. the experiaental spectru. (i) 
(arising froa theraal anneal.ini to 195 K of an irradiated frozen 
solution of TMP (1 M in HzO, -Oz) and iodoacetaaide (0.1 M) of 
overlapping TH (ii, T.> and TOH (iv, T,) signals. Profile (iii) is 
the product at (i) ainus (11, to best fit) [as judged by the 
cancellation of the outer TH(T.) teatures], whilst (v) shows the 
pure e.s.r. protile ot T. resultini froa (iii) ainus (iv, to best 
tit) [aiain as judged by cancellation ot the outer TOH(T,) 
reatures]. The pure e.s.r. pattern of T, (iv) was obtained on 
waraing the above TMP/iodoacetaaide systea to 235 K. 
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FIGURE 2. e 
(a) The e.s.r. spectru. produced by the UV photoionization (254 na) 
ot DNA (30 ag) in 2 a1 NaC10. (8 M)/NaOH (2.3 x 10-z M) (HzO) at 
77 K. This spectra consists ot the 7-cation and 0- produced by 
the reaction ot the photo-ejected electron with perchlorate. 
(b) The e.s.r. spectrua ot 0- produced by photo ionization (324 na) 
ot K.Pe(CN). (saturated solution) in NaClO. (8 M)/NaOH (2.3 x 10-z 
.) (HzO) at 77 K. 
(c) The result ot subtraction ot 0- (b) troa (a). This tinal 
spectrua is assigned to the guanine base 7-cation in DNA. 
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The generation of the e.s.r. protlle of histone radical anion 
species (Kist)·- (c), by subtraction at a spectru. of histone 
electron-loss centres (Bist)·+ (b) [generated by irradiation and 
annealing to 130 K of a saaple of histone (85 ag + 1 al HrO, -0,) 
and K.Pe(CN). (5 aM)] tro. one of pure histone (88 ag + 1 al B,O, 
-02 ) (a), irradiated and annealed as above. 



2.7b). The e.s.r. profile for the radical anion species of histone 

(Hist)'- was generated by subtraction of the (Hist)'+ spectrua froa one 

recorded for pure histone (85 mg + 1 .1 HzO, -Oz), irradiated and 

annealed as above (see Fig. 2.7). 

Assay for DNA breaks 

Many physical and biochemical techniques have been used to quantify DNA 

chain breaks both in vivo and in vitro. Most studies conducted in 

vitro using chromosoaal DNA usually rely on average aolecular weight 

deteraination by hydrodynaaic aethods (Gillespie et sl., 1972; Drazil 

and Juaskova, 1979). A disadvantage with these assays is that aany 

single and double strand breaks are required before an appreciable and 

quantifiable change occurs. Other aethods include the use of single 

sweep volta.aetry (Sequaris and Valenta, 1980) filter elution assays 

(Kohn, 1986) and various chroaatographic techniques (Haber and Stewart, 

1981; Maura et sl., 1981; Bryant and Blocher, 1980; Schuessler and 

Hartaann, 1985). However, iaproved aethods for extracting and 

purifying plasaid DNA offers a further assay eaploying gel 

electrophoresis. Of the aethods currently available it is both simple 

and accurate, and detection of low level phosphodiester bond scission 

can be aade (van Touw et sl., 1985). 

Plasaid DNA can exist in three different topological foras, the 

covalently closed superhel1cal Fora (I), the "nicked" (relaxed) open 

circular Fora (II), and the linear Fora (III). The three Foras aay be 

resolved by gel electrophoresis and quantifiable by stainine. Chain 

breakage at a Single site on one chain of the plasaid allows the 

superhelical twists of Fora (I) to relax generating Fora (II). 

Scission of both strands at a coincidental site generates Fora (III) 

(Fie. 2.8). The simplicity of this aethod arises froa the fact that 

there is no aolecular weight change on the introduction of a strand 

break, only a conforaational alteration, also the aigration of Foras 

(II) and (III) are independent of the actual site of chain scission, 

i.e. all plasaids of a particular fora co-aigrate. Clearly, in a 

7-irradiation experiaent starting with Fora (I), the production of 

Foras (II) and (III) indicates the deeree to which single and double 

strand breaks occur respectively. 
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Protocol for the analysis ot 7-irradiation induced 
sin~le and double strand breaks usin~ plasaid DNA. 



The plasaid based assay used in this study was a modified procedure of 

that employed by Boon ~t 81. (1984). Variations were introduced in 

order to optimise the separation of the linear Form (III) DNA from the 

relaxed Form (II) DNA. A solution of additive (10 ~l) was added to the 

plasaid DNA solution (90 ~l: 80 ~g ml- I
) in Tris hydrochloride buffer 

(10 aM: pH 7.6) containing EDTA (1 aM) to give the appropriate final 

additive concentration. Samples with and without additive were 

y-irradiated in a Vickrad 60Co y-ray source under the appropriate 

conditions (77 K or roo. temperature). Oxygenated and deoxygenated 

samples were prepared by gas purging with oxygen or thoroughly 

deoxygenated nitrogen for 60 minutes, then sealed and frozen prior to 

irradiation. Following irradiation and annealing to room temperature, 

a dye-EDTA mixture (6 ~l: 56% glycerol v/v; 50 aM EDTA: 0.05% 

bromophenol blue W/v ) was added and aliquots removed for analysis by 

agarose gel electrophoresis. 

Gel Blectrophoresls 

Saaples of irradiated plasmid DNA (0.7-1 ~g) were layered onto agarose 

slab gels (0.65%) and subjected to electrophoresis in a horizontal gel 

apparatus at 40 V for ca. 16 hours at rooa temperature using Tris 

buffer (90 aM, pH 8.3) containing boric acid (90 aM) and EDTA (2.5 

aM). After electrophoresis the gels were stained with ethidium bromide 

(2.5 ~g ml- I
) in electrophoresis buffer for at least 15 minutes and the 

excess reaoved by washing. The stained gels were then excited with a 

UV transilluminator and photographed with a Polaroid MP-4 Land Caaera 

using a red filter (Kodak Wratten filter No.9) and Polaroid type 55 

fl1a. The photographic negatives were used for densitometric scanning. 

QuaptltatloD of Slocle and Double Strand Breaks 

The negative filas of the ethidiua bromide-stained gels were scanned 

using a UV/visible spectrophotoaeter with eel scanning attacbaent (Pye 

Unicaa SP8-100). The superhelical Fora (I) of the plasaid takes up 

less ethidiua broaide than the other two Poras, so a staining 

efficiency of 80% [as deaonstrated for pBR322, (Hertzberg and Dervan, 

1982)] was used to normalize the data. No further uptake of ethidiua 

broaide was observed on prolonged incubations. All saaples were 

analysed in duplicate and the average values reported. The results are 

presented as dose response curves, with the percentage of plasaid 
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containing single and double strand breaks indicated by the amounts of 

Foras (II) and (III) respectively measured. The linear semi loglo 

plots of the disappearance of Fora (I) as a function of dose. are also 

presented. For the purpose of co.paring the effects of the various 

additives. the slopes of the linear loglo plots were used to define a 

para.eter called the additive effect ratio (a.e.r.) (Cullis et .1 .• 

1985a). This is defined as the ratio of the slope of the plot for the 

experiaent in the presence of the additive to the slope of the plot for 

the control experiment. where no additive is present. An a.e.r. of 

greater than unity corresponds to an enhancement of the irradiation 

dependent da.age to DNA due to the additive. i.e. sensitization. while 

an a.e.r. of less than unity corresponds to a reduction in the daaage. 

i.e. protection. The a.e.r. is clearly dependent on the concentration 

of the additive. 

control experiments to ensure that the various additives used did not 

effect the staining of the plasaid nor that the additives had any 

effect prior to irradiation. were conducted to confirm the validity of 

the DNA strand break assay. 

Preparation of Denudedt Buclei fro. Calf ThJ!U8 Ti88ue 

Thy.us glands were collected i .. ediately after slaughter. frozen in 

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80·C until ready for use. Connective 

tissue. blood vessels and fat deposits were removed froa partially 

thawed thymus glands and the nuclei isolated by differential 

centrifugation after homogenization in a Waring blender. essentially as 

in Panyim et .1. (1971) but modified by the inclusion of 0.1 aM phenyl

methylsulphonyl fluoride (PMSF) and a reduction of the magnesiua(II) 

chloride to 6 aM. The nuclei were stored overnight frozen in 80 aM 

NaCI. 6 aM MgCI,. 10 aM Tris pH 7.5. 40~ glycerol at -80·C. 

Once thawed. 100 ml of the nuclei was centrifuged at 600 8 for 20 

minutes and the pellet resuspended twice in 200 al of 300 aM NaCI. 8 aM 

MgCI,. 5 aM Tris pH 7.5. 0.2 aM PMSF. After centrifuging at 480 8 for 

10 minutes the pellet was resuspended in 150 aM NaCI. 1 aM CaCl z • 5 aM 

Tria pH 7.5. to a total volume of 230 ml (8.0 .g DNA ml-'). A portion 

t With outer nuclear membrane re.oved and non-histone proteins (NHP) 
reduced. 
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(70 al) of the solution was concentrated by centrifugation, as above, 

and resuspended in a ainiaua of the latter buffer (19.1 ag DNA aI-I). 

This solution was used directly to prepare nuclei samples for irradia

tion in the usual way. 

Iaolat!on of Chroaatin froa Denuded Calf TbJ!us Racle! 

Chromatin was prepared froa the remaining 160 .1 of denuded nuclei 

which were suspended in digestion buffer (150 aM NaCI, 5 aM Tris pH 

7.5, 1 aM CaCI 2 , 0.1 aM PMSF) at 8 ag DNA aI-I. The tiae course of the 

digestion was deterained as follows. With the nuclei on ice, a 1 .1 of 

saaple was taken, to it added 50 units of aicrococcal nuclease and 

incubated at 37"C. Aliquots (150 ~l) were taken after 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 

and 40 ainutes and the digestion terainated with 5 ~l 250 aM Na, EDTA. 

The saaples were extracted once with phenol and once with chlorofora. 

To 2 ~l of each sample was added 38 ~l of the buffer 30 aM Tris. 36 aM 

NaH 2 PO •• 0.1 aM BOTA. pH 6.8. 4 ~l Aliquots were loaded onto a 

horizontal agarose slab gel (1~) and subjected to electrophoresis at 80 

V for 1-2 hr in the latter buffer. Analysis of the gel under UV 

indicated that a digestion tiae of 15 ainutes was appropriate. 

To the reaaining nuclei in the aain saaple was added 800 ~l of 10 U 

~l-I aicrococcal nuclease (50 U aI-I final) and the solution incubated 

at 37"C for 15 ain. Digestion was terainated with 3.2 al 250 aM Na, 

EDTA and the solution centrifuged at 600 8 for 30 ainutes. The super

natant was shown to contain 0.14 ag DNA aI-I. The pellet was then 

resuspended in 120 al of 5 aM NaCI, 5 aM Tris pH 7.5 and 0.5 aM Na, 

EDTA and again centrifuged at 600 8 for 20 ainutes. Although the 

nuclei had swollen, ainiaal DNA was found in the supernatant. The 

nuclei were suspended in 1 aM Na, EOTA, 0.1 aM PMSF and dialysed 

against 1 aM Na, EDTA (2 L) overnight. The nuclei were next 

centrifuged at 600 8 for 20 ainutes and the supernatant, now shown to 

contain Significant aaounts of DNA M3 ag aI-I, was put into two 

dialysis bags which were covered in polyethylene glycol (a.wt. 20000) 

dry powder for concentration. One of the bags was removed after the 

voluae had decreased to about half of the original voluae (1 hr), while 

the second was left longer (2-3 hr). The concentrations were 6.7 and 

15.4 ag DNA al- 1 respectively. These saaples were used directly to 

prepare chroaatin saaples for irradiation in the usual way. The 
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average size of the DNA was determined to be 1400 b.p. (N7 nucleosoMes) 

and was distributed 8ainly between 400 and 2000 b.p. 

The DNA concentrations of chr08atin were aeasured by diluting the 

chr08atin in water and reading the absorbance at 260 n8 (1 8g DNA 81- 1 

at Az80 • 20). For the DNA concentration of nuclei. the aaterial was 

first solubilized by sonication or digestion with 8icrococcal nuclease 

and diluted with 3 M NaCI. 5 M urea. 

Other physical data. kindly provided by Dr. Staynov. is shown in Table 

2. I. 

TABLE 2. I 

Physical Data of the Cbroaatin and Nuclei Saaple8 Prepared 

Concentration ag 81- l Chromatin (1) Chr08atin (2) Nuclei 

[DNA] 6.7 15.4 19.1 

[H1st] 6.8 15.9 19.9 

[NHP] 3.0 7.1 9.5 

Total wt. 16.5 38.4 48.5 
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INTRODUCTION 

As discussed in Chapter One, it is generally agreed that there are two 

extre.es of the action of radiation towards DNA. One is the indirect 

process in which priaary damage is to the surrounding water molecules, 

with attack on the DNA occurring al.ost exclusively through hydrogen 

ato.s (H'), hydrated electrons (e;q) and especially hydroxyl radicals 

('OH), and is representative of irradiative action in dilute aqueous 

solutions (Scholes, 1983; von Sonntag et al., 1981). The other li.iting 

.echanism is direct damage, in which primary electron-loss and 

electron-capture occurs within the DNA aolecule, and this .echanisa 

appears operative in frozen aqueous solutions (Boon et al., 1984; 

Gregoli et al., 1982). For reasons already discussed, this study is 

concerned priaarily with these latter solvated systeas. 

Both at rooa te.perature and under frozen conditions, the properties of 

water aolecules are soaewhat altered in the vicinity of a polar aole

cule such as DNA (Tait and Franks, 1971; Mathur de Vre, 1979; Texter, 

1978). The polarizing effect of the DNA can perturb the water structure 

over several tens of angstroms. These perturbed water .olecules or 

"hydration water" have several peculiar characteristics. Their 

diffusion is anisotropiC and they possess an ordered structure which 

above O·C shows restricted rotational and translational .obility 

different to that of bulk water. Conversely they are able to aaintain 

aobility down to teaperatures as low as -80·C where aobility of bulk 

water is restricted. Infrared (Faulk et .1., 1970) and n .•. r. (G. 

Archer and M. C. R. Syaons, unpublished results) spectroscopic studies 

suggest that the concentration of the water of solvation in the frozen 

DNA phase is 10-12 molecules per base. 

The fate of ionization events within the solvating water both at roo. 

teaperature and under frozen conditions is unclear, with positive and 

negative hole production, along with concoaitant dry charge transfer to 

the DNA, being postulated rather than hydroxyl radical foraation (Bakale 

and Gregg, 1978; Gregoli et al., 1982). Whatever the situation, "20'+ 

is expected to be one of the priaary cation species for.ed under frozen 

conditions. These aay either transfer protons to give 'OH radicals or 

gain electrons froa the DNA to refora H20 (they are not expected to be 

trapped as such). 
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The major aim of the present study was to assess the possibility and 

consequence of the former action ('08 formation) occurring in the 

hydration water of frozen DNA systems. Although G'+ and T'- are the 

only detectable paramagnetic species present after annealing to 130 K 

(Gregoli et al., 1982; Boon et al., 1984), the possibility remains that 

some '08 radicals are formed from 8 2°'+, and that these react with DNA 

to yield radicals which for various reasons make no clear contribution 

to the e.s.r. spectrum. Their production could have a significant 

effect on strand break formation if they were generated, and so reacted, 

in the vicinity of the DNA deoxyribose moieties. Through the addition 

of hydrogen peroxide (82° 2) it was hoped to be able to assess the 

effects of '08 radicals being formed in the DNA phase by electron

capture under frozen conditions, equation [3.1]. 

[3.1] 

A second aim was to explore a possible explanation for the curious 

effect noted by Loman and co-workers (private communication) which may 

be caused by hydrogen peroxide formation. They found that, for a given 

dose of radiation, the extent of DNA damage was enhanced if. instead of 

irradiating continuously at 77 K. they interrupted the irradiation 

periodically and allowed the system to wara to room temperature. then 

recooled it to 77 K prior to continuing the irradiation. Such action 

might be as a consequence of the gradual accumulation in the DNA phase 

of 8Z02 formed initially in the irradiated ice crystallites. This could 

be confirmed by the present experiments. 

Finally this work may also provide some insight as to the mode of "202 

mediated sensitization of near-UV induced strand breaks found for phage 

DNA. This effect was noted to be synergistic. with the action of the 

two agents being observed at concentrations at which the individual 

agents had little or no effect (Ananthaswamy and Eisenstark. 1976). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The e.s.r. spectroscopic measurements of the DNA-8 z0 z systems were 

conducted as outlined in Chapter Two. using concentrations of peroxide 

ot between 0.04 aM and 40 aM. (additive:base pair ratio. 1:-1550 ~ 

1:-1.55). The e.s.r. spectra of 820-8z0 z systems in the presence and 
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absence of glass forming promotors were studied for comparative purposes. 

The plasmid assays for DNA breaks (both s.s.bls and d.s.bls) were 

conducted solely by Mrs. (now Dr.) M. C. Sweeney and detailed results 

are presented elsewhere (Sweeney, 1986). The brief results presented 

and discussed below are reproduced through the kind permission of Dr. M. 

C. Sweeney. In all cases, otherwise identical solutions containing DNA 

only and DNA plus peroxide were co.pared. Care was taken to ensure the 

absence of transition metal ions which .ight catalyse the deco.po

sition of the peroxide. Studies of unirradiated syste.s proved that 

that was not significant. 

RESULTS 

It has been fully established that in the absence of H,O, three radicals 

are detectable by e.s.r. spectroscopy following 7-irradiation of a 

frozen aqueous solution of DNA at 77 K (Boon et B1., 1984; Grtislund et 

al., 1971: Gregoli et al., 1982: Sevilla, 1977). Hydroxyl radicals are 

for.ed in the pure ice crystallites, and G'+ and T'- in the solvated DNA 

phase. In the presence of H,O, the central e.s.r. features, observed at 

low aicrowave powers, were considerably .odified and at high powers 

extra features assignable to HOi radicals were observed. Such changes 

were far better defined on annealing to 130 K, the temperature at which 

the obscuring 'OH radicals in the ice are lost. Typical e.s.r. spectra 

at both low and high powers are shown in Figures 3.1a-c. 

Analysis of the e.s.r. spectra at low powers shows that as the concen

tration of peroxide was increased, so the concentration of DNA radicals 

fell and new features described as IXI appeared (Pig. 3.1b). Such 

signals were si.ilar to those noted for DNA syste.s irradiated in the 

presence of iodoacetamide (Cullis et .1., 1985a) and also to those 

observed for deoxyribose after hydrogen atom abstraction by free 

hydrogen ato.s (Riederer et a1., 1981), see Table 3.1. 

Features observed at high powers comprise doublets (x, y and z) 

characteristic of HOi radicals. They were si.ilar to those observed in 

H,O-H,O, glassy syste.s (Table 3.11), obtained for example by adding 

KBP •• but differed surprisingly fro. the features obtained fro. poly

crystalline H,O containing H,O, at concentrations si.ilar to those 
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PXGURE:3 .1 

(a) Spectrua of an anoxic DNA solution (50 -e + 1 .1 H20) atter 
irradiation (dose -1.5 Mrad.) and war_ine to 130 K. The spectrum 
shows features assigned to 0'+ and T·-. 
(b) Spectrum ot an anoxic DNA solution (50 .g + 1 _1 H20) in the 
presence of hydrogen peroxide (40 11M). atter an irradiation and 
annealing cycle as outlined in (a). showing features oc and I!J 
assigned collectively to species 'X' (see text). 
(c) As in (b) with the spectrum recorded at a high microwave power 
(15 aW) showing parallel and perpendicular features assigned to HOi 
radicals. 



TABLE :3. I 

Cu.parlson of the Spectral B.s.r. Peatures of the Co.ponents of 'X' fro. Different Studies 

Study 
Peature I HzOz• Iodoaceta.ldeb K,Pe(CN).c Deoxyribose-H·d Proposed Structure 

~ $tJ 
a: I N85 G N85-90 G N90 G or . 

"'" ""'" f 8 

" I N55 G N50 G N50 G NOO G ~ or T-CH, 

D I N20 G N30 G N20 G N30 G ~ It) 
"'" 

• Present study; 
b P. M. Cullis, M. C. R. Sv-ons, 8. W. Wren and S. Gregoli, J. Che •. Soc., Perkin Trans. 2, 

(1985), 1819; 
C G. D. D. Jones and M. C. R. Sy.ons, unpublished results; 
d H. Riederer, J. HUtter.ann and M. C. R. SYMons, J. Phys. Che •. , (1981), 85,2789. 



e.ployed in the DNA experiaents (Fig. 3.2). 

The various effects on the e.s.r. spectra of increasing [H,O , ] are 

su..arized in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.111. 

The effects of H,O , on the yield of strand breaks are shown in Figures 

3.4 and 3.5. In the absence of y-irradiation (and transition aetals), 

H,O , does not significantly alter the yield of strand breaks. However 

on y-irradiation the yield of strand breaks, both single and double, was 

enhanced (the latter d.s.bls were aost aarkedly enhanced at higher 

concentrations of Hz0 2 ). The aagnitude of the effect has been shown to 

be unequivocally dependent on the peroxide concentration (Fig. 3.5). 

DISCUSSION 

PoraatioD of '08 Radicals 

An iaportant point to note in these experiaents is that the hydrogen 

peroxide is expected to be largely in the solvated DNA phase rather than 

in the ice crystals. This is because, on freezing the solution, the 

growing ice crystallites tend to exclude the peroxide aolecules such 

that they generally becoae part of the solvated DNA phase. That the 

peroxide is indeed in the DNA phase is strongly supported by the fact 

that the e.8.r. spectru. of the HOi radicals, observed under high power, 

was si.ilar to that for HOz radicals in aqueous glasses and was clearly 

distinguishable froa the species tor.ed in frozen dilute aqueous 

solution (Fig. 3.2, Table 3.11). The reason for the spectral differ

ences is unknown, however the result is used e.pirically to establish 

the location of the HOz radicals, and hence peroxide, as being in the 

vitreous frozen solvating water. 

As discussed in Chapter One, daaage to the ice crystals can be ignored 

since the hydroxyl radicals in the ice crystallites are lost on 

annealing without change in the nature or yield of the DNA centred 

radicals. The observation that TH, and hence T'-, was greatly 

diainished in the presence of H202 (Fig. 3.3, Table 3.111) indicated 

that the peroxide was indeed acting as an electron trap as outlined in 

equation [3.1]. However the 'OH radicals proposed to be for.ed were not 

detected by the e.s.r. spectroscopy studies conducted. Reasons for this 

are aoat likely twofold. Firstly, if they are trapped, their 
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PZGURE :3 _ 2 

Coaparison of e. s. r. features of HOi formed in (a) frozen DNA 
solutions with those formed froll (b) dilute frozen aqueous 
solutions. 



TABLE :3 • 1: 1: 

B. s. r. Paraaetera for HOi Radicals in Various Bnviroa.ents 

Host 'H Hyperfine Coupline/O· g-values 
x y z x y z 

Na' + 02/H,O, 77 Kb avo 11.5 2.035, 2.0039, 2.003 

H20,/H20 glass 
+ hll/77 KC 13.8 3.6 15.7 2.0353, 2.0081, 2.0042 

H' + 02/Ar, U.V., 4 Kd 13.5 8.6 8.6 2.0393, 2.0160, 2.0044 

SrCI, .6H,O/77 Ke 17.2 6 12.7 2.0355, 2.0076, 2.0031 

HzOz/H,O/KBF. glass 
77 K + 7-rays 13.5 f f 2.037 f f 

HzO,/H,O phase 
separated/77 K 
+ 7-rays 14 f f 2.045 f f 

H,Oz/HzO/DNA/77 K 
+ 7-rays 13.5 f f 2.038 f f 

• G .. 10-· T: 
b J. E. Bennett, B. Mile and A. Tho.as, Proc. 11th. Int. S~D .. 

Co.bustlon, (1967), 853; 
C S. J. Wyard, R. C. S.ith and F. J. Adrian, J. Che •. Phys., (1968), 

.9, 2780; 
d-F. J. Adrian, E. L. Cochran and V. A. Bowers, J. Che •. Phys., (1987), 

.7, 5441: 
e ~ C. Catton and M. C. R. Sy.ons, J. Che •. Soc. (A), (1969), 446; 
£ Central features hidden. 
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FIGURE :3 _:3 

The te.perature dependent decay of the e.s.r. spectral features of 
DNA atter irradiation (see text and le~end to Pi~. 3.1) in the 
presence (A,~. 40 aM; .,0. 4 aM; .,0. 0.4 aM; T,V. 0.04 aM) and 
absence (thick unbroken line) of hydrogen peroxide. The plots show 
the decrease, with te.perature, of the central features (filled 
sYJIbols) of DNA (G''', T'-. 'X') co~current with the growth and 
subsequent decay of 5-thymyl radical TH (open sy.bols) (as .easured 
through the relative intensity (x 5) of the seventh line of the 
octet, at It - 1.9731. Also shown 1s the te.perature dependent 
decay of wing features (.easured between g • 2.0115 and g • 1.4869) 
(+) attributable to the collection of radicals previously noted as 
'X' (see legend to Pig. 3.1 and text). Only 'X' feature decay in 
the presence of 40 aM H20 2 is shown. 



TABLE 3. III 

S...ary of tbe Cbanges of tbe B.s.r. Spectral Featares of DNA on 
Irradiation in tbe Presence of Increasina Concentrations of Peroxide 

[HaOa] A:B.P.t Co .. ents 

0.04 aM 1:-1550 Little or no effect on the G'+/T'- ratio 
at 130 K. 

0.4 aM 

1H formation largely unaffected. 
HOi and 'X' features not apparent. 
DNA radicals persist to >255 K. 

Little detectable effect on the G'+/T'
ratio at 130 K. 
1H foraation 25-35~ of nor.al. 
HOi and 'X' present but weak. 
A few DNA radicals persist to ~255 K. 
However, a aore rapid decay is evidenced. 

4 aM 1:-15.5 Rapid los8 of all radicals except HOi by 

40 11M 

190-210 K is noted, .ueh faster than nor.al. 
At 130 K, a significant loss of T'- is 
observed with 'X' features apparent. 
Near total loss of 1H tor.ation. 
HOi and 'X' features now well established 
on annealing to 165 K with apparent loss 
of G'+. 
All radicals lost by -215 K with loss ot 
'X' features by 195 K. 

1:-1.55 Si.ilar rapid loss of all radicals except 
HOi at a .ueh accelerated rate. 
At 130 K a large alteration in profile is 
observed indicative of substantial T'- loss 
with laree contributions fro. 'X, and HOz. 
No 1H observed. 
Features fro. 'X' and HOi persist to 195 K 
with apparent loss ot G' 
All radicals los8 by 200 K with loss of 'X' 
features by 195 K. 

t A:B.P. - additJve:base-pair ratio 



contribution to the e.s.r. spectra is expected to be poorly defined 

(Riederer et al., 1983) and would inevitably be masked by the intense, 

well defined signals of the hydroxyl radicals formed in ice. Secondly, 

since they are formed in the DNA phase, hence in close vicinity to the 

DNA (and at high [HzOzl to other peroxide molecules), they have every 

opportunity to react. Certainly after annealing to 130 K they must 

have reacted since no signals assignable to 'OH species could be 

detected. Also the appearance of the e.s.r. features collectively 

described as 'X' (see below), and the presence of HOi radicals (Figs. 

3.1b and 3.1c), strongly suggests that the 'OH radicals, resulting from 

peroxide electron capture, have reacted with the DNA or with other HzO z 
molecules. 

Radicals 'X' 

Directly after loss of the 'OH radicals at 130 K, spectra of the type 

shown in Figure 3.1b, with strong outer e.s.r. features, were obtained. 

These outer lines, designated « and ~, closely resembled features 

previously obtained fro. DNA irradiated in the presence of iodoacet

amide, which were collectively assigned the symbol 'X'. In that study 

(Cullis et al., 1985a) it was proposed that these signals were mainly 

due to sugar radicals formed by hydrogen atom abstraction (by HzCCONHz ) 

from various sites in the deoxyribose units. One of the reactions 

exhibited by 'OH at ambient temperature is such hydrogen atom abstrac

tion (Scholes, 1983; von Sonntag et al., 1981), therefore similar 

reactions are expected in this study. A second important reaction in 

fluid solutions is addition to base aoieties to give the respective 'OH 

adducts, e.g. GOH (Scholes, 1983; Kasai et al., 1984). These might have 

been expected to fora in the present work, however no clear contribution 

to the spectra from any particular species was noted. 

The 'X' component in Figure 3.1b appears to be a coaposite of at least 

three species. One with a total splitting of ca. 85 G (outer features 

«), a second species (~) for which the outer lines show a degree of 

asyaaetry and a doublet (D) of ca. 20 G which proved to be the aost 

persistent of all the secondary radicals. The extra low field signals 

observed in Figure 3.1b are aost probably low microwave power contribu

tions froa the HOi signals (Pig. 3.1c), the overlapping central feature 

of which results in the asymmetric appearance of the doublet. These 
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observations are also very similar to those obtained for radicals formed 

from deoxyribose by free hydrogen atom mediated hydrogen atom 

abstraction (Riederer et a1 .• 1981). In particular the major species. 

both in this and the previous iodoacetamide study. species ~. is 

equivalent to the radical assigned Q. and « is proposed to correspond to 

radical Q'. These species were in turn proposed to be C~ and C; (or C;) 

carbon centred sugar radicals respectively (Riederer et a1 .• 1981). 

The doublet noted by Riederer and coworkers was postulated as being a C~ 

radical. however in that investigation and in the work involving 

iodoacetamide (Cullis et a1 .• 1985a) this signal had a splitting of ca. 

30 G in comparison to one of ca. 20 G noted in the present peroxide 

study. Hence its assignment as a C~ radical is somewhat doubtful. A 

second ambiguity concerns the proposed conversion of Q to Q' noted on 

annealing. and hence Q being proposed as a precursor of Q' (Riederer et 

a1 .• 1981). This has not been noted in the current study nor in work 

using a DNA-K sFe(CN)6 system which on y-irradiation results in remark

ably strong spectra consisting predominantly of ~-features (G. D. D. 

Jones and M. C. R. Symons. unpublished results). The conversion. Q to 

Q'. would involve 1-2 (or 1-3) intramolecular and/or intermolecular H' 

atom shifts. which are feasible in carbohydrates (Dixon et a1 .• 1977). 

However in the above mentioned K3 Fe(CN)& system the ~-features. 

assigned to Q, decayed, exposing only the underlying doublet of ca. 20 G. 

In view of the results for deoxyribose, the assignments of features 'X' 

to sugar radicals seems most reasonable. However a final abstraction 

radical should be mentioned. This is the radical formed by H' atom 

abstraction from the methyl group of thymine residues. This radical was 

previously thought to be a reasonable candidate for the ~ species 

(Cullis et a1., 1985a). However since it is formed only to a minor 

extent in the liquid phase (Scholes, 1983) its influence in the frozen 

system must likewise be regarded as negligible. The above observations 

are summarized in Table 3.1. 

If the radicals responsible for 'X' are sugar radicals. this would 

explain the occurrence of extensive strand breaks in the presence of 

HzOz . Indeed, the fact that the number of strand breaks is enhanced by 

HzO z strongly supports this assignment. It is important to note that 

sugar radicals. wben for.ed. can be detected in frozen aqueous 



solution. Studies with various additives, particularly iodoacetamide 

and H2 02 have shown that sugar radicals are formed under special 

circumstances for which one can propose reasonable mechanistic pathways. 

It must however be emphasised that the features 'X' are not observed for 

DNA in the absence of additives. This is an important contrast since it 

means that these radicals are not formed significantly in the 

temperature range 130-190 K in the absence of additives, which in turn 

means that the concentration of 'OH radicals formed in the vicinity of 

the DNA, that is, from the solvating water, must be very low. This 

confirms that electron transfer to H20'+ is faster than proton-loss from 

HzO'+ which is indicative of the proposed dry charge transfer mechanism 

being operative under frozen conditions. 

A second important result is that features 'X' are lost at lower 

temperatures, ca. 190 K, than those at which G'+/GN' and 1H are lost. 

Hence if, as has been proposed (Cullis and Symons, 1986), sugar radicals 

are formed in the pathways leading from the ionic primary DNA damage 

(0'+ and T'-) to strand breaks, they would remain undetected by e.s.r. 

spectroscopy. This explains the failure to detect sugar radicals in the 

e.s.r. studies of y-irradiated DNA conducted to date (Boon et a1., 1984; 

Gregoli et al., 1982). 

PoraatioD of HOi Radicals 

As can be seen in Figure 3.1c signals from HOi radicals dominate the 

e.s.r. spectra when recorded at high microwave power. This is as a 

result of the signals from the organic radicals being strongly saturated 

whilst saturation has not set in for the HOi radicals. Their spectral 

data are compared with those for HOi radicals formed in other matrices 

in Table 3.11. There is little doubt concerning their identity and, as 

already mentioned, the results show that these radicals are formed in 

the glassy DNA phase rather than in the polycrystalline ice phase. They 

can be produced by at least three possible mechanisms, namely direct, 

equation [3.2], or indirect, equation [3.3], electron-loss followed 

H20 2 ~ H20i+ ~ HOi + H+ 

G'+ + H20 2 ~ G + HOi + H+ 

H2 0 2 + 'OH ~ HOi + H2 0 
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by proton-loss, or by attack of ·OH radicals as in equation [3.4]. 

Furthermore the fact that yields of G·+ were reduced (see Table 3.111) 

requires that reaction [3.3] is important and it is concluded that, 

except for relatively concentrated solutions, this reaction dominates. 

The radical cation of HlO~+ has not been studied by e.s.r. spectroscopy 

but work on the di-t-butyl derivative shows that this must have the 

expected w* structure (Chandra et al., 1983). Since H202 has a lower 

ionization potential than H20, H20~+ might well be formed indirectly 

from HzO·+. On the other hand, HzO;+ is expected to be a strong acid so 

deprotonation should be rapid, thereby inhibiting subsequent electron

transfer processes, Scheae 3.1. 

y-irr. + DNA 
HzO • HzO·+ + e • T·-

H'~ !~NA I HzO 
I , 

HzO~+ + H2O ·OH G·+ + H2O 

Scheme 3.1 

The fact that HO~ radicals are lost at higher teaperatures than those 

required for loss of species 'X' means that if, like hydroxyl radicals, 

they ultimately react via H· abstraction to form mainly sugar radicals, 

these would not be detected during the hydroperoxide radical decay. 

That such a hydrogen abstraction should occur is expected since peroxyl 

intermediates (RO~) formed in oxygenated systems almost certainly react 

in this way (Boon et al., 1984; von Sonntag et al., 1981). 

Strand Breaks 

Concurrent with the e.s.r. study, reactions leading to strand breakage, 

both in the presence and absence of HzOz , have been examined (Sweeney, 

1986). It has previously been established under conditions where 0·+ 
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and T"- are the only detectable primary radicals that strand breaks 

occur to significant levels (Boon et sl., 1984), and that additives 

which influence the yield or nature of these primary species alter the 

extent to which breaks are induced (Cullis et sl., 1985b). 

In the presence of hydrogen peroxide there is an increase in the number 

of both single and double strand breaks (Fig. 3.4). Exhaustive control 

experiments, including both pre- and post-irradiative "incubations" of 

plasmid with HzOz show that the peroxide mediated strand break enhance

ment is solely radiation dependent (Sweeney, 1986) and is proportional 

to peroxide concentration (Fig. 3.5). The yields of d.s.bls, notably 

enhanced at the higher peroxide concentrations, are linear with dose up 

to cs. 300 Krad, but at higher doses cleavage of the linear fra~ent, 

Form (III) of pBR322 (see Chapter Two), into small fragments is respon

sible for the apparent curve. 

These strand break observations are in accord with the above e.s.r. 

studies since "OH and HOz will, amongst other reactions, abstract 

hydrogen from the deoxyribose units, and the resulting sugar radicals, 

especially C:' are known to result in strand breaks (Dizdaroglu et sl., 

1975b; von Sonntag et sl., 1981). So the increase in strand breaks is a 

consequence of damage being diverted from the DNA bases (which, in the 

absence of additives, are the eventual sites of all damage resulting 

from ionizations within the DNA phase) to the sugars in a manner made 

more efficient by the formation of oxygen centred sugar attacking 

radicals. However, it is also important to note, from the comparison of 

relative degrees of strand break formation (Fig. 3.4), that the 

efficiency of the direct mechanism (vis G·+ and T·-) is of similar 

magnitude to the pseudo-"indirect" mechanism mediated through ·OH and 

HOz radicals, and so must be considered significant with regard to the 

indirect mechanism. 

An iaportant conclusion drawn from work using frozen aqueous solutions 

is that the direct mechanism causes a high degree of d.s.bls (Boon et 

sl., 1984, 1985; Cullis et sl., 1985a). The high incidence of d.s.bls 

can be explained in terms of a distribution of trapping sites for the 

ionic radicals 0·+ or T·- such that a significant nu.ber of these 
o 

centres are trapped within cs. 40 A of each other. Provided that there 
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FIGURE :3 .4 

The effect of hydrogen peroxide on the nu.ber of 
strand breaks induced by 7-1rradiation of plas.id 
DNA (pBR322) at 77 K. The percentage of For. (II) 
indicates single strand breaks produced (a) in the 
presence and (b) in the absence of HzO z (4 d). 
Double strand breaks for.ed (c) in the presence and 
(d) 1n the absence of HzO z are indicated by For. 
(III). 
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FIGURE :3.5 

The effect of increasing hydrogen peroxide concen
tration on the radiation dependent reactions 
leading to strand breaks. Sa.ples of plas.id DNA 
(supercoiled pDR322; ca. 80 ~g .1- 1

) in the 
presence of varjous concentrations of hydrogen 
peroxide were subjected to a constant dose of 
7-irradiation (500 krad.) at 77 K (a). Control 
expert.ents (b) in which the 7-irradiation was 
o.itted were also perfor.ed. 



is a reasonable chance that both centres can lead to chain scission. it 

follows that d.s.b's will occur far aore frequently than expected from 

an initial random statistical distribution of radical cations and 

anions. It should be emphasised that this proposal suggests that 

d.s.b's arise from a single ionizing event. or from a local multiple 

damage site (a spur), and that it is the electrons and 'holes' which are 

trapped closest together that are the most likely precursors of d.s.b. 

foraation. 

In the presence of moderate concentrations of HzOz d.s.b's are enhanced, 

since under the constrained conditions imposed by frozen systeas, 'OH 

and HOi are largely trapped close to the DNA molecule. This situation 

contrasts with that expected for fluid systems. For higher concentra

tions of peroxide the direct ionization reaction. equation [3.2], may 

result in an enhancement of d.s.b's. Thus for example an electron 

ejected from HzOz' leaving a trapped HOi. could react with a nearby HzOz 

molecule yielding an 'OH radical. These radicals are expected to react 

with DNA units close to the trapping sites since mobility is restricted 

and under the right conditions these events may lead to d.s.b's. Scheme 

3. II. 

HzO z, 

HzOz' + - ........ -- HO' ) "\. Z 

H+ 

_d.s.b. 

Scheme 3.11 

It must be stressed that the d.s.b. enhancement priaarily arises because 

the efficiency of strand breakage is greater. as shown by the increase 

in s.s.b's. However it may also reflect the fact that neutral radicals 

can be trapped closer together than ionic centres. since the latter can 

back react via electron transfer when they are too close. 
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Annealing Cycles and Near UV Sensitization 

The finding that the presence of HzOz enhances the overall yield of 

strand breaks. provides at least a qualitative explanation for the small 

increases in da.age observed when several ther.al cycles are included in 

radiolysis of DNA (H. Loman. private com.unication). Thus each ti.e the 

irradiated ice crystals .elt. HzOz .olecules for.ed fro. 'OH reco.bina

tion in the ice crystals are liberated and on re-freezing these .ole

cules will be incorporated largely into the DNA phase. as the above 

results have shown. Direct or indirect damage to these HzOz .olecules 

will yield HOi and 'OH radicals which will attack the DNA and result in 

an increase in strand breaks. Si.ilar experi.ents to those outlined by 

Lo.an have been conducted using the plas.id DNA assay (Chapter Two) and 

samples receiving the split dose freeze-thaw cycle style of irradiation 

showed .ore damage than those sa.ples continuously irradiated at 77 K 

(Sweeney. 1986). Control experi.ents indicated that this was a radia

tion dependent phenomenon and not as a result of .echanical da.age due 

to the repeated freeze-thaw cycles. 

These results are also in agree.ent with those of Ananthaswamy and 

Bisenstark (1976) who have shown that hydrogen peroxide synergistic

ally sensitizes near-UV induced breaks in phage DNA. Irradiation of 

HzOz directly or energy transfer fro. the DNA to HzO z could result in 

oxygen centred radical species similar to those discussed above and 

hence in an enhance.ent of da.age. However there is so.e controversy as 

to the actual species that results in the increase in daaage. As a 

result of superoxide dis.utase activity greatly reducing T7 synergistic 

inactivation by near-UV and HzO z• it was suggested that Oi- and not ·OH. 

was the virulent species in this inactivation (Ahaad. 1981. 1983). 

However others suggest that Oi- is ineffective at producing strand 

breaks (Rlok and Lo.an. 1973) and that strand lesion can only occur as a 

consequence of hydroxyl radicals being for.ed (Lesko et .1., 1980). 

CONCLUSZONS 

( 1) The addition of HzO z to a frozen system switches the .echanls. 

fro. direct da.age to a pathway in part .ediated through oxygen

centred radicals analogous to the indirect .echanis •. 

( il) This results in an increase in the number of strand breaks and is 

correlated with an increase noted in e.s.r. features assignable 
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to sugar radicals, proposed precursors of strand breakage. 

(iii) Though there is an enhance.ent of strand breakage under the 

"indirect" conditions imposed by H20 2 the direct mechanism is 

still significant in co.parison to the oxygen centred radical 

pathway, i.e. the efficiency of conversion of 0°+ and TO- into 

strand breaks does not differ markedly fro. that of the for.a

tion of breaks vi. attack of °OH and HOi. 

( iv) Under the restrictive i .. obile conditions i.posed by the frozen 

aqueous solution close trapping of the neutral species is 

i.portant, but this is unlikely to be the case for dilute fluid 

solutions in which indirect da.age do.inates. 

v) A si.ple explanation for the catalytic effects of freeze-thaw 

cycles during exposure to ionizing radiation is that the H20 z 
for.ed in ice crystallites is repeatedly transferred to the DNA 

phase and hence can increase the extent of da.age by the 

proposed pathway. 

( vi) The sensitization of near-UV induced strand breakage by Hz0 2 

can be explained by the present results as direct or indirect 

production, fro. the peroxide, of the .ore efficient strand 

break .ediating radicals 'OH, HOi and/or 0;-. 
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GHAPTER 

FOUR 
The Role of Thiols in Chemical Repair 



INTRODUCTION 

The lethal and mutagenic effects of ionizing radiation on cellular 

syste.s are assu.ed to be associated with the radical induced che.ical 

changes to key biological .acroaolecules. particularly DNA. that 

acco.panies exposure to such radiation (Greenstock. 1981). Many 

different radiation dependent alterations to DNA have been character

ised ranging fro. various base .odifications through to single and 

double strand breaks (HUtter.ann et .1 .• 1978). The latter lesion .ust 

be considered to be a very serious for. of da.age since the infor.a

tional content of the .acroaolecule cannot be easily restored. It is 

therefore not surprising throughout the extensive research centred on 

the proble. of protecting living syste.s fro. the deleterious effects of 

ionizing radiation. that a great deal of interest has been focused at 

the DNA-.olecular level. 

At the .ost fundaaental level of protection it is generally accepted 

that various s.all .olecules play i.portant roles as radical scavengers. 

particularly with respect to the reactive hydroxyl radical. thereby 

preventing their interaction with DNA and other .acro.olecules (Sanner 

and Pihl. 1969; Okada. 1970; Goldstein and Czapski. 1984). Clearly 

this is of i.portance with respect to the indirect .echanis.. At the 

next level of protection. it has been suggested that radicals for.ed 

within the DNA .ay be "repaired" (Copeland et .1 .• 1967; Henriksen. 

1968; Adaas. 1970; O'Neill. 1983). Such action. pertinent to both 

direct and indirect da.age •• ay serve to intercept such radicals before 

they react further to give strand breaks and other for.s of daaage. 

Pinally living syate.s can utilize a variety of co.plex bioche.ical 

.eans when dealing with the hazards associated with ionizing radiation. 

in particular. there are a nuaber of efficient enzyaatic repair 

pathways that can specifically recognise and excise a range of radiation 

induced .odifications to DNA (Hanawalt et .1 .• 1979). 

Radioprotective Action of !biola 

The ability to protect .aaaals against the har.tul etfects of ionizing 

radiation by pre-treat.ent with certain che.ical co.pounds has been 

known for .any years and the aainothiols. or co.pounds possessing (or 

that can give rise to) free thiol .oieties. were found to be the .ost 

protective. In fact the vast .ajorlty of antlradlatlon aeents are 
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a.inoalkyl thiols, the prototype of which is the sulfur-containing amino 

acid cysteine [4.1J. 

HSCHzCHCOOH 
I 
NH z 

[4.1] 

This compound protected 75-89% of rats subjected to 8 Gy (800 rad) when 

ad.inistered 5 minutes prior to X-irradiation at 175-575 .g kg- 1 whilst 

only 19% of the irradiated control rats survived (Patt et .1., 1949). 

Mice given 1000 ag kg- 1 of cysteine intravenously were protected to the 

extent of 50% from the lethal effects of ionizing radiation (Doherty et 

.1., 1957: Klayman et a1., 1969), and it was also found that chro.oso.e 

daaage in irradiated human bone-.arrow cells was reduced 58% by cysteine 

(Ro.ito, 1969). 

The decarboxylated form of cysteine, namely 2-.ercaptoethyla.ine [4.2] 

(MEA), .ore co •• only called cystea.ine, was an even more promising antl

radiation agent (Bacq et .1., 1951). 

[4.2] 

MEA as the free base is readily air oxidized to its disulfide for., 

however the hydrochloride is less susceptible to air oxidation and is 

the form in which it is generally stored and adainistered. Due to its 

structural si.plicity, MEA hydrochloride is one of the .ost studied 

antiradiation agents. It is the co.pound that not only serves as a 

.odel for the design of other agents, but generally is also the standard 

by which the activity of other agents are judged. The antiradiation 

properties of MEA were opti.ized in .ice if it was adainistered 10 

.inutes prior to irradiation (Bacq and Beauaariage, 1965), whereas in 

rats, best results were obtained by adainistration 45 .inutes before 

irradiation (S.oliar, 1962). MEA protected .ouse (Mandl, 1959: Luning 

et .1., 1961) and rat (Starkie, 1961; Fedorov, 1965) sper.atozoa, and in 

the rat foetus it prevented foot deforaities and gait defects in the 

progeny if adainistered to aothers prior to irradiation on the four

teenth day of pregnancy (Ershoff et .1., 1962). Also, it reduced 

learning deficiency in surviving rats irradiated in utero (Roberts, 

1972). 
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That the mechanism of thiol protection was. in part. chemical (involving 

fast cheaical reactions) rather than biocheaical (involving slow 

reactions of protecting agents with biologically iaportant targets prior 

to or after irradiation) was shown by rapid aixing of cysteine with 

bacteria or lysozyae. With a pre-irradiation mixing tiae as short as 4 

as protection was found, but with .ixing 5 .s after irradiation no 

protection was observed. Theories concerning their aode of action are 

based at the aolecular level and classically include radical scavenging 

(Sanner and Pihl, 1969; Okada, 1970), hydrogen transfer (Copeland et 

.1., 1967; Henriksen. 1968; Ada.s, 1970) and the aixed disulphide 

hypothesis (Eldjarn and Pihl, 1956; Eldjarn et .1., 1956). Since DNA 

has no -SH or -SS- .oieties it would see. that the latter .ixed disul

phide hypothesis, which requires temporary disulphide bond for.ation 

between added thiol and target, does not apply to the protection of what 

is considered to be the most i.portant target. 

The .ost generally accepted .echanis. by which sulphydryl co.pounds act 

in biological systeas is by hydrogen atom donation (Adams et .1., 1968, 

1969: Ward. 1971). The che.ical reaction for this "transfer" process 

was first described by Alexander and Charlesby (1955) to explain -SH 

protection against radiation induced cross linking of polyvinyl-alcohol 

in anoxia, equation [4.3]. though at the ti.e there was no agree.ent 

that such a process could explain radiobiological protection. 

I I 
'CH + RSH ~ CH r + RS' [4.3] 
I I 

This repair .echanis. was again suggested by Scholes and Weiss (1959) 

who postulated that the reaction would be in coapetition with oxygen 

fixation of the daaage. t equation [4.4]. 

R' + 0, ~ ROz [4.4] 

Later. working at the bio.olecular level. Hutchinson (1961) was able to 

abow radioprotection by sulphydryl co.pounds of enzymes and nucleic 

acida irradiated in dilute aqueous solutions. It was clear fro. this 

t This topiC still constitutes an exceedingly i.portant area of 
radiation biology and has since been further expounded on at length 
by others (Howard-Flanders. 1960; Held et .1 .• 1981; Willson. 1983). 
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work that the glutathione scavenged a considerable a.ount of aqueous 

free radicals. However the data, particularly the oxygen effect 

observed in the presence of -SH groups, were consistent with hydrogen 

ato. transfer to the bio.olecule. 

One of the clearest and earliest investigations of the hydrogen ato. 

transfer reaction in .odel syste.s were those conducted by Or.erod, 

Riesz and coworkers (1966, 1967). They irradiated solids in vacuo, 

recorded the e.s.r. spectra of the radicals produced and deter.ined 

their concentrations. The samples could then be exposed to a selected 

at.osphere and the e.s.r. spectra followed. When hydrogen sulphide was 

used, the radical e.s.r. signal disappeared. If the H,S was labelled 

with tritiu., covalently bound tritiu. was found in the exposed 

.aterial. When the .aterial was a protein (Riesz et a1., 1966) the 

label could be traced into the constituent a.ino acids following 

hydrolysis. The yield of free radicals as .easured by e.s.r. was in 

close agree.ent with the .easure.ent of incorporated tritiu., clear 

evidence of H'ato. transfer to the protein radical sites. However when 

the sa.e experi.ent was conducted with dry DNA (Oraerod and Riesz, 

1967), the degree of tritiu. incorporation was far greater than the 

yield of free radicals. This was thought to be indicative of a chain 

reaction propagated by thiyl radicals (RS·) adding to unsaturated DNA 

bases. Alternatively, it could also be as a consequence of RS· .ediated 

H· abstraction froa the deoxyribose aoiety, as recently discussed by 

Akhlaq et a1. (1987). However, it was proposed that the bi.olecular 

radical teraination step, equation [4.5], would predo.inate in aqueous 

solution (Oraerod and Riesz, 1967). 

RS· + RS· ~ RSSR [4.5] 

The intense transient absorption spectrua of the radical anion RSSR-

(~ .. ~ • 410 na) produced by pulse radiolysis of cysteaaine solutions via 

reaction [4.6] (Ada.s et a1., 1967) was used to .easure the 

[4.6] 

kinetics of H· transfer reactions fro. the sulphydryl group to a nu.ber 

of organic radicals (Ada.s et a1., 1968. 1969). For organic radicals it 

was found that the rates varied froa 4.2 x 10· M- I a-I, for the radical 
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resulting from H' abstraction from isopropyl alcohol. to ~107 M-l S-1 

for radicals formed on thymidine. It was also shown that oxygen could 

co.pete with the sulphydryl for the radical site and that with the 

radical from methanol it reacts over thirty times faster than MEA. 

Action of Tbiols Towards Sugar Radicals 

Deoxycytidylic acid (dCMP) irradiated in aqueous solution has been 

e.ployed as a model system for examining mechanisms of strand break 

formation in DNA (Ward. 1971). It has been proposed that the reaction 

leading to the formation of strand breaks was the abstraction of a 

hydrogen atom from the deoxyribose portion of the molecule. equation 

[4.7] (von Sonntag et al .• 1981; Dizdaroglu et al .• 1975b). 

Base-sugar-phosphate + 'OH ~ 

base-sugar' + phosphate (Pi) + HzO [4.7] 

With inorganic phosphate (Pi) release being equated to strand break 

formation in DNA. it was reasoned that if hydrogen atom donation from an 

-SH compound could take place. i.e. chemically repairing the sugar 

damage, then the yield of released phosphate should be decreased. 

Figure 4.1 shows the yield of phosphate release as a function of MEA 

concentration (Ward, 1971). Obviously with a mixture of solutes. 

competition exists for the primary free radicals ('OH) so that a 

reduction in the yield of Pi was expected. This anticipated reduction 

was calculated using known rate constants and is indicated by the broken 

line in Figure 4.1. It was observed that the measured yield of Pi 

release was much lower and could be explained by the occurrence of the 

chemical repair process. 

Nucleoside, nucleotide and DNA radicals have been shown to react with 

cysteine with rates of the order of 10 8 M- 1 
S-1 (Greenstock and Dunlop, 

1975). It was assumed that this rate predominately represents reaction 

with the sugar component of the molecules. This assu.ption is consist

ent with the observation that the -SH compound dithiothreitol (DTT) 

reacts with 2'-deoxyribose and some related sugars in a manner consist

ent with two time components. The rates for the slow component ranged 

from 0.5 to 9 x 107 M- 1 S-I, depending on the sugar, and the rates for 

the fast co.ponent were approximately tenfold greater (Held et al., 

1985). 
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FIGURE 4.1 

Effect of cysteaaine concentration on the ~-radiation yield of 
total (inoreanic + labile) phosphate froa aqueous solutions of 
deoxycytidylic acid (10- 2 aol a-') at pH 4 in the absence of 
oxy~en. (0) Experiaental data. Dashed curve calculated for 
reduction ot yield expected when allowance is aade for hydroxyl 
radical scaven~in~. Fro. Ward. (1971). 



Thiol .ediated hydro~en transfer to a carbon centred su~ar radical can 

result in either inversion or retention of configuration at that 

centre. Repair that proceeds with inversion of an optically active 

centre, Le. at C; (Pi~. 4.2) has been ter.ed a "pseudo repair" because 

the repair is configurationally incorrect (Akhlaq ~t .1., 1987). Though 

there is some evidence that inversion on repair occurs in .odel 

co.pounds (Cadet and Berger, 1985), it is conceivable that in double 

stranded DNA, the base-pairing constraints introduce a bias tor the 

sugar radical to undergo proper repair rather than pseudo repair, which 

.ost likely constitutes serious da.age. 

Action of Thiols Toward Base Radicals 

While the chemical repair by thiols is easily applied to free radicals 

tor.ed on the deoxyribose .oieties of DNA, the repair ot base radicals 

needs further consideration. Most of the product radicals for.ed 

between the free radicals of water radiolysis and the DNA bases are vi. 

addition (Ward, 1975; Scholes ~t .1., 1969). In equation [4.8] the 

reaction of 'OH with cytosine is indicated. 

[4.8] 

Donation of a hydrogen ato. to such a radical centre does not con

stitute repair but rather the for.ation of a hydrate, equation [4.9]. 

NH2 

~~H+ RSH~ 
O~';<H 

~ 
~

NH2 H 

J H 
O~N HH 

I 
H 

[4.9] 

Hydrogen ato. donation by cysteine to the hydrogen ato. adduct ot cyto

sine to for. the dihydro-derivative was observed by Holian and Garrison 

(1969). They tollowed the reaction v1. the release ot ... onia caused by 

the spontaneous hydrolysis of the dihydro-co.pound. Si.ilarly, the 

5,6-dlhydrothyaidine, for.ed fro. the parent nucleoside by irradiation 

in the presence ot cysteine and glutathione, was accounted tor by H' 

donation to the 5,6-dihydrothyaid-S-yl and 6-yl radicals (Cadet and 

Berger. 1983). 
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Hydrogen donation to pyriaidine OH adduct radicals by thiols occurs with 

rate constants in the vicinity of 106 M- 1 S-1 (Adaas et a1., 1968: 

Nucifora et a1., 1972), approxiaately one order of aagnitude slower than 

their reaction with sugar radicals. These values are in good agreeaent 

with the rate constant for repair by DTT of poly(U) (1.7 x 106 M- 1 S-I: 

Bothe and Schulte-Frohlinde, 1982), so in the case of poly(U) it was 

concluded that the .ajor part of thiol repair occurs by hydrogen atoa 

donation to the base radicals (Akhlaq et a1., 1987). 

For poly(U) the aajor contribution to strand breakage and its repair is 

due to base radicals. However, in DNA G(strand breakage) is auch lower 

than for poly(U) (Leaaire et a1., 1984: von Sonntag et .1., 1981) and it 

aay be that DNA base radicals contribute relatively less and hence 

priaary sugars relatively aore to this process. This aay account for 

the apparent differences in the reaction rates noted for thiol action 

towards DNA and poly(U) radicals. 

There has been a recent upsurge of interest in these repair reactions 

particularly with respect to the role of the tripeptide glutathione 

(GSH) in aodifying the response of cells to ionizing radiation (Revesz 

and Malaise, 1983: Ward, 1983: Michael et a1., 1983), where efficient 

repair of daaaged DNA is strongly iaplicated. 

!he preaent atudr Inveattaatea the cheaistry involved when thiols 

interact with the priaary and secondary DNA radicals produced under 

conditions of direct daaage. The aajority of the studies outlined above 

have concentrated on the role of thiols under conditions of indirect 

daaage. However, it has been argued that in the cells of eukaryotes the 

nuclear DNA is not well aodelled by a dilute aqueous solution and that 

because there is not a substantial aaount of bulk water present in the 

nucleus, the direct daaage pathway will aake a sienificant contribution 

(Boon et a1., 1984: Gregoli et a1., 1982). 

Studies of nucleic acid-thiol systeas under direct conditions have been 

previously conducted. Most recently, Schulte-Frohllnde and coworkers 

(198eb) showed that the thiols, glutathione and dithiothreitol, 

prevented poly(U) single strand breakage by reacting with a "poly(U) 
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interaediate". generated directly by laser-flash photolysis. The repair 

reaction rate constants were 0.16 x 106 M- 1 S-l and 1.2 x 106 M- 1 S-l 

for GSH and OTT respectively. Surprisingly. in contrast to the data 

given above. these authors explained that the reaction rate constant of 

1.2 x 106 M- 1 S-l noted for OTT was as a consequence of the repair of C~ 

and/or Ci sugar radicals rather than uracil radicals. even though they 

quote the rate constant for the reaction of OTT with ribose radicals as 

1.2 x 10 7 M- 1 S-l and the rate constant for its reaction with uracil OH 

adducts as 1 x 106 M- 1 S-l. They substantiate their claim by stating 

that with radicals from poly(U) the corresponding reaction rate con

stants. in comparison to uracil. are expected to be saaller by up to one 

order of aagnitude due to steric factors and a lower collision factor 

caused by the polymeric nature of poly(U). 

Other studies of DNA-thiol systeas under direct conditions have alaost 

exclusively dealt with dry solid saaples. often under vacuua (Oraerod 

and Alexander. 1963; Milvy. 1971). For reasons already discussed 

(Chapter One) these systeas are not believed to typify direct daaage 

expected in vivo. The results froa such studies (aainly e.s.r.) are. 

however. consistent with a transfer of spin from the DNA to the thiol in 

accordance with hydrogen atoa donation. though several aabiguous points 

necessitate re-exaaination. Also. coaparatively recent evidence that 

thiols can act as reducing agents (via electron transfer) towards DNA 

radicals that are proposed direct daaage centres (Willson et a1 .• 1974; 

OINeill. 1983) can be investigated. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The e.s.r. spectroscopic aeasureaents. both at x- and Q-band 

frequencies. of the DNA-RSH. RSSR and RSMe (glutathione. cysteaaine. 

cysteine. dithiothreitol. cystaaine and S-aethyl-L-cysteine) systems 

were conducted as outlined in Chapter Two using additive concentrations 

of 0.1-140 aM (additive to base-pair ratio. 1: w 620- w O.44). The spectrua 

of 5.6-dihydro-5-thyayl radicals (tH) for coaputer subtraction was 

obtained froa a wet DNA saaple (100~ relative huaidity). y-irradiated 

and annealed as described in Chapter Two. 

The plasaid assays for DNA s.s.b's and d.s.bls were conducted in 

collaboration with Mrs. (now Dr.) M. C. Sweeney. Saaples of plasaid DNA 
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at a concentration of 100 ~g/al in the presence and absence of MEA (5 aM 

or 40 aM) were purged with oxygen or thoroughly deoxygenated nitrogen 

for 30-60 ainutes prior to irradiation. Quantitation of strand breaks 

was carried out as described in Chapter Two. The average of duplicates 

is given. 

RESULTS 

It is now generally accepted that y-irradiation of DNA, either as frozen 

aqueous solutions or as dry filas, at 77 K, gives rise to a reaarkably 

siaple pattern of priaary daaage with the initial ionic radicals being 

exclusively the guanine radical cation (0'+) and the thyaine radical 

anion (T'-) in approxiaately equal yields (Boon et al., 1984; Oregoli et 

al., 1982; HUtteraann et al., 1984). On theraal annealing in the 

presence or absence of oxygen these ionic centres convert to neutral 

secondary radical species and in so doing yield DNA e.s.r. spectra 

doainated by peroxyl radical features (Pig. 4.3c) or 5-thyayl radical 

signals (Pig. 4.3a) respectively. 

The inclusion of a variety of thiols (1 aM to 40 aM) in the frozen 

aqueous solutions of DNA did not alter the relative or absolute 

proportions of 0'+ and T'-. However, on annealing, the noraal e.s.r. 

patterns were abruptly aodified, with all e.s.r. signals being lost at 

teaperatures well below those at which they are noraally stable, i.e. 

for a cysteaaine concentration of 40 aM all signals were lost by 

210.10 K (Pig. 4.3b and 4.3d). Pigures 4.4 and 4.5 profile the decay of 

DNA e.s.r. radical features on waraing, in the presence of 10 aM MEA, 

under anoxic and oxic conditions respectively, and Table 4.1 suaaarizes 

the effects on the DNA e.s.r. spectra of the various water soluble 

thiols investigated. 

Concurrent with the loss of the DNA radical signals, the growth and 

decay of e.s.r. signals attributable to sulphur-containing species was 

observed. Under anoxic conditions the broad features of the RSSR

radical anions were well defined at Q- (Pig. 4.6a) and X-bandt (Pig. 

4.6b) frequencies, and a coaparison of spectral data with those froa the 

t At X-band frequencies, the e.s.r. features of RSSR- were observed 
after subtraction of overlapping TH signals (see legend to Pig. 
4.6b). 
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literature and from previous studies (G. D. D. Jones. J. S. Lea and M. 

C. R. Syaons. unpublished results) (Table 4.11) supports this assign

aent. At a cysteamine concentration of 40 aM. the e.s.r. features of 

RSSR- were lost by 210 K. the teaperature at which all the signals were 

lost (Fig. 4.7). 

Under oxic conditions strong. sharp features at 8 = 2.017 and 2.025 were 

observed aaongst residual RO~ signals (Fig. 4.8a). These were identical 

to the features assigned to the aainothiol sulphur peroxyl radical 

(RSO~) observed in a spectrua of 7-irradiated E.coli B/r plus O.lM 

aercaptopenthylaaine (MPA) by Copeland (1975) (Fig. 4.8b and Table 

4.11). Further work fro. a related study (G. D. D. Jones. J. S. Lea and 

M. C. R. Symons. unpublished results) concerning the addition of Oz to 

RS' (froa glutathione) confiras this assignaent (Table 4.11). 

As a consequence of the dramatic influence that thiols have on the 

direct DNA radiolysis pathways. a study was conducted to judge the 

effect of MEA on strand break induction under siailar conditions using 

the plasaid assay described in Chapter Two. The data concerning the 

percentage foraation of pBR322 Fora (II) (s.s.b.) and Fora (III) 

(d.s.b.) and loss of Fora (I) (as IOg10)' with dose. under oxic and 

anoxic conditions. in the presence (and absence) of MBA (40 aM). is 

shown in Table 4.111. and depicted in Figures 4.10a and 4.10b. 

Siailarly for 5 aM MBA (.02 ) data for percentage foraation of Fora (II) 

and (III). and loss of Fora (I). with dose. is given in Table 4.IV and 

plotted in Figures 4.11a and 4.11b. 

For coaparative purposes DNA in the presence of RSMe (S-aethyl

cysteine. 40 aM) and RS- (MEA [10 aM] + 10 aM/l00 aM NaOH) were studied 

and their teaperature dependent e.s.r. decay patterns are shown in 

Figures 4.12b. 4.12c and 4.13b. 

Also a DNA-RSSR (cystaaine. 40 aM) systea was exaained and the spectrua 

recorded after waraing to 130 K is shown in Figure 4.14. 

DZSCUSSION 

The 7-irradiation of frozen aqueous solutions of DNA at 77 K results in 

the surprisingly siaple initial daaage of G'+ and T'- in equal yields. 
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On annealing, in the absence of oxygen, the thymine radical anion 

protonates on carbon (C6) to yield the 5-thymyl radical TH that is 

unaabiguously characterised by its well established eight-line e.s.r. 

spectrum (Fig. 4.3a). G'+ decays without accumulation of any secondary 

radical that can be easily distinguished fro. the parent cation by 

e.s.r. spectroscopy under the conditions used in the present study. 

However, a recent investigation involving oriented DNA fibres, suggests 

that G'+ decays at 220 K via loss of a proton from nitrogen to give a 

neutral radical (symbolized as GN) with a high spin-density on nitrogen 

(N3) (HUtter.ann and Voit, 1986). 

Effects of Thiols (E.s.r. Studies of Anoxic Syste.s) 

The addition of moderate concentrations of a range of thiols (MEA, 

cysteine, glutathione and dithiothreitol) (1-40 aM) to frozen aqueous 

solutions of DNA did not alter the initial relative or absolute amounts 

of either G'+ or T'-. However, at higher concentrations of MEA (>40-140 

aM) a slight decrease in the yield of T'- was noted. This was probably 

due to traces of oxidized MEA (RSSR) present in the co •• ercial material 

or for.ed during incubation with DNA. The disulphide is an effective 

electron scavenger (see below). 

On annealing irradiated frozen aqueous DNA solutions in the presence of 

a variety of thiols all e.s.r. signals were abruptly lost at tempera

tures well below those at which they nor.ally decay (see Figs. 4.3b and 

4.4 and Table 4.1). Concurrent with this sudden loss of DNA radical 

features, the growth and subsequent decay of signals from sulphur

centred species, derived fro. transient thiyl radicals (RS'), was 

observed (see below). The loss of all DNA radicals at te.peratures 

below those at which they normally decay was demonstrated under anoxic 

conditions at thiol concentrations as low as 1 aM (1:62 base pairs). 

Below this concentration so.e radicals did survive to higher tempera

tures. 

Sffect of Thiols (E.s.r. Studies of Oxic Syste.s) 

Under oxic conditions, in the absence of thiols, the DNA radicals (TH 

and probably GN) are efficiently converted to peroxyl radicals (ROi) at 

ca. 190.10 K, these radicals being characterised by a broad singlet with 

BI -2.033 and B~ -2.000 (Fig. 4.3c). When thiols were included, the ROi 
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TABLE 4. _ I 

Su.aary of the Changes to the K.s.r. Spectral Peature. of Anoxic 
Prozen Aqueou. Solutions of DNA on Irradiation in the Pre.ence of a 

Variety of Water Soluble Thiola (40 aM)t 

Mercaptoethylamine 
(MEA) 
NHz-CHz-CHz-SH 

Dithiothreitol 
(DTT) 
HS-CHz-[CH(OH)]z-CHz-SH 

Cysteine 

+ 
NH'-jH-COO-

CHz 
I 
SH 

Glutathione 
(GSH) 

COO
I 

H,N+-CH 

6H z 
I 
CHz 

b=o 
I 
NH 
I 

HS-CHz-CH 
I 
C=O 
I 
NH 
I 
CH, 

600-

No effect on G'+ and T'- for.ation at 130 K, 
Onset of RSSR- features and associated 
yellow colouration (~.ax 410 nm) noted 
by CII. 190 K. 

TH reduction over 190-208 K, 70- N O% of norm. 

Last radical observed at CII. 210 K. 

No effect on G'+ and T'- formation at 130 K. 
Onset of RSSR- features and yellow coloura
tion noted by CII. 190 K. 

TH reduction over 190-208 K, 90%-50% of norm. 

Last radical observed at N>208-224 K. 

No effect on G'+ and T'- formation at 130 K. 
Onset of RSSR- features and yellow coloura
tion noted by CII. 190 K. 

TH reduction over 190-208 K, 60-40% of nora. 

Last radical observed at >208-224 K. 

No effect on G'+ and T'- for.ation at 130 K. 
Onset of yellow colour noted by 208 K 
concurrent with appearance of a doublet of 
26 G, 

TH reduction over 190-208 K -10% of nor •. 

Last radicals observed at 224 K. 

t RSH : base-pair, 1:-1'55. 
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radical yields were reduced and they again abruptly decayed at much 

lower temperatures than normal (see Figs. 4.3d and 4.5). However at 

concentrations below 10 aM some residual ROi radicals were noted to 

persist to higher temperatures. 

Sulphur Radicals 

At the temperature at which the DNA radicals decayed as a result of 

thiol action (under anoxic conditions), new e.s.r. features appeared 

which are characteristic of RSSR- radical anions. Features for these 

anions were well defined at Q- and X-band frequencies (Figs. 4.6a and 

4.6b respectively). An intense yellow colour appeared together with 

these features, this colour being also characteristic of RSSR- radical 

anions (~mBx = 410 nm). A comparison of the spectral data with those 

for RSSR- from previous studies (G. D. D. Jones, J. S. Lea and M. C. R. 

Symons, unpublished results) and the literature (Table 4.11), supports 

this assignment. At a concentration of 40 aM MEA, the e.s.r. signals 

for RSSR- species are themselves lost by CB. 210 K (Fig. 4.3b), the 

temperature at which all spins are lost (Fig. 4.7). 

The RS' radicals, thought to be formed directly as a result of reaction 

with DNA radicals (R t 
.), equation [4.10], have not been detected by 

e.s.r. spectroscopy. 

R" + RSH ~ R" + RS' [4.10] 

This is not surprising since their spectra are controlled by the 

environment (as a result of hydrogen-bonding which lifts the degeneracy 

of the 3p(w) orbitals} which is itself expected to be variable in the 

systems employed in this study (Nelson et sl., 1977). However, reaction 

[4.11] is facile and so the radical RSS(H}R was carefully looked for 

(Nelson et sl., 1977; Symons, 1974). 

RS' + RSH .. RSS(H}R [4.11] 

Surprisingly, no sign of this species was observed, only the conjugate 

base RSSR- was detected. It seems, therefore, that reaction [4.11] is 

facile but that, under the present conditions, the effective pH is such 

that deprotonation occurs. Indeed our own stUdies (G. D. D. Jones, J. 

S. Lea and M. C. R. Symons, unpublished results) together with those of 

others (Wu et sl., 1984; Chan et sl., 1974; Faraggi et sl., 1975) 
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TA.BLE 4. _ I I 

Co.parison of B.s.r. Paraaeters of the Sulphur-Containinc 
Radicals foraed in Oxic and Anoxic ORA-KSA Binary Sy.te •• 

after Annealin~ to 190-208 K. with Experi.entald and Reported 
Data for RSSR-b.c.e.f.a and RSOi h 

g-Tensor Components 
gx gy1 gz 

DNA/MEA/-0211 2.024 2.011 2.002 

Cystine HCI/Crystalb 2.0178 2.0174 2.002 

Glutathione oxidized/DzO-CDaODc 2.017 2.017 2.002 
(CII. 4:1 v/v) 

Dithiothreitol/DzO-CDaOD/-Oz pH 10d 2.022 2.011 2.003 
(CII. 4:1 v/v) 

Dithiodiglycolic Acid/Crystal e 2.021 2.017 2.001 

Dimethylsulphide/Crystal f 2.020 2.020 2.001 

Cyclotetramethylene Disulphide/Oxidation 2.013(180) 
of Thiol Ti(III) + H20 Z/HzO, R.T.-

DNA/MEA/+O z 2.025 2.017j 2.002 

DzO/Glutathione/+Ozd 2.026 2.016j 2.000 

Mercapto~entyl~mine/+o2h 2.026 2.017j 2.000 

E. Coli B/r/0.1M MPA/+O zh 2.02 2.017i 2.002 

II Parameters measured after computer subtraction of TH and residual 
G'+ and T'-; 

b H. C. Box and H. G. Freund, J. Chem. Phys. (1964), !!, 2571; 
C D. N. R. Rao, M. C. R. Symons and J. M. Stephenson. J. Chem. Soc. , 

Perkin Trans. 2. (1983). 727; 
d G. D. D. Jones, J. S. Lea and M. C. R. Symons, unpublished 

results; 
e H. C. Box, T. Freund and G. W. Frank, J. Chem. Phys., (1968). !!, 

3825; 
fT. Gillbro, Chem. Phys., (1974), t, 476; 
• B. C. Gilbert, H. A. H. Laue, R. O. C. Nor.an and R. C. Sealy, 

J. Chea. Soc., Perkin Trans. 2, (1975),892; 
h B. S. Copeland, J. Magn. Resonance, (1975), 20, 124; 
1 In .ost cases, gz and gy were not sufficiently defined to draw a 

clear distinction. 
j These do not represent true gy features (which occur at g N2.014 h ) 

but are, in fact, proainent fIrst derivative aaxiaa for RSOO·.h 
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indicate the pK of disulphide radical anions to be N5.5. Such a value 

would allow the deprotonation, equation [4.12], to be favourable. 

RSS(H)R + B .. RSSR- + H+8 
(8 is any local base .aterial) 

[4.12] 

Under oxic conditions, in addition to the nor.al ROi signal which appear 

at 190 K (but to a di.inished extent), clear features at g = 2.025 and 

2.017 were observed rather than RSSR- (Fig. 4.8a). These are si.ilar to 

the gx and gy features assigned by Copeland (1975) to the aainothiol 

sulfur peroxyl radical (RSO~) observed in a spectrua of E.co11 8/r plus 

O.IM MPA equilibrated in oxygen prior to freezing, y-irradiation and 

annealing to 193 K (Fig. 4.8b and Table 4.11). Spectral data fro. work 

conducted in this laboratory, involving the addition of oxygen to RS· 

(fro. glutathione) confir.s this assign.ent (G. D. D. Jones, J. S. Lea 

and M. C. R. Sy.ons, unpublished results) (Table 4.11). At an MEA 

concentration of 40 ~ the RSOi signals were again abruptly lost at 

N210-220 K (Fig. 4.3d). 

Strand Break ADaIJ8js 

It has previously been shown that under both oxic and anoxic conditions 

single and double strand breaks occur at significant levels (Boon et 

a1., 1984). In order to account for this it was proposed that a 

significant nu.ber of the base radicals react via an intraaolecular 

hydrogen ato. abstraction fro. an appropriately positioned deoxyribose 

.oiety (Cullis and Sy.ons, 1986) as shown in Figure 4.9. Further 

reactions of the sugar radicals thus for.ed, to give strand breaks, 

presuaably occurs via .echanis.s analogous to those described for the 

hydroxyl radical initiated reaction (von Sonntag et a1., 1981). 

I .. ediate decay of the sugar radicals .ust occur since under nor.al 

conditions no further radicals are detected. In support of this it has 

been observed that when sugar-centred radicals are generated at lower 

te.peratures they are indeed detectable (see Chapter Three and Cullis et 

a1., 1985a) and decay to give non-radical products at lower te.peratures 

than those for the nor.al DNA radicals. Si.ilar base .ediated intra

.olecular hydrogen ato. abstractions have been proposed as steps in the 

reactions of Hand OH base radical adducts leading to strand breaks and 

base release in dilute aqueous solutions of poly(U) (Le.aire et a1., 
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1984; Deeble and von Sonntag, 1984). 

Assuming that hydrogen atom abstraction would be most favourable froa 

the nearest available site on the adjacent sugar, a 8-DNA structure has 

been inspected using computer molecular graphics (Chem-X, Chemical 

Designs Ltd., Oxford). For the 5-thymyl radical TH the hydrogens 

attached to C; and C; of the deoxyribose unit 5' to the 5-thymyl bearing 

nucleoside are significantly closer than other alternative centres (Fig. 

4.9). Also, from this work, it can be predicted that the THz (reduced 

thymine) formed by the intramolecular hydrogen atom abstraction, under 

anoxic conditions, would have the R-configuration about C5 (Fig. 4.9). 

Subsequent to this prediction Furlong et al. (1986) have recently shown 

that this is indeed the case. 

The above also predicts that strand breaks occurring under conditions of 

direct damage arise through a mechanism that is distinct from the 

indirect pathway in which hydroxyl radicals predominately abstract the 

C; hydrogen atoms (von Sonntag et al., 1981). [However those strand 

breaks in DNA (if any) that are a result of OH or H base radical adduct 

mediated hydrogen atom abstraction WOUld, of course, occur by a 

mechanism more or less analogous to the direct mechanism.] This will be 

further discussed in Appendix B. 

The presence of MEA (40 aM) was demonstrated to protect plasmid DNA 

(pBR322) against both single and double strand breaks arising as a 

result of irradiation at 77 K. The degree of damage and extent of 

protection by MEA (40 aM) was largely unaffected by the presence of 

oxygen (a.e.r., 40, .°2 K 0.45) (Table 4.111) (Figs. 4.10a and b). At 

lower concentrations of MEA (5 aM) the extent of protection under anoxic 

conditions was reduced (a.e.r., 5, -02 ~ 0.54) (Table 4.IV) (Figs. 4.11a 

and b) and this was further reduced in the presence of oxygen (a.e.r., 

~, +0 2 - 0.78), suggesting opposing, co.petitive reactions of thiols and 

of oxygen at the lower thiol concentrations. 

It is noteworthy that even at high relative concentrations of thiol a 

significant number of strand breaks were detected (Figs. 4.10a and b). 

This possibly correlates with results shown in Figure 4.7 which show a 

cradual loss of radicals as the te.perature increases fro. 130 to 
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TABLE 4.1:1:1: 

The Effect of 40 .. MBA on Radiation Induced Strand Breaks 
in PI.s.id DBA (pBR322) 

Conditions Dose Jlrad. ~ For. (II) ~ For. (III) Loeao ~ For. (I) 
(0) (0) (0) 

No MEA 0 12.1 0 1.94 
+ Nz 0.2 39.9 3.5 1.75 

0.4 56.5 3.5 1.60 
0.6 67.1 3.8 1.46 
0.8 66.8 6.9 1.41 

(.) (.) (.) 
40 11M MBA 0 16.8 0 1.92 
+ Nz 0.2 28.0 2.5 1.86 

0.4 36.2 1.5 1.78 
0.6 44.0 1.8 1.73 
0.8 40.9 1.7 1.75 

(v) (~) ( v) 
No MEA 0 12.0 0 1.94 
+ 0, 0.2 44.7 2.2 1.72 

0.4 53.3 4.5 1.62 
0.6 62.8 8.0 1.46 
0.8 60.9 8.9 1.48 

(of.) (.) (~) 

40 11M MBA 0 14.5 0 1.93 
+ 0, 0.2 28.9 1.6 1.84 

0.4 33.5 1.1 1.81 
0.6 42.8 2.1 1.74 
0.8 49.7 1.7 1.68 
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TABLE 4. IV 

The Bffect of 5 .. MBA on Radiation Induced Strand Breake 
In Plaeald DNA (pBR322) 

Conditione Doee Mrad. _ Pora (II) _ Pora (III) LoetO - Pora (I) 

(0) (0) (0) 
No MBA 0 15 0 1.93 
+ Nz 0.2 47.2 2.6 1.78 

0.4 61.4 4.3 1.59 
0.6 66.7 7.0 1.53 
0.8 73.2 7.2 1.45 

(e) (.) (e) 
5 11M MEA 0 14.7 0 1.92 
+ Hz 0.2 37.5 1.2 1.82 

0.4 44.0 2.4 1.74 
0.6 56.6 3.0 1.64 
0.8 58.7 3.7 1.62 

(v) (A) (v) 
No MBA 0 14.7 0 1.93 
+ Oz 0.2 45.0 3.0 1.76 

0.4 56.1 6.5 1.61 
0.6 67.1 12.2 1.45 
0.8 71.3 12.8 1.41 

(.) (.) (.) 
5 aM MBA 0 19.7 0 1.91 
+ Oz 0.2 42.6 0.9 1.80 

0.4 53.4 3.3 1.65 
0.6 62.0 3.0 1.59 
0.8 64.0 5.2 1.51 
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N190 K. that is. prior to the onset of reaction with the thiol mole

cules. This is an artefact of the frozen systea and reflects the 

unreactivity of RSH below 190 K. 

iechani •• of Thiol Action (i) 

That thiols are acting as efficient repair agents in the frozen system 

is shown by the dra.atic and sudden loss of the DNA base radicals at 

te.peratures well below those at which they nor.ally decay. and the 

dependence of such action on the presence of a -SH functionality (see 

below) indicates that thiols are acting as efficient hydrogen atom 

donors towards the base radicals. i.e. reaction [4.10]. 

However. there are soae i.portant liquid phase results which suggest 

that whilst this reaction (H' donation) does occur under .ost circu.

stances for DNA. in the particular case of G'+ foraation. electron 

transfer dominates with the thiolate anion being the active species 

(Wilson et al .• 1974; O'Neill. 1983). equation [4.13]. 

RS-
0'+ + RS- ~ 0 + RS' .. RSSR- [4.13] 

It is unlikely that this type of reaction can occur with RSH rather than 

RS-. However. to check this, a study of the effect of S-.ethyl-L

cysteine (RSMe). which is likely to be a better electron donor than RSH. 

was conducted. In fact. this coapound, when included at 40 aM in an 

anoxic frozen system. had only a saall effect on the course of DNA 

daaage (Fig. 4.12b) in coaparison with that noted for an equivalent 

concentration of RSH (Fig. 4.3b). However with no RSMe+ radicals (Rao 

et a1., 1984) being detected and with si.ilar activity being noted at 

low thiol concentrations (0.1-0.5 aM) the observed action was aost 

likely due to contaainating thiol. 

Therefore an investigation of the reaction described in equation [4.13] 

was atte.pted via study of DNA-RSH sa.ples prepared in alkali, so 

generating RS- 1n Bitu. The teaperature dependent e.s.r. profiles of 

DNA-MEA (10 aM) in 10 aMt and 100 aM NaOH are shown in Figures 4.12c and 

4.13b respectively. Unfortunately. the higher pH, especially of the 

tActual [NaOH] eaployed was 20 aM, however presuaably half of this 
reacted with the HCl present in MEA hydrochloride. 
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latter system. modifies the DNA and course of radiolytic daaage (Gregoli 

et a1 .• 1982). So for co.parison. DNA in the presence of 100 aM NaOH is 

shown in Figure 4.13a. In both cases. although there was no alteration 

in priaary damage at 130 K. there was an earlier onset of RSSR- (~) 

foraation (>130-165 K) than in the neutral systems. concurrent with a 

loss of a central feature (G'+) (~) indicative of reaction [4.13] 

(coupled with reactions [4.11/4.12]) occurring. 

G + RS' 

RSH " 

RS .. 
RSS(H)R [4.13 [4.11/.12]] 

In the DNA-MEA-10 aM NaOH systea (Fig. 4.12c) the decay of fH over the 

teaperature range 208-237 K could be as a consequence of residual 

unionized RSH. though the thiolate anion mediated reaction [4.14] cannot 

be discounted. (cf. Fujita and Steenken. 1981). 

[4.14] 

Siailarly. the high teaperature loss of signals noted over 208-242 K for 

the 10 aM MEA/100 aM NaOH systea (Fig. 4.13b) could be due to analogous 

reactions. although in the absence of thiols the DNA signals are lost 

al.ost as rapidly under these very alkaline conditions (Fig. 4.13a). 

Overall these results support [4.13] in so auch that. when present. RS

does appear to act by quenching 0'+. 

However. since no such low teaperature action (i.e. RSSR- appearing at 

>130-165 K) was noted in neutral systeas (in which RSSR- was not noted 

till ca. N180-190 K). coupled with the fact that at pH 6.5 RS- cannot 

constitute aore than ca. N2.5% of the total thiol present and that 

efficient e.s.r. repair was noted at thiol concentrations as low as 1 

aM. it is concluded that thiol aediated electron transfer does not have 

a aajor role to play in the repair of DNA direct daaage in neutral 

frozen aqueous systeas. This. together with the evidence that a 

coapound of the type RSMe does not influence the DNA radical decay to 

anything like the extent for that noted with free thiols. substantiates 

the claim that RSH is essential to the efficient repair of directly 

induced DNA damage. 



In su..ary, the most dramatic effects on DNA radicals in the frozen 

aqueous systems have been observed at neutral pH's in the presence of 

free thiols. This observation is best understood in terms of hydrogen 

atom transfer reactions occurring between free thiols and the DNA base 

radicals. Hydrogen atom transfer to the base radicals from the thiols 

clearly competes favourably with the base mediated intramolecular 

hydrogen atom abstraction from neighbouring deoxyribose moieties, 

postulated above. Since the latter reaction is thought to give rise to 

strand breaks, thiols should protect DNA against strand breaks under 

conditions of direct damage and, as discussed above, this is indeed the 

case. 

Mechanis. of TbioI Action (ii) 

Under oxic conditions and low thiol concentrations, the principal 

sulphur-containing radical detected by e.s.r. spectroscopy is RSO~ which 

arises from addition of O2 to the thiyl radical (RS"). As noted above, 

at lower concentrations of thiol, the effect of RSH on strand breaks is 

competitive with the influence of oxygen. These observations are 

consistent with the reactions shown in Scheme 4.1. 

R" , 

! 0, 

R'O~ 

1 RSB 

R'OzH + RS" 

/ 
(a) RSH 

/ 
RS-SR-

RSH 
• R'H + RS· (a' ) 

Oz 
-'-';"-t.~ RSO ~ 

/ 
(b) RSH 

/ 
R"H (c) 

damage +- R"Oi 
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According to this, hydrogen atom donation by RSH to the base peroxyl 

radicals initially occurs to give RS" radicals. These combine with 

oxygen to give RSOi rather than giving RSSR-. As the relative concen

tration of thiol increases pathway (b) begins to dominate, oxygen is 

consu.ed and the DNA protected. Reactions to give RSSR- will also occur 

as thiol concentration increases via repair reactions (a') and (a). At 

low concentrations of thiol, however, it is the thiol which is effec

tively consumed and, therefore, pathways (a) and (b) are prevented. The 

alternative pathway (c) in which the RSO~ radical abstracts a hydrogen 

ato. helps to account for the attenuation by oxygen of the protection 

afforded by thiols at low concentration. 

The precise chemical nature of the DNA "repair" product is of major 

iaportance in relation to biological function, which aay depend on 

further enzy.atic repair. Under anoxic conditions. the quenching of TH 

by thiols leads to THz (reduced thy.ine) rather than restoration of the 

thyaine base. That THz is a major identifiable product under conditions 

of direct irradiation supports the above proposals (Cadet et a1., 

1983a). With the THz product fro. DNA irradiated alone being noted to 

be in the R-configuration about C5 (see above), it is interesting to 

speculate as to what would be the configuration of thiol repaired THz . 

As depicted in Figure 4.9, fH .ediated hydrogen atom abstraction fro. 

the ribose 5' to the thymyl bearing nucleoside (i.e. fro. "above"), 

results in the ft-conformer. Assu.ing that the close approach of a thiol 

.olecule to the radical site is a prereqUisite of repair, exaaination of 

the B-DNA topography by coaputer graphics reveals that H" donation fro. 

a thiol would be least hindered if it occurred fro. "below" (from the 

.aJor groove) and so yield the C5 §-conforaer. 

Concerning G"+, there is less direct evidence. However, if the 

principal decay pathway for G'+ is by loss of a proton to give GN as 

proposed by HUtter.ann and Voit (1986) then hydrogen atoa donation to GN 

by RSH should restore the guanine base (though a base-catalysed 

rearrangement would be required prior to full integrity being 

restored). Under oxic conditions H" donation reactions lead to organic 

peroxides (ROzH). The reactive nature of these latter products .ust 

represent a further danger to the integrity of the DNA. 
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Dialkyl Disulphides 

Incidental to the primary study of sulphydryl derivatives, a brief study 

of the effects of disulphides on DNA damage has been made. As expected 

(Lenherr and Ormerod, 1968), these molecules proved to be efficient 

electron scavengers, features due to RSSR- anions being clearly present 

after irradiation (Fig. 4.14) at the expense of T'- (rH) formation. In 

this respect these RSSR molecules protect DNA from electron damage, but 

there was no suppression of G'+ formation, and no appearance of e.s.r. 

features for RSSR+ w-radical cations (Rao et a1., 1984). 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is concluded that under the conditions of this study, thiols act as 

efficient repair agents. Although this might be seen to be an expected 

result, there are several reasons why it is considered to be significant: 

i) Most previous studies on pure DNA have involved working with 

dilute fluid systems, under these conditions attack on DNA is 

largely by 'OH radicals. The present study shows that repair by 

hydrogen atom transfer is remarkably effective under conditions 

of direct damage and involves the base radicals. Such action 

has been noted to lead to a significant reduction of directly

induced biologically important lesions. 

( ii) It is concluded that repair by electron donation does not have a 

major role to play in thiol mediated repair of directly induced 

damage in the neutral systems employed. However under conditions 

that induce RS- formation positive hole repair does occur, but 

it is distinguishable from repair in the neutral system. 

(iii) In the presence of oxygen the situation is more involved but our 

results support the contentious idea that RS' radicals can 

combine with oxygen to give the sulphur peroxyl radical (RSOi) 

(Schafer et al., 1978; AI-Thannon et al., 1974; Quintiliani et 

a1., 1977) and that these can lead to further damage, or are 

themselves repaired. 

( iv) The results show that in the absence of oxygen, RS' radicals, 

even at temperatures well below the freezing point of water are 

able to locate and react with other RSH molecules, and that the 

initial adducts are efficiently deprotonated to give stable 

RSSR- radical anions. It is not possible to comment on the 

recent proposal that RS' radicals may be able to induce strand 
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break formation by abstraction of hydrogen from the deoxyribose 

Moiety (Akhlaq et sl., 1987). However, such action May, in 

part, be responsible for the observation that even at high 

thiol concentrations there is still a significant number of 

strand breaks persisting. 
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GHAPTER 

FlUE 
The Direct Effects of Ionizing Radiations 

on the Higher Order Structures of DNA 



INTRODUCTION 

The structure of DNA in its functional state in cells is Modified 

through protein binding and the introduction of superhelix density. 

Whilst this is probably true for the majority of natural DNA molecules. 

it is especially so for eukaryotic DNA. Here at least an equal weight 

of protein serves to contract about one metre of nucleic acid. by 

approxiaately five orders of magnitude into a nucleus of diameter N5 ~m. 

whilst still allowing access by enzymes involved in all aspects of 

nucleic acid metabolism. The resulting DNA-protein complex. i.e. the 

nucleoprotein aaterial. is called chroaatin. Discrete chroaatin aole

cules. containing DNA of between 10· and 106 kilobase-pairs (Kb.p.) in 

length. are further organized within the nucleus into morphologically 

and genetically distinct units called chromosomes. 

Many studies of chromatin structure have focused on the nucleoprotein 

subunit, the nucleoso.e. Starting with this one certain structural 

element, investigators have worked in two directions, either examining 

the internal structure of the nucleosoae or speculating on ways of 

asseabling arrays of nucleosoaes to give the higher orders of structure 

and DNA compaction that are characteristic of chroaatin in the nucleus. 

Rucle080.e Structure 

The structure of the nucleosoae has been reviewed extensively (Kornberg, 

1977; Felsenfeld, 1978; Chaabon 1978; Lilley and Pardon, 1979) and the 

aajor features of the prevailing model (Finch e~ al., 1977) are 

su .. arized in Figure 5.1a. Three structural domains have been 

distinguished by nuclease digestion, a protected nucle080me core, a 

chroaatosoae, and an exposed linker DNA segment of variable length. The 

nucleosoae core consists of 146 base-pairs of DNA coiled around a 

central protein octaaer containing two each of the slightly lysine-rich 

histones H2A ( •. wt. 13960) and H2B (a.wt. 13774) and the arginine-rich 

histones H3 (a.wt. 15273) and H4 (a.wt. 11236). Histone HI (a.wt. 

N21000) , which contains both lysine and to a lesser extent arginine, 

associates with a further 20 base-pairs of DNA adjoining the core, to 

coaplete two full superhelical turns of 83 base-pairs each around the 

histone octamer (Thoma et al., 1979; Siapson, 1978). 

Within the octaaer core particle the two pairs of hlstones H2A, H2B and 
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H3, H4 occur as specific oligomeric complexes: a tetramer of arginine

rich histones (H3)2'(H4)2 and probably a dimer H2A'H28 (or polymer of 

dimers) of lysine-rich proteins (Thomas and Kornberg, 1975). There is 

an asymmetric distribution of the basic residues within these polypep

tides, with H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 having relatively basic N-termini (and 

to a lesser extent the C-terminus) whereas HI has a basic region towards 

the C-terminus. The remainder of the chains are dominated by hydro

phobic and acidic amino acids (Elgin and Weintraub, 1975). The basic 

regions are undoubtedly responsible for the strong charge interactions 

involved when histones complex DNA. 

The availability of reliable reconstitution methods makes it possible to 

examine the role of each histone component in the organization of the 

nucleosome, by systematically omitting one or more from the reconstitu

tion procedure. In this way it was found that the arginine-rich 

histones, H3 and H4, were essential for the formation of nucleosomes, 

and were in themselves sufficient for the generation of nucleosome-like 

(subnucleosomal) complexes (Oudet et a1., 1977). No combination of 

histones that omits either H3 or H4 gave any indication of an ability to 

induce structure (Camerini-Otero and Felsenfeld, 1977). The subnucleo

so.al particles formed between H3, H4 and DNA have properties similar to 

those noted for normal nucleosomes, and though there is some debate 

about whether a tetramer (Bina-Stein and Simpson, 1977) or an octamer 

(Caaerini-Otero et a1., 1977) of H3-H4 is associated in such a particle, 

it is clear that the arginine-rich histone pair playa central role in 

nucleosome formation. The importance of the arginine-rich histones is 

reflected in the fact that their amino acid sequence is the most 

strictly conserved during evolution. They are also the most tightly 

bound of all the histones. More specifically, the tetramer, believed to 

be horseshoe shaped (see below) (Klug et a1., 1980) is thought to 

organize the central turn of about 80 base-pairs of DNA, leaving the two 

H2A-H2B dimers each to stabilize a further half-turn of DNA above and 

below the plane of the tetramer (Thomas, 1983). 

The earliest physical studies of nucleosome core structure suggested a 

particle spherical in shape, about 10 nm in diameter. However a 

detailed study of the neutron and X-ray scattering behaviour of nucleo

somes in solution led investigators at Searle (Pardon et a1., 1977; 
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Richards et al., 1977) to conclude that the nucleosoae could not be 

spherical. Their data better fitted a flattened cylindrical structure 

about 11 nm in diameter and 5 na in height, with the DNA wrapped around 

it to fora a pair of rings at the top and botto.. X-ray diffraction of 

single crystals, combined with electron microscopy (e .•. ) (Finch et al., 

1977, 1981), and neutron diffraction (Bentley et al., 1981) have subse

quently shown the core particle to be a slightly wedge-shaped disc, 11 

na in diaaeter and 5.5 n. high. 

While there is general agreement that the configuration of DNA in 

chroaatin is of the B-type (Cotter and Lilley, 1977; Goodwin and Brahas, 

1978) the question of how the DNA helix is deforaed to allow folding 

about the nucleosoae core is still a aatter for discussion. The hand of 

the superhelix was originally deduced from nuclease digestion studies 

which, on the assuaption that the double helix was right-handed, gave 

positions of cutting only coapatible with a left-handed superhelix 

(negative supercoiling) (Lutter, 1978). Later, iaage reconstruction of 

the isolated histone octaaer (Klug et al., 1980) showed it to have a 

shape suitable for acting as a spool for a left-handed DNA superhelix 

(Pig. 5.1b). X-ray data obtained from nucleosome core crystals has only 

just begun to yield detailed infor.ation concerning the path of DNA, and 

the assumption is still that the helix is saoothly bent about the 

histone core in a regular superhelix (Levitt, 1978; Sussaan and 

Trifonov, 1978). Additional evidence in favour of a saooth deforaation 

of DNA around the octa.er coaes fro. circular dichroisa studies 

(MacDermott, 1985). These studies propose a secondary structure for 

DNA, differing froa standard B-fora only by an increase in the base 

noraal tip angle. 

As an alternative to the smooth deforaation aodel, kinks have been 

8u~~e8ted as a means by which DNA aay fora superhelices (Crick and Klug, 

1975; Sobell et al., 1976). In this instance the DNA is highly deformed 

but only over a few base-pairs per superhelical turn. However though 

the path of the spiral may not be coapletely unifora (Siapson and 

Shindo, 1979) there is no convincing evidence for the presence of kinks 

in nucleoso.al DNA. 
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FIGURE 5. 1b 

(i) The structure of the nucleosome core particle obtained by i_age 
reconstruction analysis showing the histone octaaer with two turns 
of a DNA superhelix wound on it. [The DNA diallleter is slightly 
larger than indicated.] Distances along the DNA are indicated by 
nuabers - 7 to +7. taking the dyad axis as origin. to mark the 14 
repeats of the double helix contained in the 146 b.p. of DNA in the 
nucleosollle core particle. which correspond to the sites of DNase I 
attack. 
(ii) The (H3)z.(H4)z tetramer dissected out of the octaaer Dlodel. 
The region marked '?' cannot be assigned unambiguously to one or 
other of the H4 and H2B molecules bordering it. The periphery ot 
the tetraller consti tutes about one turn. or somewhat less. of a 
flat left-handed helix. The views in (i) and (li) are related by 
rotation about the dyad axis as indicated [from Thomas (1983)] . 



Higher Order Structure 

The nucleosome must also be involved with the higher orders of structure 

that fold the DNA into the extremely compact form found in the nucleus. 

Much attention has been focused on the first two levels of organization, 

a 'thin' chromatin filament 10 n. in diameter and a thicker fibre, with 

a diameter of 20-30 nm. The thin fibre is almost certainly a linear 

array of nucleosome cores in contact with one another. The thick fibre 

seems to be generated by coiling of the thin fibre. 

Within the thin fibre it is not certain how the cores are arranged 

relative to the fibre axis. Individual core particles show a tendency 

to stack with their cylindrical axes parallel to the fibre axis (Finch 

et al., 1977; Dubochet and Noll, 1978), but this cannot be assu.ed to be 

true for connected nucleoso.es with HI present. As an alternative 

arrangement, core particles may associate edge-to-edge thereby giving an 

approximately 11 n. centre-to-centre spacing (Fig. 5.2) (Tho.a et al., 

1979) . 

The term higher order structure is taken to mean the path of the 10 nm 

fibre axis resulting in possible interactions between nucleoso.es that 

are not adjacent neighbours on the DNA. Models have been proposed in 

which the axis is coiled to for. a regular superhelix or solenoid of 

chro.atin, or constrained to form discrete globular asse.blies of 

nucleoso.es, sometimes called superbeads. The solenoid structure, only 

observed in the presence of magnesium and HI, was depicted as a con

tinuous thread of nucleoso.es that describes a helix of 11 n. pitch and 

30 nm diameter, thus having about six nucleosomes per turn. On the 

basis of cross-striations seen in electron .icrographs (Finch and Klug, 

1976) and the 11 nm reflection in the X-ray pattern of folded chromatin 

fibres (Sperling and Klug, 1977), it has been proposed that the nucleo-

somes are arranged in edge-to-edge contact in the solenoid, with their 

faces projecting radially fro. the solenoid axis, and aligned roughly 

parallel to the axis as shown in Figure 5.2 (Thoma et al., 1979). 

Higher order structures that are more discontinuous in appearance have 

been proposed by others. Renz et al. (1977) and Stratling et al. (1978) 

have presented micrographs of 20 nm dia.eter superbeads spaced along 

chromatin which require both HI and relatively high ionic strength to be 

visualized. These beads can contain 6-16 nucleosomes. It is entirely 
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right). no zig-zag or definite higher order structures are tormed 
(fro. Thoaa et .1. (1979)]. 



possible that superbeads and helical structures may co-exist, possibly 

in an interconvertible situation. In some micrographs both types of 

assembly are visible (Olins, 1978), each having the internal appearance 

of close-packed arrangements of nucleosoaes. 

Two comaon points emerge from the above observations. Firstly, 

chroaatin seems to possess the capacity for further levels of coiling, 

be it continuous or discontinuous, and secondly HI is likely to be 

involved in the adoption of these structures. The exact role of HI is 

difficult to determine beyond a general compaction. However to this end 

H1 may form bridges between superhelical turns, for it has been shown 

that when HI was added to HI-depleted SV40 ainichromosoaes, soae HI 

aolecules linked non-adjacent nucleosoaes (Christiansen and Griffith, 

1977). HI may also connect spacer regions on either side of a single 

nucleosoae (Gaubatz et B1., 1978) and interestingly it has been 

proposed that the amino-acid variability noted for H1, in teras of basic 

resldue content, may in some way determlne the length of the 

lnternucleosoaal spacer region (Morris, 1976; Noll, 1976). 

Cbra.osoae Structure 

The gross macroscopic characteristics of whole chromosoaes have been 

appreciated for some tiae. Whole aount electron aicrographs of 

chromosoaes (Dupraw, 1970) indicate that they consist of discrete 

elongated structures with a basic fibrular structure. and have distinct 

functional domains such as the centroaere and the teloaere. There is 

still. however. a considerable need for aore inforaation to bridge the 

gap between the structure at the level of the chroaatin fibre and that 

ot the whole chroaosoae. 

It seeas highly likely that the basic thread of nucleosoaes. even within 

the 30 na fibre, is coiled once or several aore tiaes to fora a reason

ably organized structure for the chroaosoae. Scanning e.a. iaages of 

whole aetaphase chroaosoaes (Sedat and Manuelidis. 1978: Wray et Bl., 

1978) show coapact structures with uneven knobbly surfaces, and high 

voltage e.a. studies of nuclei show 200 na tubes in parallel or 

orthogonal arrays (Sedat and Manuelidis, 1978). These thicker fibres 

could represent further stages of coiling of the chroaatin thread. 
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Pro. the observations of Cook and Brazell (1975) it was implied that the 

DNA of the chro.oso.e has linkage, that is, points of topological 

constraint, such that it has potential superhelix density. By a study 

of target size for y-radiation da.age they were able to esti.ate sizes 

of 1500 Kb.p. for the superhelical units. Other authors in equivalent 

observations also predict loops but of s.aller size, i.e. 85 Kb.p. 

(Benyajati and Worcel, 1976) and 34 Kb.p. (Igo-Ke.enes and Zachau, 

1978). Perhaps the .ost convincing de.onstration of chro.oso.e loops 

co.es fro. Paulson and Laem.li (1977). They have presented electron 

aicrographs of histone depleted metaphase He La chro.oso.es which show a 

central core (or scaffold)t of si.ilar shape to the intact chro.oso.e. 

fro. which DNA loops of between 30 and 90 Kb.p. e.anate. They also 

observe that the loop ends occur very closely together at the core. 

Overall it would appear that the entire length of DNA in a single 

chro.oso.e is segmented into domains or loops, which .ay have i.portant 

functional significance, and may be related to the banding of chro.o

soaes by stains and to banding and puffing pheno.ena in polytene 

chro.oso.es. 

I.itt.} Radto}ytic Daaace 
Due to their high abundance and dra.atic influence on DNA organization 

within the nucleus it is i.portant to deter.ine what effects the 

packaging proteins of chro.atin have upon DNA radiolytic pathways. In 

dilute fluid aqueous solutions (indirect da.age) the chro.oso.al 

proteins act protectively towards the DNA co.ponent, by si.ply providing 

alternative targets for the da.aging water radicals (Robinson et a1., 

1966. Mee et 81., 1978). Also biological repair of chain lesions, 

including d.s.b's, could be facilitated with the DNA 'anchored' to the 

protein. tt On the other hand there exists the opportunity for detri

aental DNA-protein cross links which would undoubtedly interfere with 

transcription and replicationtt (Mee and Adelstein, 1979). However, as 

discussed in Chapter One, syste.s which favour indirect da.age are not 

considered to be good models for the study of DNA radiolysis in vivo, 

whilst 'dry' and frozen aqueous syste.s which favour direct da.age, are 

thought to better represent the in vivo situation. 

~ Non-histone high .olecular weight protein stabilized by .etal 
protein interactions for.s only 3-4* of total chro.oso.e protein. 

tt Also relevant to direct da.age. 
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One of the earliest studies that investigated the effects of direct 

ionizing radiation on nucleoprotein complexes was conducted by Alexander 

et .1. (1961). They reported that the e.s.r. spectrum from y-irradiated 

lyophilised salaon sperm heads closely rese.bled that of native DNA, and 

differed fro. the spectrua obtained from a mechanical mixture of their 

constituents (65% DNA and 35% sal.ine protein). The close rese.blance 

between the spectrum of irradiated spermheads and DNA was ascribed to an 

energy transfer occurring in the nucleoprotein, at -196"C, from the 

protein constituent to the DNA (i.e. increase in G(radicals) for the DNA 

co.ponent). At room te.perature Ormerod (1965), Singh (1968) and 

Kuwabara et .1. (1973) observed the 5-thymyl radical TH originating from 

the DNA of irradiated spermheads and deoxyribonucleoprotein, and these 

three groups also concluded that spin transfer in nucleoprotein occurred 

from protein to DNA. This idea was further supported by the 

luainescence studies of Lillicrap and Fielden (1972) who reported that 

excitation energy formed in the protein component of a nucleohistone 

sample was transferred to DNA, following irradiation with electron 

pulses of 1.6 ~s duration. 

Contrary to the above, an e.s.r. study conducted by van der Vorst et .1. 

(1965) showed the spectrum of irradiated calf-thymus deoxyribonucleo

protein to be similar to that of histone rather than DNA. From this 

they concluded that free radicals in the deoxyribonucleohistone were 

.ainly formed in the protein moiety. Alternatively, Kirby-Smith (1960), 

froa earlier studies of the UV action spectra for chroaosome breaks and 

e.s.r. spectra for irradiated chromosomes, had concluded that little 

.igration of energy occurred between nucleic acids and protein. 

More recently Kuwabara and Yoshii (1976) from e.s.r. studies of y

irradiated deoxyribonucleoprotein-proflavine complexes observed that 

stable free radicals were not formed at random on the complex but were 

preferentially located on proflavine. Since proflavine intercalated to 

DNA bases serves as a final acceptor of electron liberation by ioniza

tion (Gregoli et .1., 1970b), the result of the above experiment was 

regarded as suggesting that it was electron transfer from the protein 

.oiety to the DNA moiety that occurred in irradiated deoxyrlbonucleo

protein. In support of this, Fielder et .1. (1982) and Stanger et .1. 

(1982) reported that the e.s.r. spectra of irradiated natural nucleo-
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histone complexes (chromatin) were apparently much poorer in the histone 

pattern than expected. whilst being richer in the DNA radical component 

TH. 

Cbeaical Daaage 

When solid deoxyribonucleoprotein was irradiated with y-rays Lucke

Kuhle et al. (1970) found that single strand breaks of DNA were produced 

aore frequently in the nucleoprotein than in pure DNA, whilst double 

strand breaks occurred with a similar probability in both systems. 

Intermolecular cross linking of the DNA double strand occurred much less 

frequently in nucleoprotein than in pure DNA. No detailed mechanism for 

these reactions were proposed. 

Protein-protein and DNA-protein cross links have been noted in liquid 

phase irradiations involving isolated histone octamer complexes and 

nucleosomes respectively. In the former case (Deeg et al .• 1984) calf 

thymus histone octamer complexes were irradiated in their native state 

in HzO saturated dilute aqueous solution with 50 or 100 ns pulses of 16 

MeV electrons or y-rays. Time resolved laser light scattering measure

aents and optical absorption measurements indicated that the octamers 

underwent a volume contraction due to intra-complex cross linking 

induced by the attack of OH radicals. Cross linking proceeded to a 

certain extent via a 2.2'-biphenol coupling as inferred fro. product 

analysis. Protein-DNA cross links were reported by Mee and Adelstein 

(1981) on irradiating chromatin and nucleosome core particles (H2A. H2B. 

83, H4 and DNA) prepared from chinese hamster cells. A comparison of 

the formation of cross links in the two systems studied demonstrated 

that the core histones were the specific proteins involved in cross 

linking. The removal of the HI histone and non-histone chromosomal 

protein (possibly consisting of as many as 100 structural, enzymic and 

regulatory proteins). which together represent ca. 45% of the protein in 

chromatin. produced no significant reduction in cross linking. 

In the solid state (i.e. under conditions of direct radiation). as a 

consequence of the proposed electron transfer from protein to DNA it was 

suegested that damage to the protein component of irradiated nucleo

protein complexes would arise primarily from the electron-loss centres 

(tholes') and to a lesser extent from deposited electrons (Kuwabara et 
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.1., 1977). Extensive e.s.r. studies on a large number of model 

peptides (Sevilla et al., 1979a) indicates that the dominant long-lived 

radicals observed in irradiated proteins (Gordy and Shields, 1958; Riesz 

and White, 1970) originating from electron-loss centres are the «-carbon 

radicals, equation [5.1] 

. , " R-CO-NH-C(R )-R [5.1] 

or radicals resulting from specific side group radical cations, i.e. 

phenoxy I radical formation. Combination of these long-lived radicals in 

irradiated proteins yields high molecular weight aggregate products 

(Haskill and Hunt, 1967; Friedberg, 1969a). However from work con

cerning simple amides (Rao and Symons, 1982; Eastland et B1., 1986) it 

is expected that electron-loss should result initially in radical 

cations with their semi occupied molecular orbitals (SOMO's) largely 

centred on nitrogen. This point is considered in detail below. 

The outcome of electron deposition and trapping within histone, by those 

electrons that are not transferred to the DNA, most probably results in 

.ain chain cleavage by the reactions shown in equations [5.2-5.4]. 

H+ 
e - + RCONHCHR z ~ RC(O)NHCHR z ~ RC(OH)NHCHR z [5.2] 

RC(OH)NHCHR z ~ RCONH z + CHRz [5.3] 

CHRz + RCONHCHR z ~ CHzR z + RCONHCR z [5.4] 

Though the formation of amide functions dictates that chain scission 

occurs, this does not necessarily mean that lower Molecular weight 

products will be observed. The average number molecular weight of solid 

polyamino acids and fibrous proteins does indeed decrease on irradia

tion in the solid state (Friedberg, 1969b). However globular proteins 

show a much lower yield of molecular fragments even after reduction of 

intramolecular disulphide bonds (Friedberg, 1969b; Ray and Hutchinson, 

1967; Stevens et B1., 1967). The reason for this difference is that 

radical combination within the hydrated globule would be favoured by the 

constraints imposed by the secondary and tertiary structures. With the 

polyamino acids and fibrous proteins such constraints are minimal and 

the separation of radical fragments on dissolution would be competitive 

with combination (Friedberg, 1969b; Garrison, 1972). 
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In the present study both a qualitative and quantitative investigation 

of the effects of direct ionizing radiation on the higher ordered 

structures of DNA is undertaken, with special interest being paid to any 

transfer of damage between DNA and protein. The nature of the systems 

investigated covers the extre.es of DNA-histone association discussed 

above. Firstly nucleohistone (Sigma) is described simply as a crude 

co.plex of DNA and histone. Secondly chro.atin. isolated fro. calf 

thy.us (1400 b.p. -7 nucleosomes) can be assu.ed to be a linear array of 

nucleoso.es typical of the 10 nm fibre. Finally, using isolated calf 

thy.us nuclei allows a study of the effects that the gross chromosomal 

structure has on the radiolysis of DNA and can be taken to typify DNA in 

an in vivo eukaryotic syste •. 

In a parallel study. damage to the protein co.ponent of nucleohistone 

was investigated with special attention being paid to the structural 

nature and fate of histone electron-loss centres. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The isolation of calf thymus chro.atin and cell nuclei was conducted 

with the assistance of Dr. Staynov (Ports.outh Polytechnic) and a 

detailed procedure along with physical data of the isolated aaterials is 

given in Chapter Two. 

The e.s.r. spectroscopic measurements of irradiated DNA (6.7-50 ag + 1 

al HzO), histone (50-85 mg + 1 .1 HzO), nucleohistone (50-135 .g + 1 .1 

H2 0) (all Sigaa preparations) and of the isolated calf thy.us chromatin 

(6.7 and 15.4 .g DNA ml- I
) and nuclei (19.1 mg DNA ml- I

) were conducted 

as outlined in Chapter Two. Care was taken to ensure that the DNA 

concentration of the co-irradiated standards matched that of the DNA

histone co.plex under study. 

Work concerning the identification of the electron-loss centres of a 

range of proteins and certain polyamino acids was conducted in 

collaboration with Mr. F. A. Taiwo and Mr. (now Dr.) J. S. Lea. The 

central region (g = 2) of a range of irradiated proteins and polya.ino 

acids were studied in frozen aqueous solutions (77 K). Por systems 

lacking inherent electron scavenging centres, i.e. PeO z or Cull or -S-S

moieties, low concentrations (1-5 .m) of K,Fe(CN)6 were introduced to 
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scavenge the electrons. 

Finally work referred to as S. Gregoli unpublished results has been 

adapted from spectra donated to this laboratory. 

RESULTS 

Under frozen aqueous conditions. where only G'+ and T'- are detected by 

e.s.r. spectroscopy. both DNA s.s.b's and d.s.b's have been noted to 

occur to significant levels on raising the temperature. Additives that 

have interfered with the production of these ionic radicals (or their 

subsequent radiolytic pathways) have also been shown to alter the extent 

of strand break formation (Cullis and Symons. 1986; Cullis et al .• 

1985b). Hence any histone mediated transfer of electrons either to or 

from the DNA that alters the extent of G'+ and T'- formation. will 

likewise be expected to influence the degree of strand breakage. 

In Figure 5.3 the e.s.r. spectra of irradiated DNA (50 mg + 1 .1 HzO). 

histone (85 mg + 1 ml H2 0) and nucleohistone (135 mg + 1 .1 H2 0) are 

compared. It can be clearly seen that the outer features noted for 

histone alone (Fig. 5.3a) [collectively assigned as A (g -2.0451-

-2.0223) and 8 (g -1.9815- -1.9497)] were also present to an equivalent 

extent in the nucleohistone spectrum (Fig. 5.3c. solid line). The 

central feature. C. (g -2.0031) noted for DNA alone (Fig. 5.3b) was also 

present in the nucleohistone spectrum but was absent fro. a spectrUM 

resulting fro. computer addition of the DNA and histone spectra (Fig. 

5.3c, broken line). Similar results (though not identical) were noted 

for a sample consisting of a mechanical mixture of DNA and histone (Fig. 

5.3d). 

In both of the above cases the 'composed' spectra (i.e. Figs. 5.3c. 

broken line. and 5.3d) had slightly greater integrated intensities than 

the experimentally derived nucleohistone spectrum (Fig. 5.3c. solid 

line). This matches the data given in Table 5.1 where the G-values 

derived for the individual components (histone and DNA) are employed to 

yield a calculated G-value for nucleohistone, and this compared with an 

experimentally derived value. In both the cases given in Table 5.1 

G(nucleohistone. calc.) was greater than G(nucleohistone, exp.) by 

between 5-15%. 
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The temperature dependent e.s.r. profiles of irradiated nucleohistone 

(135 .g + 1 ml H2 0) and DNA (50 mg + 1 ml H20) are shown in Figure 5.4 

and a plot of the decay of the e.s.r. features with temperature in 

Figure 5.5. From these results it can be clearly deduced that there is 

an increase in TH (hence T"-) formation in irradiated nucleohistone in 

comparison with that of DNA. 

The outer features of A and B for irradiated histone (Fig. 5.3a) are 

shown in greater detail in Figure 5.6a and several salient signals 

noted. These signals persist to an equivalent extent in samples of 

histone irradiated in the presence of the efficient electron capture 

agent K,Fe(CN)6 (1-5 mM) (Fig. 5.6b-d). Some further signals, namely Ao 

and B., were also revealed through the addition of K,Fe(CN)s' A summary 

ot the above results is given in Table 5.11. The intensity of the 

spectrum of histone in the presence of 5 aM K,Fe(CN)& (Fig. 5.6d) was 

judged, by the integration of its absorption curve, to be approximately 

halt that of the spectrum of histone irradiated alone (Fig. 5.6a) and 

was therefore assigned to the electron-loss species of histone protein, 

denoted as (Hist)"+. 

Only the .ost prominent of the (Hist)'+ features noted in Figure 5.6d 

(i.e. AI' Az , A. and B1 ) could be observed, amongst low te.perature TH 

signals, in the spectrum of irradiated nucleohistone (Fig. 5.7b). 

However these, along with the other (Hist)"+ features, were better 

resolved in spectra of nucleohistone irradiated in the presence of 2.5 

aM and 5 aM K,Fe(CN)& (Figs. 5.7c and 5.7d respectively) (Table 5.11). 

Pro. careful measure.ents of the intensities of these (Hist)"+ features, 

it was determined that the histone electron-loss centres were present in 

the spectra of irradiated nucleohistone (Fig. 5.7b-d) to an extent the 

saae as that expected for a proportional aaount of histone irradiated in 

the absence of DNA. 

Co.puter subtraction of a spectrum of (Hist)'+ from one obtained of 

histone irradiated alone, as shown in Figure 5.8, gave a spectrum for 

the histone protein radical anion species, denoted as (Hist)·-. 

The (Hist)"+ and (Hist)"- spectra, and those for 0'+ and T"- (see 

Chapter Two), were used in a semi-quantitative analysis of the nucleo-
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histone 130 K spectrum. The procedure and results of this analysis are 

given in Figure 5.9 and Table 5.111. From the results it is clear that 

the protein radical anions were reduced (N20%) in cOMparison to the 

protein 'hole' component. Furthermore the final spectruM obtained on 

COMputer subtraction was a clean doublet with a good fit to an authentic 

spectrum of T·-. The yield of T'- was enhanced by N60% relative to that 

found for the same concentration of DNA in the absence of histone. The 

integrated intensity of the histone electron-loss species spectruM used 

in the subtraction was, within experiMental error, the saMe as that of 

the 'hole' component obtained on irradiation of isolated histones. 

Figures 5.10a, band c respectively show the teMperature dependent 

growth and decay of the 5-thy.yl radical TH for irradiated calf thymus 

chroMatin [6.7 mg .1- 1 (1) and 15.4 Mg Ml- 1 (2)]t and cell nuclei (19.1 

ag Ml- 1 ).t In all cases, as with the nucleohistone, the extent of TH 

(hence T'-) formation was greater for the DNA-protein co.plex than the 

co-irradiated DNA standard of equal concentration. However when 

cOMparing the plots corresponding to the higher concentration of 

chroMatin (Fig. 5.10b) and the nuclei (Fig. 5.10c), the increase of TH 

appears to be proportionally far greater for the nuclei. 

This point is further demonstrated in Figure 5.11 which shows the extent 

of TH formation by 170 K (prior to the onset of ROO' formation, see 

below) for the chroMatin saMples, the nuclei and the corresponding DNA 

standards. For both the chroMatin sa.ples the increase in TH was 

approximately 1.75-1.85 times greater than that noted in DNA. For the 

nuclei however a greater enhancement of TH, approxiMately double what 

was expected, was observed. 

Because the irradiations involving chromatin and nuclei were conducted 

under aabient conditions there was loss of TH above 170 K, rather than 

above 210 K as was noted for the deoxygenated systems. Control experi

Ments involving Mechanical Mixtures of DNA and protein, at concentra

tions equivalent to the chroMatin and nuclei showed only a slight 

increase in [TH], relative to the DNA standards. at 170 K. This 

dictates that the TH enhanceMents observed for DNA-protein cOMplexes 

t Represents DNA concentration only. see Table 2.1 for full physical 
data of isolated calf-thYMUS Materials. 
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were real and not as a consequence of the ambient 'atmospheric' oxygen 

'scavenging' TH in the lower DNA concentration standards. 

Semi-quantitative analysis of the damage centres in chromatin (15.4 mg 

aI-I) and nuclei 130 K spectra, are shown in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 

respectively and the results are given in Table 5.111. For the chroma

tin, delineation to a clean residual signal was not achieved due to the 

appearance of obscuring signals similar to those ascribed to features 

'X' (see Chapter Three). However the amount of protein 'hole' component 

(Hist)'+ present was the same as that expected for a proportional amount 

of pure histone irradiated alone. 

For the nuclei, the protein radical anion component (Hist)·- was 

approximately 40% of that expected from a proportional amount of 

irradiated histone and the final spectrum obtained was a clean T'

profile with an excellent fit to an authentic spectrum (Fig. 5.13). The 

yield of T'- was enhanced by more than 100% relative to that formed in 

the same concentration of DNA in the absence of protein. Surprisingly 

there was also an increase in the amount of the protein 'hole' component 

present (as measured by the amount subtracted) relative to that expected 

from an equivalent amount of pure histone irradiated alone (46% 

increase). Possible reasons for this shall be discussed. 

A parallel investigation into the nature and fate of protein electron

loss centres has been conducted through study of the g = 2 region of a 

range of irradiated proteins and certain polypeptides in frozen aqueous 

solutions (77 K). For proteins lacking inherent electron scavenger 

centres, low concentrations of K3 Fe(CN)& were introduced. Under these 

conditions spectra were obtained which were better assigned to nitrogen 

centred rather than carbon centred radicals (although in some of the 

polyamino acids both sorts of centre were formed). Typical spectra are 

shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.17. 

DISCUSSION 

Irradiation of dry or fully hydrated frozen DNA systems (conditions of 

direct da.age) has been shown by e.s.r. spectroscopy to give rise to 

electron-gain centres localised on thymine (T'-) and electron-loss 
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centres ('holes') localised on guanine (G'+) in approximately equal 

yield (Gregoli et al., 1982; Huttermann et al., 1984; Boon et al., 

1984). Parallel studies on the development of both single and double 

strand breaks under comparable conditions provide good evidence that 

these radical centres are the precursors to such damage (Boon et al., 

1984, 1985; Cullis and Symons, 1986), and it has been argued that this 

aay be of relevance to the damage pathways in vivo. The present study 

reports the findings of an investigation of the direct effects of 

ionizing radiation on systems constituting higher ordered structures of 

DNA, representative of the nucleic acid in vivo, and in particular 

details what effects the associated histone proteins have on the DNA 

radiolytic pathways. 

Nucleohistone 

A comparison of the e.s.r. spectra of y-irradiated DNA and histone with 

one of nucleohistone, as in Figure 5.3, shows that the nucleohistone 

spectrum contains both histone (A and B) and DNA (C) features. However 

DNA feature C was present to an extent greater than that expected from a 

siaple superimposition of the two individual component spectra, whilst 

the features A and B [later to be identified as belonging to histone 

protein electron-loss species, (Hist)·+] were present to an extent 

equivalent to that noted for histone irradiated alone. These initial 

observations of the nucleohistone spectrum being richer in DNA features 

than expected does suggest that there is a transfer of damage to the 

DNA, and since features A and B are not diminished, coupled with the 

fact that feature C arises from T'- and not G'+, it can be proposed that 

the transfer is predominately via electron migration to DNA. Similar 

results were noted with a sa.ple consisting of a DNA and histone 

aechanical mixture. In the spectrum of the mixture (Fig. 5.3d) DNA 

feature C was present, though not to the extent with which it was noted 

in the authentic nucleohistone spectra. This indicates that some 

transfer occurs even in a prepared mixture of DNA and histone, though 

not to the degree with which it is found for nucleohistone. 

That both the 'composed' spectra (Figs. 5.3c broken line and 5.3d) had 

slightly greater intensities than that of the nucleohistone spectrum 

aerees with the data outlined in Table 5.1. Here calculated G-values 

for nucleohistone (derived through the addition of G-values determined 
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FIGURE 5.:3 

A coaparison of the e.s.r. spectra for irradiated (dose -1.2 Mrad.) 
frozen anoxic solutions of (a) histone (85 ag + 1 .1 HzO), (b) DNA 
(50 ag + 1 .1 HzO) and (c) (solid line) nucleohistone (135 mg + 1 
.1 HzO). All spectra were recorded after warmJng to 130 K. (c) 
(Broken line) shows the profile resulting from the computer 
addition of (a) and (b). (d) Shows an e.s.r. spectrua resulting 
fro. a sample consisting of a mechanical mixture of DNA (50 ag) and 
histone (85 ag) in 1 al HzO, irradiated and annealed as above. The 
histone 'outer' features, A and a, and the DNA central feature, C, 
are, where present, shown in the other spectra. 



TABLE lS. I 

Co.parison of G-values for DNA. Histone and Nucleohistone· 

DNA 
G50 

1.5 

1.5c 

Histone 
G50 

1.65 

2.17c 

8ucleohlstone 
G(calc)50b G(exp)so 

1.59 

1.92c 

1.35 

1.84c 

• All samples (50 .g + 1 .1 HzO) were y-irradiated 
at 77 K and annealed to 130 K for 2 minutes 
prior to their spectra being recorded; 

b DNA:histone = 1:1.7; 
c S. Gregoli. unpublished results. 



for each of the components in isolation) were between 5-15% greater than 

the G-values determined experimentally for nucleohistone. One 

possibility that could account for this was that a charge recombination 

event occurred concurrent with the proposed electron transfer. Alter

natively the respective G-values of the two components, DNA and protein, 

aay differ relative to one another when together in the DNA-protein 

complex from their values in isolation, possibly due to an alteration in 

the degree of solvation of the two components on association. Overall, 

the amount by which G(exp.) is less than G(calc.) for nucleohistone is 

saall and is not considered a major factor in DNA-protein complex 

irradiation. 

That the proposed transfer of damage in nucleohistone concerns electrons 

aigrating from protein to DNA is further supported by the observation 

that TH (hence T O

-) formation was N60-95% enhanced on warming a sample 

of 7-irradiated nucleohistone, relative to that noted for a proportional 

aaount of DNA (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5). 

When a more detailed study of the outer e.s.r. histone features, A and 

S, was conducted several salient signals were noted (Fig. 5.6a). These 

features were observed to persist in the presence of the electron 

capture agent K3 Fe(CN)& (Fig. 5.6b-d) and so were assigned to histone 

protein electron-loss species, (Hist)o+ (Table 5.11). Identical 

features were observed during a similar detailed examination of 7-

irradiated nucleohistone (Fig. 5.7b) and these were again found to 

persist in the presence of K3 Fe(CN)& to an extent the same as that noted 

for an equivalent amount of histone irradiated alone (Fig. 5.7c,d) 

(Table 5.11). These results indicate that in nucleohistone 'hole' 

transfer, to or from the DNA, does not occur. 

A spectrum consisting solely of histone protein electron-loss species 

was obtained by irradiation of the histone proteins in the presence of 

K,Fe(CN)& (5 aM) (Fig. 5.6d). Subtraction of this spectrua from one of 

the proteins irradiated alone, as in Figure 5.8, yields a spectrum of 

the histone protein radical anions, (Hist)·-. The nature of the radical 

species that gave rise to these spectra, in particular the protein 

electron-loss centres, will be discussed later. 
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Representative steps in the evolution of e. 9. r. spectra arisinl 
fro. theraal annealing of irradiated (dose -1.2 Mrad.) frozen 
anoxic solutions of (a) DNA (50 .g + 1 .1 HzO) and (b) nucleo
histone (135 ag + 1 .1 HzO). 
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The temperature dependent decay of the e.s.r. spectral features for 
frozen anoxic solutions of nucleohistone (135 .g + 1 .1 HzO) and 
DNA (50 .g + 1 .1 HzO) following irradiation (dose -1.2 Mrad.). 
The intensi ty of the central features (.) and ( 0) are shown 
together with the growth and decay of the 5-thV-yl TH signals (A) 
and (a) [as aeasured through the relative intensity (x 5) of the 
seventh line of the octet, at g • 1.9731J for nucleohistone and DNA 
respectively. Error bars indicate a 99% confidence limit for 
duplicate sa.ples. 
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The e.s.r. spectra for frozen anoxic solutions of histone (85 mg + 1 al HzO) irradiated (a) alone, and 
in the presence of (b) 1 mM, (e) 2.5 mM and (d) 5 aM K3 Fe(CN)6' after brief annealing to 130 K. The 
intensity standard corresponds to the aagnified wing traces, the unmagnified spectra all being 
recorded at the same gain. The relative integrated intensities are given in square parenthesis [ l, 
and signals salient to features A (Ao.A I ••• ) and B (Bo.B I ... ) shown. 
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The e.s.r. spectra for frozen anoxic solutions of nucleohistone (135 mg + 1 ml H2 0) irradiated (b) 
alone and in the presence of (c) 2.5 .M and (d) 5 111M K 3 Fe(CN)6' after brief annealing to 130 K 
[profile (a). assigned to (lUst)·+ (Fig. 5.6d). is shown for comparison]. The intensity standard 
corresponds to the magnified wing traces, the unmagnified spectra being recorded at gains of 
approximately 0.6 of that employed in (a). Signals salient to histone features A (Ao.Al .•. ) and B 
(Bo.B t •.• ) are shown. The broken line profiles in (c) and (d) represent the unmagnified spectra at a 
gain of x 2. 



TABLE l5. II 

A eo.parison of the Sienals that Constitute Features A and B for 
Histone Irradiated Alone with those noted for Histone Irradiated 

in the Presence of K,Fe(CN) •• and Nucleohistone Irradiated in 
the Presence and Absence of K,Fe(CN). 

Ao g -2.0157 Bo g -1.9893 

f' 
g -2.0235 r g -1. 9767 

A(g -2.0451- -2.0223) A, g -2.0277 B(g -1.9815- -1.9497) B, g -1. 9683 
A, g -2.0337 B, g -1.9635 
A4 g -2.0391 B4 g -1. 9533 

Ao AI A, A, A4 Bo BI B, B, B4 

Histone" ++ +++ + + ++ +++ + + 

Histone IIlM- ++ +++ + + ++ +++ + + + 
K,Fe(CN)a 

Histone 2.5 JIlM- ++ ++ +++ + + ++ +++ + + 

K,Fe(CN)a 

Histone 5 IIM- ++ ++ +++ + + ++ +++ + + + 
K,Fe(CN)6 

Nucleohistoneb ++ +++ + ++ 

Nucleohistone ++ ++ +++ + + ++ +++ 

2.5 aM K,Fe(CN)a 

Nucleohistone ++ ++ +++ + + ++ +++ 

5 aM K,Fe(CN)s 

+++ V. ProJllinent 
++ Present 

+ Present but weak 
- Absent or obscured by overlapping features 

" 85 .g + 1 .1 H,O, -0, 
b 135 JIIg + 1 .1 H,O, -0, 
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FIGURE l5. a 
The generation of the radical anion species, (Hist)'-, e.s.r. 
protile (c), by the subtraction at a spectra of (Hist)·+ (b) tram 
one of histone irradiated alone (a). 



The (Hist)'+ and (H1st)'- spectra, together with those for G'+ and T'

(see Chapter Two), were used in analysis of the nucleohistone 130 K 

spectrum by progressive subtraction of the various components (Fig. 5.9) 

(Table 5.111). It is clear that the protein radical anion component was 

-20% reduced in cOMparison to the protein 'hole' component, providing 

direct evidence for electron transfer from the protein. In addition the 

final spectrum obtained on subtraction was a clean doublet (23 G 

splitting) with a good fit to an authentic T'- spectrum, thus indicating 

that the electron transfer was indeed to the DNA. The yield of T'- was 

60% enhanced relative to that formed in the same concentration of DNA in 

the absence of histones, and accounts for the noted increase in TH (Fig. 

5.5). In contrast to this no evidence was found for any transfer of the 

positive 'hole' from histone to DNA in that the integrated intensity of 

the histone electron-loss component used in the subtraction was, within 

experimental error, the same as the 'hole' component obtained on 

irradiation of isolated histone. This was in agreement with findings 

reported above concerning the measurement of the outer (Hist)'+ features 

of nucleohistone and their similarity in intensity to those observed for 

histone irradiated alone. 

With the Sigma prepared nucleohistone being described as a crude complex 

of DNA and protein, it was important that this study be extended to 

encompass better defined examples of DNA-histone association, prepared 

under mild biochemical conditions to preserve nucleosome integrity. To 

this end calf thymus chromatin and cell nuclei were isolated as outlined 

in Chapter Two. 

Cbra.atin 

As with nucleohistone, the irradiated chromatin (6.7 and 15.4 mg DNA 

ml- 1 ) showed on warming a substantial increase in TH (T'-) formation 

relative to DNA (Figs. 5.10a and 5.10b). The increase in TH noted by 

170 K was si.ilar for both chromatin samples (75-85%) (Pig. 5.11) and 

comparable with that noted for nucleohistone. Above 170 K the intenSity 

of TH for the two DNA standards and the 6.7 mg DNA .1- 1 chromatin sa.ple 

decreased, whilst for the higher concentration of chromatin the TH 
e.s.r. intensity continued to increase up to -190 K, before decayin~. 

This was as a consequence of all these irradiations having been 

conducted under ambient 'atmospheric' conditions where, above 170 K, TH 
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The e.s.r. spectra of: (a) calf thy.us nucleohistone (135 .g + 1 al 
H20) after irradiation and brief annealing to 130 K; (b) DNA at a 
concentration equivalent to the DNA concentration of the nucleo
histone treated under identical conditions; (e) the result of 
subtraction of (b) fro. (a); (e) the result of the subtraction ot 
the histone electron-loss centre spectru. (d) fro. (c); tit) the 
result of the subtraction of the histone radical anion spectrum (f) 
froa (e), and (h) authentic T'- tor co.parison. 
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converts to the peroxyl radical THOO'(ROO') , the e.s.r. features of 

which (g. 2.033, g~ 2.0025) appeared above this temperature. However, 

for the higher concentration of chromatin it would seem that the oxygen 

present was limiting, thus allowing TH to survive and persist to higher 

teaperatures, prior to decaying. Similar trends were observed in con

trol experiments employing DNA and histone mixed together at concentra

tions equivalent to the above chromatin samples. 

A full analysis of the chromatin 130 K spectrum was not possible due to 

the appearance of obscuring features similar to those assigned to 

radicals 'X' (see Chapter Three; Cullis et a1., 1985a). These features 

were not observed in either the nucleohistone or nuclei studies (see 

below) and it is difficult to rationalize their appearance. It is most 

likely to be due to a buffer constituent acting in a manner similar to 

iodoacetamide (Cullis et a1., 1985a) or HzO z (see Chapter Three) and so 

be an artifact. However, the partial analysis conducted with the 

chromatin 130 K spectrum (Fig. 5.12) did allow a determination of the 

extent to which (Hist)'+ was formed, and like nucleohistone it was found 

to be equivalent to the 'hole' component formed in a proportional amount 

of histone irradiated alone, thus negating 'hole' transfer either to or 

from the DNA. 

The above results indicate that the isolated calf thymus chromatin acts 

analogously to the nucleohistone in terms of the magnitude of electron 

transfer to DNA and the absence of any positive 'hole' transfer. 

NUclei 

With the chromatin being taken to represent the 10 nm fibre (linear 

array of nucleosomes) the iSolated calf thymus nuclei were regarded as 

being representative of the gross structure that typifies chromosomal 

DNA. Figure 5.10c shoWS the temperature dependent growth of the TH 
e.s.r. signal for calf thyaus nuclei (19.1 mg DNA ml- I

) after irradia

tion at 77 K. The enhanceaent of TH by 170 K was ca. N140% relative to 

that formed in the saae concentration of DNA, and was apprOXimately 

dOUble the TH enhancement noted for chromatin (Fig. 5.11). The reason 

for the continuing increase in the intensity of the TH Signal above 

110 K must, in part, be due to a situation similar to that whi~o8e 
With the higher concentration of chromatin. That is, the oxygen present 
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FIGURE ~. 12 

The e.s.r. spectra of: (a) calf thYiluS chromatin (15.4 .g DNA 
.1-') atter irradiation and brief annealing to 130 K: (b) DNA at a 
concentration equivalent to the DNA concentration within the 
chromatin treated under identical conditions; (c) the result of the 
subtraction of (b) fro. (a); (e) the result of subtraction ot the 
histone electron-loss centre spectrum (d) from (c). No further 
subtractions were conducted due to the appearance of obscuring 'X' 
features, see text. 



in these higher concentration samples was limiting and with protein 

radicals competing with TH for 0Z' the nuclear TH remains largely 

'unscavenged' and so persisted to a higher temperature. However the 

large increase in TH, both above and below 170 K, was proportionally far 

bieber than expected (Fig. 5.10 and 5.11) and must be due to a greater 

degree of electron migration to DNA occurring in the nuclei than in 

chromatin. 

This in turn is supported by analysis of the 130 K e.s.r. spectrum of 

the irradiated nuclei (Fig. 5.13) (Table 5.111). The protein radical 

anion coaponent, (Hist)·-, was approxiaately 40~ (60~ reduced) of that 

expected for an equivalent aaount of histone irradiated alone, thus 

indicating that a far greater degree of electron transfer occurred from 

the protein for nuclei, than for nucleohistone (where the (Hist)·- was 

only 20~ reduced) and presuaably chroaatin. t Similarly the residual 

clean T'- signal. which had an excellent fit to an authentic signal, was 

enbanced by aore than 100'. approxiaately double that noted for nucleo

histone. This confiras that in nuclei, as with the other DNA-protein 

caapI exes studied, electron transfer is indeed to the DNA, with the 

final electron 'sink' being the thyaine base. 

The greater degree of electron transfer from protein to DNA noted for 

the nuclei, over that of chroaatin and nucleohistone, could be accounted 

for by the presence of additional higher ordered structures in the 

nuclei. Within these structures possible additional internucleosomal 

protein-DNA contact could facilitate the greater transfer. Such 

structures would undoubtedly be absent in the isolated chromatin 

fl1aments (~7 nucleosomes in length) and nucleohistone samples. 

so.ewhat surprisingly the e.s.r. features corresponding to the protein 

electron-loss centres, (Hist)'+, were noted to be of greater intensity 

in the nuclei saaples (+46~) than expected (Pig. 5.13) (Table 5.111). 

This was initially thought to support the notion of positive 'hole' 

transfer occurring in nuclei froa DNA to histone. However no apparent 

loss of G'+ was detected. Alternatively, the increase in (Hist)·+ was 

considered to be as a consequence of the large electron migration to the 

~ Inferred from an increase in TH (T'-) that was si.ilar to that of 
nucleohistone. 
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The e.s.r. spectra of: (a) calf thy.us cell nuclei (19.1 .g DNA 
.1-') after irradiation and brief annealing to 130 K; (b) DNA at a 
concentration equivalent to the DNA concentration within the nuclei 
treated under identical conditions; (c) the result of subtraction 
of (b) fro. (a); (e) the result of subtraction of the histone 
electron-loss centre spectru. (d) fro. (c); (g) the result of 
subtraction ot the histone radical anion spectru. (f) fro. (e), and 
(h) authentic T'- for co.parison. 



TABLE l5. I I I 

A eo.parleon of the Results fro. the Se.l-Quantltatlve Analyses 
Conducted on the 130'K Spectra of 7-Irradlated Nucleohistone, 

Cbroaatln and Nuclei, and the TB Bnbanceaente noted on Anneallne 

0'+ (B1at)· + T'- (Bist) .-

DNA 1.0 1.0 

Histone 1.0 1.0 

Nucleohistone (1.0· 1.0 1. 6( +60%) 0.8(-20%) 

Chro.atin ~1.0· 1.0 ?(>50%c.d) ?c 

Nuclei ~1.0· 1.46b (+46%) 2.05(+105%) 0.40(-60%) 

• Possible reco.binational event on e- transfer (see text); 
b Possible hole transfer, or non-recombined hole (see text); 

TB 

(+60-95%) 

(+75-85%) 

(+-140%) 

C Absolute values not deter.ined due to obscuring 'X' type features; 
d T'- enhance.ent deduced from TH enhancement. 



DNA interrupting a protein based charge recombination event. However no 

such increase in (Hist)'+ was noted when K,Fe(CN)& was employed to 

efficiently scavenge electrons fro. either nucleohistone or histone. At 

present no satisfactory answer can be given to account for this increase 

in (Hist) '+. 

Protein Da!age 

As well as indicating an enhance.ent of DNA anionic damage, the e.s.r. 

spectra of the various DNA-protein co.plexes showed clear signals 

corresponding to protein electron-loss centres. A study of these 

species within a variety of irradiated proteins and certain polypep

tides in frozen aqueous solutions (77 K), yielded spectra which were 

better assigned to nitrogen-centred radicals (-CON-CHR-) than to 

carbon-centred radicals (-CONH-CR-), although with so.e aliphatic poly

aaino acids the latter were also formed at 77 K. Typical spectra are 

shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.17. 

.+ 
If, as is anticipated, the pri.ary cations, (-CONH-CHR-) readily 

deprotonate vi. their hydrogen bonds to give (-CON-CHR-) radicals, the 

following e.s.r. features are expected by co.parison with a wide range 

of nitrogen-centred ~-radicals (Rao and Sy.ons, 1982; Eastland et al., 

1986):-

(a) Relatively weak MI(14N) : .1 'parallel' features together with 

an intense nearly isotropic MI = 0 line. 

(b) Each of these should split into nearly isotropic doublets by 

coupling to the unique ~-proton of the adjacent -CHR- unit. 

The difficulty with this prediction is that the magnitude of 

the coupling to the ~-proton is a function of the angle 9 

defined in Figure 5.15 and could take any value from ca. 50 G 

to zero, depending on this angle. 

Por values of 9 close to 90· unsplit features of significant intensity 

are expected, but unless there are a large nuaber of units with nearly 

equal values for 9 the signals will extensively broaden over the 

available range. Fortunately, as can be judged fro. Ra.achandran-plots 

for .any proteins (Schulz and Schir.er, 1979), values of 9 do tend to 

cluster and, in particular, for «-helix units, values around 30· are 

expected. A co.puter synthesised spectrum Is shown in Figure 5.16 which 

illustrates these points using 9 = 30· and 90·, which is an upper Ii.it. 
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FIGURE 5 _ 14 

First derivative e.s.r. spectrum for met-haemoglobin after exposure 
and annealing to 140 K, showing features assigned to electron-loss 
centres. [Ejected electrons were captured at Fe(III), as indicated 
by a .arked decrease in the Fe(III) feature at g = 6.] One species 
[Mr( 14N) = +1, 0, -1] has AI = 43 G, A~ NO, and no resolved proton 
spli tting. A second species (ex) has similar uN paraaeters with 
A(lH) N38 G. [The 1+1, _l/ Z > and 1-1, +l/ z > lines for ex, indicated 
by dashed lines, are concealed beneath the lIIain spectrum.] 
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FIGURE l5 _ 15 

View along the N-C bond with the a.ide unit in the x-y plane, 
showing the angle e between the 2pz orbital on N and the C-H bond. 
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Computer synthesised e.s.r. spectrum for two sets of a.ide 
radicals, both having A( 14N) .. 43 G, one, comprising 60% of the 
total, has A(lH) = 0 and the other (40%) (<<) has A('H) = 38 G, with 
g. ~ 2.002 and g~ = 2.004. This idealized spectrua shows the weak
ness of the 1*1> lines relative to the 10> lines, and it also shows 
how the inner parallel features of the A( lH) :II 38 G species are 
hidden under the central lines, and how the presence of such 
species is clearly defined. 



Results for oxy- and met-haemoglobin are in satisfactory agreement with 

the predictions (Fig. 5.14). For these proteins electrons are 

efficiently captured by the iron units, so that the g = 2 region of the 

spectra should be dominated by the electron-loss centres. The results 

show that the major species have a large 14N parallel splitting (ca. 

43 G) with a small ~-proton coupling (0*5 G) (9 = 90°) for one and ca. 

N38 G (9 = 30·) for another. The latter accords well with expectation 

since much of the protein is «-helical. A central (MI = 0) doublet with 

A(lH) ca. N38 G can also be seen. The intense lines corresponding to 9 

= 90· are close to the limit allowed by the Ramachandran plots. 

Definite turning points are expected at the limits. 

It seems that electron-loss from the peptide backbone dominates. 

However, additional unresolved central e.s.r. features suggest the 

presence of delocalized organic radicals such as (Tyr)'+ or (Trp) '+. 

Similar results were noted for histones irradiated in the presence of 

K3 Fe(CN)s (Fig. 5.17). These proteins contain «-helical regions and 

gave clear parallel features from 14N splittings [A( 14 N). = 43 G] with 

A(IH) N39 G, (9 = 28°) for amide radicals formed in the «-helical 

regions (features A4 and B3 representing the al+l,+l/z> and al-l,-l/ z> 

lines respectively). Other features corresponding to specific lH 

splittings were also found, which could be assigned to radicals in less 

highly organized regions of the protein, i.e. for features A3/Al and 8 z 
(corresponding to ~1+l,+l/Z,_l/Z> and ~1-l,-l/z> lines respectively) 

A(lH) values of ca. N23 G were noted corresponding to 9 = 47°. The 

intense features of [A( 14N). = 43 G] and A(IH) NO, i.e. features Az and 

B1 , (MI*1) again correspond to upper limits for a-helices where definite 

turning points are expected. 

It see_s that these centres are trapped rapidly, before significant 

'hole' migration can occur. For example, when deoxyhaemoglobin was 

irradiated [with Fe(CN)s3- to scavenge the electrons], (F. A. Taiwo, 

unpublished results) there was no appearance of signals at g = 6, 

characteristic of Fe(III) haeme centres. Thus none of the electron

loss centres were able to migrate to iron. However with the met 

Fe(III) for_, the .ajority of the ejected electrons were able to reach 

the iron prior to trapping out within the protein. Similarly, whilst 
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First derivative spectrwn for histone protein (85 JIg + 1 al H20, -°2 ), in the presence of K,Fe(CN). (5 11M), after exposure and 
annealing to 130 K, showing clear features assigned to electron
loss centres. One species (denoted by features A2 and Bt ) [MI( t4N) 
= +1, 0, -1] has AI .. 43 G, AJ. _ 0, and no resolved proton 
spli tting. A second spec ies (ex) (denoted by features A4 , Ao and 
B,) has similar t4N paraaeters with A(IH) -39 G. A third species 
(1') (denoted by features A" At and 8 2 ) has again similar uN 
paraaeters but with a A('H) -23 G. The other features indicated by 
the stick diagr8JI are less well defined but can be seen to con
tribute to the fine structure noted for the central portion of the 
spectrum. 



RSSR- are major centres in proteins containing disulphide bridges, RSSR+ 

centres are not detected. 

These observations are in agreement with the above irradiated DNA

histone studies. That is, the electrons are mobile and can migrate to 

the sites of higher electron affinity (which in the case of a DNA

histone complex is the thymine bases), whilst the protein electron-loss 

centres are not mobile because they are centred on simple amide units of 

the backbone and are trapped there by loss of the N-H proton. 

Of the histone proteins, it can be speculated that the prime contenders 

for the source of the transferable electrons are histones H3 and H4, for 

it is these two proteins, present as two pairs in a tetramer, that are 

intimate and essential for nucleosome formation (Felsenfeld, 1978; 

Caaerini-Otero and Felsenfeld, 1977; Oudet et 81., 1978; Jorcano and 

Ruiz-Carrilo, 1979) and are also amongst the histones that are 

specifically involved in DNA-protein cross links (Mee and Adelstein, 

1981). However there is indirect evidence to suggest an inter-H3 

disulphide bridge being present in the (H3)z:(H4)z nucleosome tetramer 

(Garrard et 81. , 1977) . Such a moiety as an electron affinic R-S-S-R 

bridge (see Chapter Four) could act competitively with the protein to 

DNA electron transfer and may account for the transfers having 

efficiencies of less than 100% (Table 5.111) whilst the scavenging of 

electrons from isolated histones by K,Fe(CN)s was noted to be complete. 

CONCLUSIONS 

( i) It is concluded that histones actually sensitize DNA to ionizing 

radiation, since T·- (TH) radicals can lead to strand breaks 

(Boon et 81., 1984, 1985; Cullis and Symons, 1986) as well as 

other forms of damage such as TH z units (J. Cadet personal 

co .. unication; Furlong et 81., 1986). This represents an overall 

sensitization which is most likely to occur also on room tempera

ture irradiation and suggests that nuclear DNA is more sensitive 

to ionizing radiation than isolated purified DNA. 

(ii) Also it is concluded that the protein damage noted within directly 

irradiated DNA-histone complexes will arise predominately from 

initial positive electron-loss centres which are amide cations, 

readily trapped by loss of the NH proton. 
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(iii) The results provide an explanation for the reported increase in 

DNA single strand breaks due to the presence of complexed histone 

(Luckle-Huhle et a1., 1970) as a consequence of their enhancing 

the DNA anionic damage. 
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APPENDIX A 

Electron Spin Resonance 

The following discussion is not concerned with the rigorous mathe

aatical theory of electron spin resonance which can be found, explained 

in detail, in Ayscough (1967), Hecht (1967), Wertz and Bolton (1986) and 

Ingram (1958). A more general treatment of electron spin resonance and 

its applications may be found in Symons (1978). 

Of the spectroscopic techniques, electron spin resonance (e.s.r.), 

sometimes known as electron paramagnetic resonance (e.p.r.), is a 

particularly informative means of studying radiation induced free 

radicals. E.s.r. takes advantage of the fact that electrons have an 

intrinsic magnetic moment quantized into one of two states. In diamag

netic materials all electrons are paired, that is for each electron 

there is a partner in the other state. However, in paramagnetic 

materials, there are one or more unpaired electrons. In the absence of 

an applied magnetic field the two states (referred to as spin states « 

and ~) are doubly degenerate (they are equal in energy, and therefore a 

transition between states requires no energy).t In an applied magnetic 

field the degeneracy is lifted, and the energy levels (electron Zeeman 

levels) are obtained using the spin Hamiltonian, 

H = ~H.g.S [A1] 

which symbolizes the interaction between the applied magnetic field H 

and the spin magnetic moment of the electron, where ~ is the Bohr 

magneton (the intrinsic magnetic moment of a free electron), S is the 

quantum mechanical spin operator and g is a tensor which rotates H into 

S (g.H is often referred to as the effective field He). S can take up 

values of s1/z, and therefore, the energy level separation in an applied 

magnetic field (Zeeman splitting) is, 

[A2] 

t There may be various magnetic interactions in the molecule (such as 
the dipolar interaction between spins or spin orbit coupling) that 
create local magnetic fields. The local fields can remove the 
degeneracy and cause a splitting of the electron-spin energy levels 
even in the absence of applied magnetic field. These local fields 
are termed zero fields, and the resulting splitting is called zero 
field splitting (z.f.s.). 
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where ge is isotropic (independent of orientation) in the case where the 

spin system is tumbling fast enough for the anisotropic terms in ge to 

average out. The fundamental characteristic which must be pointed out 

here is that the separation between the Zeeman levels increases linearly 

with the magnetic field as is shown in Figure A.1. 

Since the energy levels are populated according to Boltzman statistics, 

there is a temperature dependent population difference of the spin 

states equal to, 

No: 
NI3 

[A3] 

[A4] 

and therefore at resonance, 

hv = gl3H [A5] 

there can be a net absorption of energy dependent on the intensity of 

the exciting radiation field (hv). This continues until saturation 

(equalization of spin state populations) is reached. Equation [A5] also 

helps one to understand the meaning of g-value which is defined as, 

g 
hv 
/3" 

[A6] 

and gives a fingerprint of the magnetic environment of the unpaired 

electron. The g-value is used to characterize the position of the 

resonance and it is a measure of the local magnetic field experienced by 

the electron. 

If only the electron Zeeman interaction was observed, then all e.s.r. 

spectra would consist of a single absorption peak. The intensity of the 

absorption would be directly related to the concentration of the 

unpaired spins and the only structural information contained in the 

spectrum would relate to the orbital electronic environment of the 

electron as reflected by the g-value. If the only source of magnetism 

arose from a free electron spin, ge = 2.0023. When the electron is in 

an orbital far removed from other levels, g will approximate to the 

"free-spin" value (ge)' Any shifts occurring in the g-value from 

free-spin are often small and are due to the presence of orbital 
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The electron spin resonance transition, and the resulting spectru •. 



magnetism (induced by the applied magnetic field in most cases) which 

adds to or subtracts from the spin magnetism giving rise to a negative 

or positive shift. Shifts in g-value above the free spin value indicate 

an admixture of the lone electron orbital with a filled orbital of lower 

energy. Shifts to lower g-values indicate admixture with an unoccupied 

orbital of higher energy. For organic free radicals, spin delocaliza

tion onto heteroatoms often leads to small g-shifts. 

The g-value need not be isotropic and in general it is anisotropic and 

has three principal values along three orthogonal axes (given symbols 

gx' gy and gz or gxx' gyy and gzz)· When the values along the x and y 

axes are equal the g-tensor is axial and the values g. and g~ are 

obtained from the spectrum. 

Fortunately, in addition to just the g-value, further information 

detailing the unpaired electron environment appears in e.s.r. spectra as 

a consequence of the electron's magnetic moment interacting with the 

intrinsic magnetic moment of surrounding nuclei, giving rise to a second 

term in the spin Hamiltonian, called the hyperfine term [A7], 

hS.A.1 [A7] 

where h is Planck's constant, I is the nuclear magnetic moment and A is 

the hyperfine tensor, which describes the interaction of nuclear and 

electron magnetic moments. Although this term is generally much weaker 

(10- 2 ) than the Zeeman term, it is of great importance. To a first 

approximation, the single absorption peak due to the Zeeman interaction 

is split into (21+1) peaks by the hyperfine interaction (or for n 

equivalent nuclei into (2n1+1) lines) as depicted in Figure A.2. Thus, 

by inspection, one can usually identify the spin quantum number of the 

nucleus giving rise to the hyperfine splitting, and the number of nuclei 

present. As with g, the hyperfine tensor consists of an isotropic and 

anisotropic component as shown in equation [A8], 

[AS] 

where Ao is the isotropic component, 1 is the unit tensor, and T is the 

anisotropic component. 
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The isotropic component (easily measured in systems where rapid tumbling 

of the free radicals averages out the anisotropic components) is a 

measure of the "contact interaction" because it is due to the finite 

density of the unpaired electron at the nucleus (Fermi contact). and is 

characteristic of the s-orbital character of the electron. The aniso

tropic component of A provides information about the p-electron 

character of the orbital containing the unpaired electron and arises 

from the dipole-dipole interaction between the electron and nuclear 

spins. and is therefore orientation dependent. As with the g-tensor the 

A-tensor is characterized by three principal values: Axx. Ayy and Azz . 

In the case of axial symmetry. AI Azz and A~ = Axx = Ayy . For p

orbitals the direction of minimum T corresponds to a situation where the 

field is perpendicular to the axis of the orbital and due to its disper

sion is reversed and takes a value of -B. When the field is parallel to 

the axis of the orbital the field at the electron takes a value of 2B. 

The values for A. and A~ are given in equations [A9] and [AIO]. 

Aiso - B 

[A9] 

[AIO] 

A third term in the spin Hamiltonian is the nuclear Zeeman term. It 

arises from the interaction between the external magnetic field and the 

nuclear magnetic moment (I). 

[All] 

where ~n and gn are the nuclear counterparts to the electron constants. 

In a typical e.s.r. experiment the change in nuclear spin quantum number 

(AMI) is zero and to a first approximation this term can be ignored. In 

electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR). however. a AMI=1 transition 

is brought about by applying a strong radio frequency (n.m.r.) field 

that satisfies the nuclear resonance condition. This transition 

restores some of the population difference eliminated by saturation and 

causes an increase in the e.s.r. absorption. Two additional terms in 

the spin Hamiltonian describe organic free radicals. They are the 

quadrupole term. equation [AI2]. 

hI.Q.I [A12] 
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where Q is the quadrupole coupling tensor, and the spin-spin term, 

equation [A13], 

S.D.S. [A13] 

where D is a tensor similar to T (equation [A8]). 

The nuclear electric quadrupole term is important when a nucleus with an 

appreciable quadrupole moment interacts with the gradient of the 

electric field of the surrounding electrons. If this distribution is 

cubic, the electric field gradient is zero. However, if there is a 

polarized bond between two atoms, this gradient is non-zero and the 

quadrupole coupling is a measure of the electron polarization of the 

bond. The spin-spin term, sometimes called the fine structure term, 

describes the dipole-dipole interaction between the spins of a system 

with S>I/2 (triplet state). In such systems the effects of the ligand 

interaction and the spin-orbit coupling may produce a ground state in 

which the levels are not degenerate in zero magnetic field. When such 

z.f.s's are present, the levels will no longer be equally spaced in an 

external magnetic field, so that the various magnetic transition no 

longer coincide and a series of lines are observed. 

The full spin Hamiltonian is given in equation [A14], 

He.s.r. = ~H.g.S + hS.A.I - gnPnH.I + hI.Q.I + S.D.S [A14] 

where g, A, gn' Q and D are tensors that couple the indicated vectors H, 

S and I. Depending on the system under study all or part of this 

Hamiltonian is used, and in many cases certain terms may be ignored. 

Use of E.a.r. on Biological Syate.s 

The above discussion indicates that e.s.r. detects only paramagnetic 

species. Therefore, in a typical biological system, e.s.r. provides the 

necessary selectivity to differentiate between the bulk material and the 

species of interest. The sensitivity of modern e.s.r. instruments is 

sufficient to detect about lO-'M. While these advantages are impressive 

there are several features inherent in the technique which tends to 

limit its usefulness. One drawback is the inability of e.s.r. to 

identify the diamagnetic end product of a free radical reaction. This 

often deprives an investigator of vital information regarding free 
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radical reaction pathways. A second disadvantage follows from 

difficulty in interpreting the e.s.r. spectrum. Often information 

regarding the structure of the paramagnetic species under study is 

masked by spectral complexity or lack of resolution and even with 

current techniques the data is difficult to extract. A third diffi

culty with the technique follows from sample preparation. The more 

informative e.s.r. studies come from orientated systems, where one can 

usually distinguish between several free radical species, estimate their 

relative magnitudes and determine their structure. Often, however, 

single crystals of interesting samples are difficult, if not impossible, 

to obtain. In this case the study must be conducted on a disordered 

system, where data is generally more difficult to extract. 

However one advantage using a disordered "powdered" system. either 

glassy or polycrystalline. is that it is a much more convenient method 

both in terms of sample preparation and in mode of study. Analysis of 

powder spectra is discussed by Atkins and Symons (1967) and Kneubuhl 

(1960). 

If more than one paramagnetic species is present the spectrum often 

cannot be assigned unambiguously due to its complexity. In these 

circumstances various parameters can be adjusted such as altering the 

microwave power so that lines which belong to one radical can be 

saturated out leaving the remaining lines to be more readily inter

preted. Other variables are temperature. y-dose and use of Q- and 

S-band (i.e. changing the microwave frequency and applied magnetic 

field). thus enabling the features arising from each radical to be 

recognized and interpreted. 

Finally computer assisted analysis of temperature dependent e.s.r. 

spectra. including their reconstruction via addition of previously 

isolated single-component patterns. as outlined by Gregoli et al. (1976. 

1977a.b. 1979. 1982) can reveal the relative and absolute abundance of 

each radical species in a powder sample containing a number of radicals. 
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APPENDIX B 

Nechanis. of Strand Break For.ation: A Co.puter Graphics Study 

The work described in this thesis comprises a study of the effects of 

ionizing radiation on DNA under direct (frozen aqueous) conditions, 

where the initial ionic species formed, at 77 K, from ionizations within 

the DNA phase, are G'+ and T'- (Boon et a1., 1984; Gregoli et a1., 1982; 

HUttermann et a1., 1984). On warming, in the absence of oxygen, these 

ionic centres yield the neutral radicals GN and TH by deprotonation and 

protonation respectively (Lenherr and OrMerod, 1968; HUttermann and 

Voit, 1986). It has been proposed that a significant number of these 

neutral centres can give rise to strand breaks by intramolecular hydro

gen atoM abstraction from appropriately positioned deoxyribose moieties 

(Cullis and Symons, 1986) and that the sugar radicals thus formed react 

via Mechanisms analogous to those described for the hydroxyl radical 

initiated strand breakage reaction (von Sonntag et a1., 1981). 

On the assumption that hydrogen atom abstraction would be most 

favourable from the nearest ribosyl-hydrogens, the B-DNA structure has 

been inspected using molecular graphics (Chem-X, Chemical Designs Ltd.) 

to determine the proximity of these sites. Figures B.1 and B.2 show 

computer graphic images of a section of 8-DNA about the radical centres 

of TH and GN respectively, and in each case depict the five closest 

ribosyl-hydrogens. Tables B.I-IV catalogue the inter-atom distances . . 
from the radical centres C5 and N3 of TH and GN respectively, to the 

ribosyl-hydrogens of the sugars positioned 5' and 3' to the radical 

bearing nucleotide and also to the C'-H groups of the deoxyribose 

directly attached to the base radical. t 

For TH, the closest hydrogens to its 5-yl radical centre are from C; and 

C; of the deoxyribose 5' to the radical bearing nucleotide and from c; 
and Cz of the sugar directly attached (N') to the base radical (Fig. B.1 

and Tables B.I and B.II). The sixth closest ribosyl-hydrogen is on C~ 

of the deoxyribose N ' to the base radical, as is the seventh, which is 

again from Cz. It should however be pointed out that, on stereo

electronic grounds, the N' ribosyl-hydrogens may not be ideal 

t The ribose directly attached to the base radical is designated as the 
N' deoxyribose. 
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A pyriaidine trinucleotide fragaent (CTC) of 8-0NA about a TH base 
radical. The distances to the nearest five hydrogen atoms that 
could be candidates for hydrogen ato. abstraction by the base 
radical are indicated by arrows. 



TABLE Be I 

Distance., in an£8troas, fro. the 5-th~yl (C5) radical site 
of Ta to the CD-H groups of the deoxyribose supra 5' and 3' to 
the radical bearing nucleotide, and alao to the Cn-H groups of 
the sugar (H') that i. directly attached to tbe 5-tbr-yl base 

5' deoxyribose 
0 

C;-H C5 to 3.487 A 
0 

II to C;-Ha 3.931 A 
0 

II to C;-Hb 3.292 A 
0 

II to C;-H 5.794 A 
0 

II to C~-H 6.688 A 
0 

II to C;-Ha 6.973 A 
0 

II to C;-Hb 7.517 A 

H' deoXYribose 
0 

C5 to C;-H 4.400 A 
0 

II to C;-Ha 3.731 A 
0 

II to C;-Hb 4.779 A 
0 .. to C;-H 5.810 A 
0 

II to C.-H 6.045 A 
0 

II to Cs-Ha 4.721 A 
0 

II to C;-Hb 5.823 A 

3' deogrlboae 
0 

C5 to C;-H 7.855 ~ 
II to C;-Ha 7.509 ~ 
II to C;-Hb 8.756 A 

0 
II to C;-H 9.046 ~ 
II to C.-H 8.437 f-
II to C;-Ha 6.298 ~ 
II to Cs-Hb 7.714 A 

[For C;. Ha is assigned to the hydrogen ato. above the 
ribosyl plane. I.e. on the 8a.e aide as the base residue 
and the C; .oiety. and Hb to the hydrogen below the 
ribosyl plane.] 

[For Cs. Ha i8 a8signed to the hydrogen ato. closest to 
the stacked base interior of the DNA. and Hb to the 
hydrogen further away.] 



TABLE B. II 

The order of proxiaity of the 5'. N' . and 3' deoxyribosyl Cn-H 
groups to tbe 5-thyayl radical site of TH. and likely coofilUration 

about C5 ot THz 00 abstraction 

0 

1. 5' C;-Hb 3.292 A R-contig. 
0 

2. 5' C;-H 3.487 A R-config. 
0 

3. N' C;-Ha 3.731 A S-config. 
0 

4. 5' C;-Ha 3.931 A R-config. 
0 

5. N' C;-H 4.400 A R/S-config. [same plane] 
0 

6. N' C;-Ha 4.721 A R-config. 
0 

7. N' C;-Hb 4.779 A S-config. 
0 

8. 5' C;-H 5.794 A R-config. 
0 

9. N' C;-H 5.810 A R/S-config. [sa.e plane] 
0 

10. N' Cs-Hb 5.823 A R-config. 
0 

11. N' C';-H 6.045 ~ R-config. 
12. 3' C;-Ha 6.298 A R/S-config. [sa.e plane] 

0 

13. 5' C';-H 6.688 A R-conflg. 
0 

14. 5' C;-Ha 6.973 A R-conflg. 
0 

15. 3' C;-Ha 7.509 A S-contig. 
0 

16. 5' C;-Hb 7.517 A R-config. 
0 

17. 3' C;-Hb 7.714 A R/S-contig. [same plane] 
0 

18. 3' C;-H 7.885 A S-config. 
0 

19. 3' C';-H 8.437 A S-config. 
0 

20. 3' C;-Hb 8.756 A S-conflg. 
0 

21. 3' C;-H 9.046 A S-config. 

[For C;. Ha is assigned to the hydrogen atom above the 
ribosyl plane. i.e. on the same side as the base residue 
and the C; .oiety. and Hb to the hydrogen below the 
ribosyl plane.] 

[For Cs. Ha Is assigned to the hydrogen atom closest to 
the stacked base interior of the DNA. and Hb to the 
hydrogen further away.] 



candidates for abstraction. thus making the 5' ribosyl-hydrogens. which 

which are more ideally positioned. i.e. more in line with the p-orbital 

(and closer). the preferred target. TU mediated abstraction of these 

sugar bound hydrogens will result in reduced thymidine (TU z ) having 

mostly the R-configuration about C5. Subsequent to this prediction 

Furlong et ale (1986) have recently shown that this is indeed the case. 

The sugar radicals resulting from TU mediated abstraction would there

fore be predominately centred on C; and C; of the deoxyribose 5' to the 

radical bearing nucleotide. The various subsequent reactions of these 

sugars are shown in Figure B.3. 

For GN the closest hydrogens to the radical site. N3. are from C; and C; 

of the deoxyribose N' to the base radical and from C; and C; of the 

sugar 3' to the radical bearing nucleotide (Fig. B.2 and Tables B.III 

and B.IV). The sixth and seventh closest hydrogens are from C~ and C; 

of the 3' deoxyribose. With G'+ decaying via loss of a proton. GN 

mediated hydrogen atom abstraction should result in the quasi-repair of 

the guanine base (a further tautomerisation being required to fully 

restore the guanine moiety). 

Again from stereoelectronic considerations the 3' ribosyl hydrogens 

(particularly that of 3'C;-H) are more ideally placed for abstraction 

than those of N'. However the N' hydrogens are much closer (especially 

N'C;-H at 2.671 A) and it is unclear as to which of these factors will 

prevail in dictating the likely site of abstraction. Hence it is 

tentatively concluded that the sugar radicals resulting from GN mediated 

abstraction will consist of mostly C; and possibly C; centred species on 

the sugar 3' to the GN bearing nucleotide and possibly C; and C; centred 

species on the deoxyribose N' to the base radical. Though it must be 

stressed that these latter hydrogens including those on 3'C~ are almost 

in the node of the p-orbital and hence may be quite unsuitable for 

abstraction. Subsequent reactions of these sugar radicals are also 

shown in Figure B.3. 

In the presence of oxygen. TH and probably GN convert to peroxyl base 

radicals (RO;) on warming. For the peroxyl radical THOi. the radical 

centre on the terminal oxygen can describe an arc some 2.3-2.5 A from 
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FIGURE B. 2 

A purine trinucleotide frapent (GGG) of 8-DNA about a GN base 
radical. The distances to the nearest five hydrogen ato.s that .ay 
be candidates for hydrogen ato. abstraction by the base radical are 
indicated by arrows. 



TABLE B_ III 

Distances, in ane-tro.s, tro. tbe N3 radical site of GN to tbe 
Cn-H pooups ot the deoxyribose suprs 5' and 3' to tbe radical 
beari ... nucleotide, and also to the CD-B .... oups ot the sapr 

(N') tbat is directly attached to tbe euanine base radical 

5' deoxyribose 

N3 to C;-H 5.441 A 
0 

" to C;-Ha 7.357 A 
0 

" to C;-Hb 8.490 A 
0 

" to C;-H 8.904 A 
0 .. to C;-H 8.895 A 
0 

" to Cs-Ha 9.430 A 
0 

" to C~-Hb 10.292 A 

N' deogr tbose 
0 

N3 to C;-H 2.671 A 
0 

It to C;-Ha 4.755 A 
0 

It to C;-Hb 4.518 A 
0 .. to C;-H 6.247 A 
0 

It to C';-H 5.630 A 
0 

It to Cs-Ha 5.713 A 
0 

It to C;-Hb 6.827 A 

3' deogr ibose 
0 

N3 to Ci-H 4.668 A 
0 

" to C;-Ha 5.343 A 
0 

" to C;-Hb 6.166 A 
0 

It to C;-H 6.454 A 
0 

II to C';-H 5.138 A 
0 

It to Cs-Ha 3.713 ~ 
" to Cs-Hb 5.315 A 

[Por C;, Ha 1s assigned to the hydrogen ato. above the 
ribosyl plane. i.e. on the sa.e side as the base residue 
and the Cs .oiety, and Hb to the hydrogen below the 
ribosyl plane.] 

[Por Cs ' Ha is assigned to the hydrogen ato. closest to 
the stacked base interior of the DNA, and Hb to the 
hydrogen further away.] 



TABLE B. IV 

The order ot proxi.ity ot the G'. N' and 3' deo~ibosyl 
groups to the N3 radical centre ot ON 

N' C;-H 
0 

1. 2.671 A • 2. 3' Cs-Ha 3.713 A 
0 

3. N' C;-Hb 4.518 A 
0 

4. 3' C;-H 4.668 A 
0 

5. N' C;-Ha 4.755 A 

C~-H 
0 

6. 3' 5.138 A 
0 

7. 3' Cs-Hb 5.315 A 

0 

8. 3 ' Ci-Ha 5.343 A 
0 

9. 5' C;-H 5.441 A 
0 

10. N' C~-H 5.630 A 
0 

11. N' Cs-Ha 5.713 A 
0 

12. 3' Ci-Hb 6.166 A 
0 

13. N' C;-H 6.247 A 
0 

14. 3' C;-H 6.454 A 
0 

15. 5' C;-Hb 6.490 ~ 
16. N' Cs-Hb 6.827 A 

0 

17. 5' C;-Ha 7.357 A 
0 

18. t)' C~-H 8.895 A 
0 

19. 5' C;-H 8.904 A 
0 

20. 5' C;-Ha 9.430 A 
0 

21. 5' C;-Hb 10.292 A 

[For C;. Ha is assigned to the hydrogen atom above 
the ribosyl plane. i.e. on the saae side as the base 
residue and the C; .oiety, and Hb to the hydrogen 
below the ribosyl plane.] 

[For C;. Ha is assigned to the hydrogen ato. closest 
to the stacked base interior of the DNA. and Hb to 
the hydrogen further away.] 
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its original position either above or below the base plane, depending on 

the direction from which the oxygen adds to the C5 centred radical (Fig. 

B.4). Addition of oxygen from above the base plane (5'~3'), yielding 

the C5 2-conformer of THO~, generally results in the radical site being 

ca. 2.1-2.4 A closer to the abstractable hydrogens of the deoxyribose 5' 

to the radical bearing nucleotide (Fig. B.5). But as with the parent 

radical it is still the hydrogens on C; and C; that are the closest. 

However, if, as is proposed for H· donation from thiols (Chapter Four), 

oxygen preferentially adds to TH from below the base plane (3'~5'), i.e. 

from the less hindered major groove, the peroxyl radical centre of the 

R-THO~ formed will project into the major groove and will not result in 

any significant reduction of the abstraction distances involving N' and 

5' located ribosyl-hydrogens (Fig. B.5). There is some lessening of the 

abstraction distances involving 3' located hydrogens, however these are 

still too far away to be of any consequence. 

For GN it is unlikely that oxygen addition direct to the N3 radical 

centre will occur and addition to C5, resulting in a carbon based 

peroxyl radical, is more reasonable (Fig. B.6). This will, like THOi, 

result in the radical centre being able to describe an arc some 2.3-2.5 

1 from its "parent" position (when on C5) either above or below the base 

plane, depending on the direction of O2 addition (Fig. B.6). The 

approach of oxygen from above the base plane (5'~3'), giving the C5 

§-conformer of GN(O~), results in the radical centre being some 3.15-

3.65 A closer to the 5' located ribosyl-hydrogens whilst the inter-atom 

abstraction distances to the 3' deoxyribose hydrogens are generally 

increased to an equivalent extent (Fig. B.7). Similar, though less 

dramatic, trends are noted for the R-conformer of GN(Oi) (Fig. B.7), 

which results from oxygen addition from below the base plane (3'~5'), 

i.e. from the less hindered major groove. Overall for both R- and 

§-GN(Oi) there is no significant reduction in any abstraction distance 

to a value below 2.671 A (i.e. the lowest value, noted with N'C;-H, for 

GN, see Table B.IV), even though sweeping changes of over 3 A occur for 

individual centres. However on stereoelectronic grounds there is some 

improvement, with peroxyl radical formation allowing those hydrogens 

that are in ideal positions, though too far away, to now be accessible. 

As with the parent GN radical the closest hydrogens, for both R- and 
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§-GN(O~). are still from C;. C; and C; and these will again be the sugar 

radicals most likely formed. 

From the above it can be predicted that strand breaks occurring under 

conditions of direct damage arise through mechanisms that are distinct 

from those of the indirect pathway in which hydroxyl radicals predomi

nately abstract the C~ hydrogen atom (von Sonntag et al., 1981). In 

none of the above situations is it likely that C~-H is abstracted by the 

base radicals and the addition of oxygen to either GN or TH does nothing 

to improve the likelihood of this being the case. 

If, under direct damage conditions, strand breaks arise from the 

initially formed sugar radicals (via base radical H' abstraction), then 

they could occur via the mechanims depicted in Figure B.3. Support for 

these reactions comes from several studies involving end group analysis 

of directly induced strand breaks. In particular studies of frozen 

aqueous solutions and 'dry' films of DNA irradiated (77 K, 220 K or 

R.T.) under ambient 'atmospheric' conditions, have shown that both the 

5' and 3' end groups are predominately simple phosphate monoesters 

(Sweeney, 1986). Mechanisms depicting C;, C; and C; sugar radicals 

yielding strand breaks with these particular end group functions are 

given in Figure B.3. Also a reduction in the amount of phosphoglycolate 

noted as a 3' end group, when DNA was irradiated under such conditions 

(Sweeney, 1986), supports the notion that under direct conditions a 

sugar radical other than the C~ centred species is the strand break 

precursor. 

Other studies have reported far more 3'-OH end groups being detected on 

irradiation of DNA either in vivo or dry than when irradiated in dilute 

aqueous solution (Lennartz et al., 1975). Such end groups could be 

formed from the subsequent reactions of the 3' sugar radical resulting 

from base mediated H' abstraction from C;, followed by ~-elimination of 

the 3' phosphate moiety and -OB addition (Fig. B.3). In addition DNA 

irradiated dry in vitro has been reported to yield few 5' OH end groups 

(Coquerelle et al., 1973). 

Also proposed by the mechanisms in Figure B.3 is base release and the 

generation of a gap in the irradiated molecule resulting from release of 
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both base and an altered sugar. This has important implications for 

repair which. in the case of a gap. would require the combined action of 

a phosphatase. polymerase and a ligase. 

Though it has been stated above that the mechanisms leading to strand 

breaks under direct conditions are expected to be distinct from those of 

indirect daMage (where it is proposed that 'OR radicals initiate 

reactions leading to chain lesion by C;-H abstraction) a second major 

action of 'OR radicals with DNA is addition to the unsaturated base 

moieties (Scholes. 1983). This predominately results in OR-pyrimidine 

and purine radical adducts. with spin localized at C6 and C5 for the 

pyrimidines (Fujita and Steenken. 1981) and on N7. C4 and C5 for the 

purines (O'Neill. 1983: van Hemmen and Bleichrodt. 1971). For 

thymidine. a radical formed by 'OH mediated R' abstraction from the C7 

methyl moiety is reported. but it is formed to less than 10% (Scholes. 

1983: Fujita and Steenken. 1981). Tables B.V and B.VI catalogue the 

inter-atom distances from these radical centres to the ribosyl

hydrogens of the sugars positioned 5' and 3' to the radical bearing 

nucleotide and to the deoxyribose N' to the base radical. For none of 

these centres does the C; hydrogen appear as a prime contender for 

abstraction. From this it can be concluded that strand breaks arising. 

under indirect conditions. from OR base radical adduct mediated R' atom 

abstraction. occur v1a mechanisms analogous to those of direct damage 

and are unlikely to involve abstraction of the C; hydrogen. 
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TABLE B.V 

Distances. in ane.troa •• • froa the C5. C6 and C7 radical 
sites of pyriaidines to the deoxyribosyl Cn-B unit. of the 

.ugar. 5' and 3' to the radical bearing nucleotide. and al.o 
to the Cn-H group. of the .ugar (N') that is directly attached 

to the pyriaidine base radical 

PROM C5 C6 C7 
TO 

0 

( 2) 
0 0 

( 3) 5' C;-H 3.487 A 3.041 A ( 2) 3.753 A 
0 0 0 

5' Cz-Ha 3.931 A ( 4) 4.219 A ( 7) 3.121 A ( 2) 
0 0 0 

5' C;-Hb 3.292 A ( 1) 3.097 A ( 3) 2.823 A ( 1) 
0 0 0 

5' C,-H 5.794 A ( 8) 5.655 A (12) 5.100 ~ ( 5) • • 5' C.-B 6.688 A (13) 6.356 A (13) 6.422 t (11) 
0 0 

5' C;-Ha 6.973 A (14) 7.104 A (16) 6.519 A (12) 
0 0 0 

5' C;-Hb 7.517 A (16) 7.559 A (19) 6.893 A (14) 
0 0 0 

N' C;-H 4.400 A ( 5) 3.263 A ( 4) 5.633 A ( 7) 
0 0 0 

N' Cz-Ha 3.731 A ( 3) 2.476 A ( 1 ) 4.388 A ( 4) 
0 0 0 

N' Cz-Hb 4.779 A ( 7) 3.556 A ( 5) 5.667 A ( 8) 
0 0 0 

N' C,-H 5.810 A ( 9) 4.493 A ( 8) 6.395 A (10) 
• • • II' C.-B 6.045 A (11) 4.776 t (10) 6.861 t (13) 
0 

N' C;-Ha 4.721 A ( 6) 3.759 ~ ( 6) 5.212 A ( 6) 
0 0 

N' C;-Hb 5.823 A (10) 4.725 A ( 9) 6.197 A ( 9) 

0 0 

(17) 
0 

(18) 3' C;-H 7.855 A (18) 7.299 ~ 9.155 A 
0 0 

3' C;-Ha 7.509 A (15) 6.614 ~ (15) 8.620 A (16) 
0 0 

3' Cz-Hb 8.756 A (20) 7.985 ~ (20/21) 9.909 A (20) 
0 0 

3' C;-H 9.046 A (21) 7.985 ~ (20/21) 10.222 A (21) 
8.437 1 • 3' C.-B (19) 7.451 t (18) 9.752 A (19) 

0 0 

3' C;-Ha 6.298 A (12) 5.177 A (11 ) 7.551 A (15) 
0 0 0 

3' C;-Bb 7.714 A (17) 6.506 A (14) 8.896 A (17) 

( ) value in parenthesis indicates the order of proxiaity of 
the hydrogen in question to the radical site. 

* C7 corresponds to the radical formed fro. thyaine by 
'OH aediated H' abstraction from the C7 methyl .oiety. 
C6-C7 = 1.384 A laroaatic l . 

[For Ci. Ha is assigned to the hydrogen atoa above the ribosyl 
plane, i.e. on the saae side as the base residue and the C; 
.oiety. and Hb to the hydrogen below the ribosyl plane.] 

[For Cs. Ba is assigned to the hydrogen atom closest to the 
stacked base interior of the DNA. and Hb to the hydrogen 
further away.] 



TABLE B.VI 

Distances. in aneatra.s. fro. the R7. CG and Cf centred radicals 
of purines. to the deoxyribose Cn-B units of suprs G' and 3' to 

the radical bearine nucleotide. and also to the Cn-B KrOupa of the 
sugar (N') that is directly attached to the purine base radical 

PRmI N'1 C5 C4 
TO 

0 

( 1) 
0 0 

5' C;-H 3.683 A 4.432 A ( 2) 4.416 A ( 5) 
0 0 0 

5' C;-Ha 4.287 A ( 5) 5.504 A ( 7) 6.087 A (13) 
0 0 0 

5' C;-Hb 3.686 A ( 2) 4.931 A ( 4) 5.220 A ( 7) 
0 0 0 

5' C;-H 6.178 A (12) 7.39tS A (15) 7.691 A (18) • • • 5' C;-B 8.985 A (13) 7.888 A (17) 7.920 A (19) 
0 0 0 

5' C;-Ha 7.203 A (14) 8.040 A (19) 8.437 A (20) 
0 0 0 

5' C;-Hb 7.818 A (18) 8.833 A (21) 9.206 A (21) 
0 

( 4) 
0 

( 1) 
0 

N' C;-H 4.279 A 3.941 A 2.645 A ( 1) 
0 0 0 

N' C;-Ha 3.903 A ( 3) 4.496 A ( 3) 3.880 A ( 2) 
0 0 0 

N' C;-Hb 4.825 A ( 6) 5.005 A ( 5) 4.069 A ( 3) 
0 0 0 

N' C;-H 5.987 A ( 8) 6.496 A (10) 5.654 A (10) • • • N' C;-B 8.117 A (10' 8.314 A ( 9) 5.31tS A ( 8) 
0 0 0 

N' C;-Ha 4.889 A ( 7) 5.447 A ( 6) 4.942 A ( 6) 
0 0 0 

N' C;-Hb 6.042 A ( 9) 6.694 A (12) 6.092 A (14/15) 
0 0 

(11 ) 
0 

3' C;-H 7.595 A (16) 6.634 A 5.638 A ( 9) 
0 0 0 

3' C;-Ha 7.362 A (15) 6.870 A (13) 5.792 A (11 ) 
0 0 0 

3' C;-Hb 8.556 A (20) 7.881 ~ (18) 6.847 A (16) 
0 0 

3' C;-H 8.903 A (21) 8.365 A (20) 7.099 A (17) • • • 3' C;-B 8.219 A (19) 7.437 t (18) 8.092 A (14/15) 
0 0 

3' C;-Ha 6.147 A (11 ) 5.623 A ( 8) 4.247 A (11 ) 
0 0 0 

3' C;-Hb 7.606 A (17) 7.185 A (14) 5.822 A (12) 

( ) value in parenthesis indicates the order of proxi.ity of 
the hydrogen in question to the radical site. 

[For C;. Ha is assigned to the hydrogen ato. above the ribosyl 
plane. i.e. on the sa.e side as the base residue and the Cs 
.oiety. and Db to the hydrogen below the ribosyl plane.] 

[For Cs. Ha is assigned to the hydrogen ato. closest to the 
stacked base interior of the DNA. and Hb to the hydrogen 
further away.] 
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APPENDIX C 

An Alternative Node of E.s.r. Analysis 

As an alternative to the normal mode of e.s.r. analysis undertaken 

throughout this study (where usually frozen aqueous samples of DNA, 

irradiated at 77 K, were annealed to particular temperatures for 

approximately 2 minutes, then recooled to 77 K prior to their e.s.r. 

spectra being recorded; see Chapter Two), a second method was sometimes 

employed, which was a modified procedure of that reported by Graslund et 

al. (1975) who used e.s.r. to measure the kinetics of free radical 

conversions in y-irradiated oriented DNA. In those studies, the 

kinetics experiments were conducted by having spectrometer's magnetic 

field set corresponding to a particular point in the spectrum so that 

(with the field sweep set to zero) once the temperature was rapidly 

altered to a pre-calibrated value using variable temperature apparatus, 

the ensuing decay of the relevant signal could be monitored with time. 

A procedure similar to this was used to follow the decay of DNA signals 

with temperature in the presence and absence of particular additives. 

With the spectrometer's magnetic field set on the DNA central feature A 

(Fig. C.1) and the field sweep set to zero, the liquid nitrogen was 

decanted from the finger Dewar (see Chapter Two) and the decay of the 

signal followed with time, which via a time/temperature calibration 

curve (cf. Fig. 2.1) was equated to temperature. 

Figure C.l shows the decay profiles, as produced directly from the 

e.s.r. spectrometer, of DNA samples (50 mg + 1 _I HzO, -Oz) in (a) the 

presence and (b) the absence of MEA (40 aM), after y-irradiation at 

77 K (and annealing to 130 K to remove 'OH features) and analysis as 

outlined above. It can be clearly seen that the presence of MEA causes 

the e.s.r. signal to be lost at a temperature well below that at which 

it is normally stable. These results are analogous to those described 

in Chapter Four. 

The principle advantage of this technique over the more conventional 

method of producing a decay profile is the much shorter time required to 

conduct the experiments. The procedure of annealing a sample to a 

required temperature, then recooling it prior to recording the e.s.r. 

spectra at 77 K, and subsequently plotting the data requires many hours, 
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especially with a large sample number. It is also expensive in terms of 

resources. However the above procedure requires only N20 minutes per 

sample and the data is automatically plotted. 

One disadvantage of the alternative technique is that the decaying 

e.s.r. intensities are recorded at the elevated temperatures and so the 

signals will obey the Curie law (signal intensity ~ T- 1
). This may 

result in the secondary neutral radicals, i.e. TH, being difficult to 

detect and quantify. However such problems could be overcome by 

irradiating the samples for longer periods of time and using higher 

spectrometer gains. A second problem is that a temperature gradient 

occurs across the sample during the "free" anneal described above, which 

results in a spread of reactions occurring at any particular time within 

the sample during warming. However this could be eliminated, in any 

future development of this work, by incorporating a variable temperature 

system that would allow a more gradual controlled increase in tempera

ture to take place. Also the use of a variable temperature accessory 

would permit rapid alterations of temperature, so allowing kinetic 

experiments of the type discussed by Graslund to be conducted on fibrous 

solid samples of DNA, in which not so much of a temperature gradient is 

expected. 

A gas-flow variable temperature unit would be ideal for this sort of 

work for it would also minimize frequency shifts that may be encountered 

as the cavity warms and hence lessen the problems of detuning. Overall 

though more accurate measurement and control of v and Ho (than is 

presently available) is required since only fairly small shifts in the 

latter would result in quite erroneous measurements of intensity. 
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